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H.R. 1400-THE VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1981

TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND
EMPLOYMENT, COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS,

\
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to actfournment, at 9.01 a.m., in
room. 334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Bob Edgar Achain
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present. Full Committee Chairman G. V. (Sonny) Mont-
gomery (ex officio), Representatives Edgar, Leath, Daschle, Gramm,
Sawyer, Jeffries, and Denny Smith.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN EDGAR

Mr; EDGAR. The Subcommittee on Education4 Training, and Em-
,ploybient will come to order.

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. This is the first day of 4
days of scheduled hearings on H.R. 1400, the Veterans' Educational
Assistance Ad of 1981.

The bill, introduced by the chairman of the full committee, Rep-,
resentative G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery, of Mississippi, calls for a
new GI bill education and training program for the All-Volunteer
Force. However, I would like to state -at the outset that the purpose
of the hearing today and subsequent hearings on March 19, 24, and
25 will be to also review the entire nature of the benefit of the/GI
bill, both historically and within the context of the present nee& of
the All-Volunteer Forte.

Among the 50 witnesses who will be testifying Over t- hese 4 days
are leading experts from the military, from reserve and active duty
associations, veterans organizations, representatives from the edu-

, cation community, and leading experts In the field of recruitment
and retention within the Armed Forces.

, We will also be hearing from several Members of Congress who
will .present outlihes of similar' GI bill proposals which they have
also introduced..

It is a pleasure to welcome Chairman Montgomery this morning,
who will be our first witness. Our colleague from the other body,
Senator Armstrong, is also- with us today to present an outline of
his bill, S. 25. t

There will be a greatife,ri mation to digest during these 4
days. However, there is no doubt in my mind that a new GI bill is
both needed and almost mandatory as part of an overall benefits
package designed to enhance recruitment and. retention within the
All-Volunteer Force.

(1)



There is also no doubt in my mind that, drawing on the early -
history of the Vietnam era GI bill and the unsatisfactory nature of
the current Veterans Education Assistance Program (VEAP), we
have a long way to go to reestablish, both the quality and the valve
of traditional veterans education, ssistance

I believe this is not a 'time to 'start switching signals. The All-
Volunteer Force needs a sound, stable program now to provide *le
continuity for long-term recruiting and, retention within the mili-
tary service.

I believe our bill, H R. 1400, is designed to accomplish those
goals If approved, the concept could very well be a final and last ,
ditch effort to provide the incentive to strengthen the quality and
quantity of personnel within the All-Volunteer military and fore-
stall an all-out return to the draft. In doirig so, I feel it will, not be.
necessary to break the bank at the same time.

The bill is designed to provide education assistance to accomplishaccomplish-
three basic goals. Readjustment assistance, recruitment incentive,
and retention capability.

Apart from merely providing or giving away benefits to a certain
segment of the American population, a new GI bill requires signifi-
c t service tq the United States in return for receiving that
ben

I believe here is great potential here for providing a vehicle briimprove both the quality of recri3Ots through an education incen;
tive, and the overall quality and image of military service within
this country.

Our objective is to maintain military service through an instru-
ment of individual choice rather than by conscription. There is
certainly strong support for this proposal, as we will hear in the .

course of these hearings, both within the Government and in the
private sectdr.

Even last August, in a major address before the American Legion
Natienal Convention in Boston, then, candidate Reagan spoke out
strongly in support for an All-Volunteer concept and for restora-
tion of the new GI bill, using,these words:

We must provide the resources to attrNt and retain superior people in each of the
services We should take steps immedia ly to restore the GI bill, one of the-most
effective, equitable and socially importapt programs ever devised. In-short, our
couritry.must provide these persons and their families with a quality of life that is v

equivalent to the sacrifices they make on our behalf.
I feel that statement sums up the purpose of the hearings we are

aboutto begin, as well as the intent?nd design of H.R. 1400, the
primary bill before us today.

I want to welcome you again, and I am especially honored to
welcome our collpague and distinguished chairman, G. V. (Sonny)
Montgomery, to be the first witness before these 4 days of hea.ri gs

I

here in Washington. , -
I might say, Mr. Chairman, beforejou begin, that we do also

hope to haye 2 days of field hearings *here we will hay an
opportunity to talk to some of the people.within the service who
will benefit the most by this legislation.

I 4,tcome you today, and I just simply invite you to proceed.
y
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STATEMENT OF HON. G. V. (SONNY) MONTGOMERY, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
submit my whole statement' for the record, and try to summarize
what I have to 'say this morning.

Mr. EDGAg. Without objection, your statement will be considered
as read and part of the record of today.'.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I certainly want to thank you
and the other members of this subcommittee for having these
hearings, and especially for going out in the field.

I think you've planned to go to Fort Behning and one other
military installation, to actually talk to the commanaers,and the
sergeants pertaining to this type of legislation. I want to commend
you for'that'action.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate being the lead-off witness on H.R.
1400, a bill that I introduced early in the year, along with Mr.
Hammerschmidt, the ranking minority member of this committee,
Mr. White and Mrs. Holt of the House Armed Services Committee,
and also several other Members of the House.

this bill was introduced after extensive discussion with the mili-
tary services and the Veterans' Administration. In addition, the
bill was drafted in close cooperation and coordination with certain.
members of the staff of the House Arined Services .Committee.

I note that, as you said earlier, that Senator Bill Armstrong will
testify this morning pertaining to the bill he has introduced, and
alspo Senator John Warner of Virginia will testify on March 19.

AlsO, there are other Members who have introduced the types of
bills that we are talking about today, ija both bodies, and I com-
mend you for taking a look at the different parts of the legislation
that we recommended./

Mr. Chairman,.I'm probably known as the leading advocate for
reinstating the draft, in the House of Representatives. I hajipen to
believe that the draft is the real solution to the recruitment and
retention problems affectings.our artned services today. However, I
recognize the current sentiment in the Congress and the Presi-
dent s view that he does not favor reinstatement of the draft, so we
must look at an alternate way to cope with existing problems.

I really believe that the enactment of H.R. 1400 will enhance .the
quality of personnel corning into our armed forces. In addition, I
believe it contains incentives that will allow many members, who
would otherwise be leaving the service, to remain in the service
and complete their careers in the military.

I woulU like to thank General Meyer, Chief of Staff of the Army,
for being here today and testifying, and also the other military
experts that we have` here this morning.

I appreciate very much their coming over and talking about this
bill, bift, I would like to quote what General Meyer voluntarily told
the House Armed Services Committee about his strong support for
the GI education bill during the AllVolunteer service time, and
this testimony was made last year before the other committe on
Which I serve, and even though the Office Qf Management and

Site p. 6.
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Bqdget, under the prior administration, did not support-ap educa-
tion bill. I quote General Meyer.

I believe we need a new comprehensite soldiers' 'education benefits package We
need it to restore the attrktivetiess of Army educational opportunities We need it
to provide high school graduates with a strong 'menace to enlist We need it to
retain career soldiers, such as the middle manager and noncommissioned officers
who train and lead the force We need it to provide qualified personnel to man and
maintain N1e pew equipment and systems of the 19SO's_ We need it to provide a
credible package of post service educational benefits Which will meet individual
education& aspirations

Now, that's the end of the quote from General Meyer, but also
according to General Meyerand I think I'm quoting him right
those persons entering the service pritir to January.J, 1977, Gener-
al Meyer said the military's No 1 incentive in attracting qualified
people to the Army was the GI bill that was done away with after
January 1, 1977.

He said that the contributory program in effect today is not very
effective, and that it now ranks N9. 32 out of 37 on a priority list of
incehtives for enlistment purposes. In other words, Ole VEAP, the
educational programs we have today arP

attrati v e
Duiing recent hearings on recruiting before the Douse Armed

Services Committee, General Thurman, Commander of the U.S.
Army Recruiting Command, suggested that several things be done
in order to recruit more highly qualified and motivated young men
and women from all walks of life.

The two objectives he seeks to achieve are. One, the restoration ,
of respect for service in the Armed Forces; and two, the support of
an education incentive with an Army differential.

In addition, in answering a specific question, General Thurman!
expressed concern about the confusion that currently `exists from
having too many different pilot education programs.

The House Armed Services Committee added an education test
program for 1 year, the Senate added an education test program
for the military for 1 year, plus we already have two programs
going.

General Thurman told us that the recruiters are confused,' they
don't know which is the best program, and that we need to get one
type of edikation program on the line..

Military commanders overseas and noncommissioned officers
overseas, time and time again, \have indicated that'an educational
bill would do more than anytliing to attract qualified peVsQnnel,
and to. retain key noncommissioned officers in all branches of
military service.

It is for these reasons, Mr. Chairman, that I introduced H.R.
1400, and strongly urge this subcommittee to favorably consider it
during this session of Congress.

Let me briefly explain what the bill does. The bill would allow a
person with a high school graduate diploma to come on active duty
and, for each month of good service, there would be $250 of educa-
tional benefits, up to 36 months. This would be paid by the Veter-
ans' Administration. The program would be administered by the
Veterans' Administration-36 months of service, high s.chool gradu-
ate$250 a month in educational benefits.

(,)
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And, also, we've got to consider, Mr Chairmanthis is very
important that the selected Reserve forces and the National
Guard, which is part of the selected Reserve fothes, are a part of
the total force that we have in this country, and well over 40 to 45
percent of the missions in Europe would be performed by selected
Reserve forces so, therefore, they would have to be considered in
any type of GI education bill.

For 2 years of active duty service and 4 years serving in the
National Guard would qualify high school graduates in the reserve,
for this 36 months. .

In addition to that, if you can keep the man in or woman in for 3
more years, signing up for 3 more years, then the Defense Depart-
ment Ap.uld pay an additional $300 onto that $250.

So, it would still be 36 months, but a persou, after 6 years, would .
receive $550 a month for 36 months from the Government for
serving in the Regular forces and in the National Guard and
Reserves.

The bill also provides, at the .discretion of the Secretary of De-
fense, to add what we call an additional amount, or a kicker, to the
basic benefit of $250 and $300. He could- add some more money to
the $550, if the Secretary of Defense wanted to for certain critical
skills areas.

Another part of the bill whichis very, very important, one of the
%) most important parts, is the transfera'bilitS, of these educational

benefits by the individual in the service to his spouse, or her
spouse, ox to their children, after serving at least 8 years. Transfer-
ability of this 36 months to their children or to'their spouses would
be at the discretion of the Secretary of Defense.

There are two other small provisions I won't cover because you
have a nugiber of witnesses today, Mr. Chairman. As to the cost of
the bill, tFie Congressional Budget Office estimates that the cost to
the DOD would be $56 million in fiscal 1982, $168 million in fiscal
1983.

The VA initial cost of the bill would not occur until the third
year. In fiscal 1984, the VA cost would be $155 million, and the
DOD cost would be around $298 million. And, quite frankly, Mr.
Chairman, I think this committee should look into the present
situation of the regular educational loans where about $7 billion
now is going to nonservice4:young people, for loans and for grants,
and consider the possibility of part of those funds_b_eing be trans-
ferred, in effect, to VA and DOD in casethe money can't be l-ocated
to pay for a GI education bill program. Itwould suggest the commit:
tee-look into that situation.

You have already quoted what then Governor Reagan said to the
American 'Legion at Boston last year when he was running for
President. Only 2 weeks ago, some of us had the,privilege of having
breakfast, at the White HouseMr. Chairman, it's very nice, I hope
you get invited up there sometime for breakfastsitting at the
President's tableI didn't bring it upsomeone was talking about
the military forces, and President Reagan said, "What we've got to
do is move ahead on ,a GI education bill. I think it will do this
country a lot of good and it will help the military."

1
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I said, "Mr President, you' got to tell them ovec at the Defense
Department how you feel a out it," because I dbubt if they've.
gptten the message.

I appreciate the military, they are showing an interest in this
bill That wra0 up my, testimony this morning. I appreciate very
much having the opportunity to be the. leadoff witness.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Montgomery follows.]

PREPARED. STATEMENT OF HON G' V (SONNY) MONTGOMERY, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSISSIPpl

Mr Chairman, I appreciate your allowing me to be the leadoff witness on H R1400, a bill I Introduced early this year, along with Mr Hammerschmidt, theranking minority member of our Committee, Mr White, Mrs Holt of she Armed,
Services Committee, and several other Members of the House This bar was intro-duced after extensive discussions with the military services and the Veterans'Administration In addition, the bill was drafted in close coordination with certain
members of the staff of the Armed Services'Committee

I note that Senator Witham L Armstrorig with be testifying this morning on hisbill pending in the Senate I understand Senator John Warner of Virginia isscheduled to appear beCore'the Subcommittee on .March 19th concerning his bill Iknow there are other measures that have been introduced in both Houses; all of
ed-to-eahanee the ability-of-the-Services to it.ciuit dud retain ciunittypeople in he Armed Forces.

Mr Chairman, in the House I am probably known as the leading advocate toreinstate the draft I happen, to believe that the draft is the real solution to therecruitment andreention problems affecting our Armed Services today However, Irecognize that given the current sentiment in the Congress, and the President'sview that he does not favor -einstatement of the draft, we must look at alternativeways to cope with existing problems.
I- believe the enactment of H R 1400 will enhance the quality of personnel cominginto our Armed Forces In addition, I believe it contains incentives that will allow

many members who would otherwise be leaving the service to remain in service andcomplete their career there Last year during hearings before the Committee on
Armed Services on Military Posture, General Edward C. Meyer, Chief of Staff of theUnited States Army, volunteered to appear before the Committee to express his
strong support for some form of GI education for the all-volunteer force Recruit-ment and retention problems in the Army were so great at that time that he was
willing to testify in support of educational incentives for Armed Services personnel,
even though the Office of Management and Budget of the prior Administration didnot support it The following paragraph summarizes General Meyer's feelings."I believe we need a new comprehensive soldiers' education benefits package. Weneed it to restore the attractiveness of Army educational qppogunities We need itto provide high school graduates with a strong incentive to e*st We need it toretain career soldiers, such as the middle manager and noncominissioned officerswho train and lead the force We need it to provide qualified personnel to man and
maintain the new equipment and systems of the 1980's We need it to provide acredible package of postservice. educational benefits which will meet indviduateducational aspirations.

Mr Chairman, according to General Meyer, the GI Bill available to those enter-
ing service prior to January 1, 1977 was the military's number one incentive inattracting quality people to the Army He says that the contributory program in
effect today is not very effective. General Meyer says it now ranks number 32 out of37 on a priority list of incentives for enlistment purposes.

During recent hearings on recruiting before the Armed Services Committee,Major General Maxwell R Thurman, Commander of the U.S. Army Recruiting
Command, suggested that several things be done in order to recruit more highly
qualified and motivated young men and women from all walks of life. The twoobjectives 'he seeks to achieve are (I) The restoration of respect for service in the'
Armed Forces; and (21 the support of an education incentive with an Army differen-
tial In 'addition, in answering a specific question, he expressed concern about the
confusion that currently exists from having too many different test programs. As Irecall, he made reference to at least four pilot or test programs that Army recruit-
ers must deal with in attempting to get quality people to join the service.

Military commanders overseas and noncommissioned offi6rs overseas, time andtime again, have indicated that an educational bill would do more than anything to

11.
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attract quality personnel and to retain'key notkommissioned officers in all branches
of the military services It is for these reasons, Mr Chairman, that I introduced
H R 1400 and I strongly urge that the subcommittee favorably consider it during
t 'his session of the CA:ingress. Let me briefly explain what our bill would do

First, it would provide one month of benefits for one month of service up to 36
months In order to attract more high school graduates, my bill would not apply to
any individual who does not have a high school certificate or the equivalent of a
high school_46ertificate. HoweveL the serviceperson could become entitled after
entering service at the time he attains his high school equivalency

Our bill would require thp individual to make a three, year commitment to active
duty in order to be eligible to benefits, or two years of active duty add four years in
the,Selected Reserves or National Guard I feel we must Include incentives for the
Selected Reserves and National Guard because these two programs are suffering
shortages of critical personnel, The Reserves and National Guard programs are a
vital part of our total force Concept Our bill would allow service in the Reserves
and National Guard as a way of accumulating educational entitlement

The individual could begin to use the benefits after two years of service, .4%wever,
if.such individual is discharged from service, he would kily be entitled to continue
to receive the benefit if he or she is honorably discharged

For this initial enlistment period the indA,Idual would be entitled to $23Q per
month . ,

Upon completion of this initial period of obligate& service, should the individual
enlist for another three years of active duty or another two years of active duty and
four more years in the Reserves, such individual would be entitled to an additional\ $300 per month In other words, for years of_tictrve duty or foot yPors of active
duty andWyears of duty in the Selected Reserves or National Guard, the

. individual would.be entitled to 36 months.of benefits at $550 per month
Mr Chairman, the bill is designeckto prov4le greater benefits for longer periods of

service We think this is cost effective in that xi order to receive the maximum
amount the individual will serve his country for at least-six years

It should be noted here thdt most pending bills either require the Department of
efeinse to pay the entire amount or they requil-e the Veterans Administration to

r the total expense Our bill takes a differenVapproach. It is designed to share
the urden of cost between the Veterans Administration and the Defense Depart-
ment Benefits accruing from the initial period of service would be paid by the
Veterans Administration ($250 per month) The additional benefits for a longer
period of service ($300 per month) would be paid by the Department of Defense.

The Secretary of Defense would have authority to provide an additional amount
(a kicker) to the basic benefit ($250) or to the supplemental benefit ($300).

Mr Chairman, we have attempted to provide a major retention incentive in H.R.
1400 Thstimony will show that many key personnel in the Army, Navy and Air
Force 'are leaving the service at a critical point in their careers, usually between 8
and 10 years They are leaving the service for many reasons, however, we have
noted that one of the major reasons is the service person recognizes the tremendous
cost of education for his or her children and sees no hope of being able to provide
such eduCation on the pay one receives in the military

Our bill wouldgive the Secretary of Defense authority to allow- these individuals
to transfer their own entitlemeht to their husband, wife or children. This means
that the individual, would not be. faced with paying out of pocket the total:cost of a
college education for his children. Our bill would allow him,to transfer the entire
amount to hi wife, a child, or he could give a portion of it to one or more of his
children I think thig is a very critical provision of the bill. Our bill would not allow
this transfer of entitlement for every position in service. It would only apply to
those positions that the Secretary of Defense feels are critical, and where the
service concerned is experiencing extreme difficulty in retaining people to fill these
positions These may or may not be highly skilled positions. It could just as well
apply to a basic combat arms slot. It could mean the point man in a rifle squad.

The reason we have limited this benefit to critically skilled positions is because
when we face a tight budget situtation, I believe we must target the limited
resources we have directly to the problem areas. Therefore, this firovision of my bill
is not a career enhanceMent prpvision at all It is a retention prove on designed to
keep individuals in service who otherwise would be leaving the service.

There are two other provisions of the bill Under a Preservice Education Program
to be established, the Secretary of Defense would have discretionary authority to
einow an individual to complete his education and training program prior to coming
into into the service t,The individual would then ,be obligated to pay back one month
of service for each month of educational benefitg provided.

1 C
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One other provision uLt4e.bill would allow 'the Secretary of Defense to continue
to pay off the education loans of individuals who commit themselves to service after
having obtained the Federal benefit to go to school prior to joining the service This
programIr a onk year experimental pilot program and our bill would simply extend
it for two More years SU that we can better judge the.effectiveness of the program

Mr Chairman, according to the Congressional Bildget Office. there would be some
minor costs for my bill in the first two years This 0.,odld be based un the pre-service
provision of the bill -and the loan forgiveness provision of the bill Based un a
preliminary eqimate. CBO suggests that if fully emitted, there could be a DOD Lost
of :'$,56 million in fiscal year 1942 and $168 million in fiscal year 1983 VA's initial
cost of the bill would not occur until the third err In fiscal year t1981 VA's Lost
would be $15 million and DOD's costwould be $298-rnillion

In-summary. I feel that this bill will help the military sorvILUy reach some of their
recruitment and retention goals As une,military spokesMan has stated, our bill
would allow the services to accomplish must of their`goals- without breaking the'
bank". I hopei\Wie Reagan Administration supports the. enactment of educational bill
fo'r the thtary'ServiLes Last year when President Rpagan appeared before The

Amerwari Legion at their convention in Boston as a candidate fin- the Presidency, .

he stated he would strongly support the enactment of a GI Bill for the All-Volun-
teer Force He said. "We must provide the resources, to attract and retain superior
people in each'uf the services We should talk step'skininiediately to restore the GI
Bill, one of the most effective, equitable and socially important programs ever

.1Ietiksed In short, ourLountry must panitie these persons andstheir families with a
quality pf life that is equivalent to the sacrifices they make on our `Behalf

I apprcklate the oppol-tunity to appear before.you this morningt, and it is my hope
that Ican, participate in ,susine of the hearings you hays sy,heclu.led on our bill and
others pending before the Committee I compliment-yew, MT Chairm4m. on yew

' deditatain to your work wn this Committees and especially as the new Chairman of
the SubeCimmittee.pn _Education, Training and Employment I am confident that

,,,your work will result bill that will be strongly supported in buth,the House and, I,
Senate '(

t
. Mr. EDGAR. We appreciate your summarizing the legislation and

L- helpingLig:to focuorftlie subject. I might say -that I'Would doubt
that the President would invite someone as liberal as .1 am ti) Come *

to the White House, but I'M glad that0At least a feW members of
the Veterans' Affairs Committee,are occasion4illy invited omp4. to

= the White House,
We mayneed your help in sr-leaking the bill down to the White

House and slipping it on his desk and having him sign it by .

accident, eventually..
I have just a couple of.quick questions. At the early part of your ,

comment, I think' you made an important cohtributiorl by talking..
about the many experiments that were laid out in the last Con-
gress.gress. -

I think there was some concern in the last Congress that we had
to design something as a retention tool for_the All-Volunteer Force.
You indicated that there were several experiments, one out of the'
Armed Services Committee and one out of the Senate, to provide
educational benefits, and that this effort, H.R. 1400, would be a
long-term retention and recruitment tool.

bo you feel that if we are able tos pass H.R. 1400 or a version of it
and take the pill and have it signed into law, that Members of the
House and Senate would be willing to back off on the contradictory
experiments that are now taking place in the education field?

,Ii/fr. MONTGOMERY. I believe so. Mr. Chairman, actually, we man-, dated the Defense Department, both on the Senate test and the
House test, to move,ahead with this prograrn, and actually, some of
us invoNed in this test 'program, of which I was one, would be
willing to completely back off. It's an expensive program.
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The test program on the House side is not going to be able to
give any information anyway, for 4 years, especially on retention.
It's an expensive program. I think that is the Secretary of De-
fense's hangup.

We have these test programs, and he_ thinks we should move
ahead and see how the test programs come out before we go into ,

the GI bill,' but that's not going to help us any. It's goirT to be 4
years from now.

Mr. EDGAR. So, it would not be appropriate to wait for the test. It
would be more appropriate to terminate the test and move on with
a new program.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. I think some 'of our military personnel who
are testifying here this morning, and Mink our Air Force general

,will testify, concerning the test programs, that they haven't re-
ceived funding even to print up the brochures and to get the
recruiters completely oriented to what the tests do.

Mr. EDGAR. In the early 1970's, when the GI bill was/ up for
discussion and they moved from 8 years to 10 years on the ability
to use GI benefits, there was some testimony on the House floor
that for every dollar of Federal commitment, there was a $3 to $4
payback as GI's -and veterans were using their benefits, becoming
better educated, and then giving back to the Federal Treasury in'
tax dollars, more money. than they, in *t, were given to pursue
their education.

Do you think that premise is still there, and with this legislation,
giying dollar commitments downline, that we would spend on re-
cruitment and retention.in a new GI bill, that the Federal Govern-
ment would actually' get a return on their investment as these
individuals had better lifestAes and better positions in life?

Mr. 'MONTGOMERY. I believe that very strongly, Mr. Chairman. I
should have had that in my report. And all I can speak Strom is
experience, that the.different GI edutation bills that have -been in
effect in World War II, in Korea and in Vietnam have-,-I can only
speak for my Statebut the education level was pretty far doWn as
far as college education until these educational bills came along. It
certainly has helped my State and all Americans.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank yan. I yield to my colleague, Mr. Jeffries.
Mr. JEFFRIES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman Montgdiznery,

I want tt compliment you on a good bill, a good presentation and,
as a member of this subcommittee, I feel that we all feel that there
is a definite change in dirpction here, and I think most of us tip
here approve of the direction we are going to, to do something to,
help retain those in the service, keep them there, see that they are
educated, see that they can go. on after service, and sp forth, to
other areas should they desire but, basically, to keep them in the
servic9, particularly where we need them. And I think you have, as
I said, a very good bill here, and I want to compliment you on it.
Thank you very. much. That's .all I have to say, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MoracomEnvrThany you. My colleague, Mr. Leath.
Mr. LEATH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's good to note that

Chairman Montgomery does e ally ast good a job on that side of
.) the desk as he does on this one

Mr. Chairman, we re delig d to welcome you and I, of course,
am tremendously supportiv of your bill, and deliaited that you

'
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and Mr Haminerschmidt have submitted it because I think those
of us who have been concerned about retention in the services and
those of us who have been concerned about hopefully attracting a
higher level of people into the service will find that this is probably
going to be a vehicle where we can do it, so I am delighted that you
have come forth with it, and thank yoy so much.

Mr. EDGAR. Mt. Sawyer?
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I again compfimedt you on your

statement I aol looking forward, with some interest, to hearing the
point of view of the military as to how effective this will be as one
of the retention tools, really.

They live pretty cfrloe with the problem, arid probably their
judgment or guesstimates or whatever it might be would probably
have some weight on my thinking on the whole program.

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Daschle?
Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I, too,

want to comPliment you on hat I t nk is an excellent statement.
You have4iit upon what I thi is one of thhoingle most crucial
needs of the younger veterans, in particular. It is one,that we have
been working on (or a long time, and to have your leadership in
this areais a tremendous asset.

I am bspecially glad that y81r have decided to include Re/erves
and National Guard. This is a new turn, and I think a, very
important one. Those people, I think, have been undersoldrin their

'importance to our military capabP'ity, and certainly that Would be
,a crucial part of any new program.

Let me ask you, I am unclear about the delimiting period on
44 your bill, COuld you describe how the delimitation date would work

in this particular proposal?
,Mr.*MoilmomEay. I'm sorry, Tom, I missed you.
Mr. DASCHLE. I was wondering if`you could descrit)e what the

delimitation date, would be on this particular program. I'm just not
clear.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Ten years from date-& discharge. '
'Mr. DASCHLE. Ten yearS, I see. -
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thct's right. '

Mr. DASCHLE.'01c: We l, thank you very much. I appreciate your
testimony.

6 . EDGAR. Mr.'Smith ?,
r. SMITH. Go gd morning, Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry I missed

some of your testimony. I think that it is a good bill, and I would
happen to agree with you that I think we maybe are going to have
to go back to She draft eventually, and the sooner we realize that,
maybe the better off we are. 1

I just spoke for a couple inutes the other day about the fact
that money isn't goi sol our problems in the military or
anywhere else i is country, and 1 think that what we are
lacking is leadership in the military, and one of the reasons is
because the political system has made it,-"possible foi- the militaTy
to really provide thatleadership. .

I know I served froin 1958 to 1968 and had a regular commission
at one time, and'iiihen we were at t point where each target had
to be approved before we could fly against it,- and it had to be
approved by the Pentagon and' the White House, you're going to-

1"

)
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get in real trouble with people in trying to allow them to do the job
they are trained to do.

And while we can talk about edu6ational benefits, I think if you
have people satisfied, money doesn't mean anything because, cer-
tainly, you're not going to get rich in The military. So, I think the
draft is important.

I do share your thoughts that the Nional Guard is going to
become a more important part and we should help them with their
educational benefits, so there might be some specifics that we,
maybe ought to change, but I ould look forward to a good bill,

, and commend you for putting it in. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr EDGAR. Thank you. Mr. hairman, I want to thank you for

kicking off these hearings as well as for your leadership on this
particular issue. We're going to need your help itt late April, early
May, as we move( to mark up this bill and wake the kind of
Vfinements and fine-tuning that are going to be necessary, and I
look forward to working with you. Thank you.

Our next witness, for just a brief period, will be General Meyer,
who has another commitment this morning. We want to welcome
you to our .hearing this morning; I appreciate your taking the time
to make a statement. You are welcome to proceed as you see fit.
We'd like you to be as frank aed as open as possible, and hope
that you can stay for a couple of questioni. We apprecile your
coming 'today.

STATEMENT OF GEN. EDWARD C. MEYER, CHIEF OF STAFF,
U.S. ARMY

General MEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no formal
opening statement, but there are some comments that I'd like to
make so that I can rot the GI bill you are. addressing into some
perspective. The comments I'd like to make are About today's
Army.

Despite all you'v' heard, the biggest '''Single deterrent, to the
current readiness of the Army, is tu1bulence. It is the turnover
that is taking place down in the squads, the platoons and tbe
companies.

. ,Our divisions turn over somewhere between every 14 and 18
months. That means that the full. division, turns over. Now, there
are many things that contribute to that, bUt the principal contribu-
tor is the fact that the. noribigh-school m'i'le graduates we_bving in
stay on at a rate of only 56 percent. That means that 44 percent of

ythem don't complete their tour, and that just means that down in
the companieg, we have this continuing turbulence of people in and
out, and we are unable to train them to achieve the readiness that
we need.

The Army can correct some of its policiei. We can establish unit
cohesion, which we intend to do. We can put units together and
attempt to keep them together for loi ger. periods of time. But, if
the individual who is coming in comes from a backgr and which
tends to indicate he is not going to stay, as with tlye non igh-school
graduate, we are going to continue to have to ence nd contin,
ue to have degraded readiness.
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NONAVAILABILITY OF 'NCO'S

The second deterrent to the active component, in addition to.
t.

turbulence, is the nonavailability of NCO's. While they have been
encouraged by the recent pay raises, they say, just as you and I,
that the single factor they worry about most is educating their
childreninsuring that they are able,to educate their family mem-

a hers.
- I believe that this turbulence also discourages our NCO's from
staying. They look down and they see the squads moving out from
underneath them, they no longer have the same number of sol-,
diers, and they don't see the high school graduates. All pf these
factors discourage our NCO's from staying Last year, we only
attained a 50- percent high school graduate percentage That, again,
has an impact on the attitude that the NCO takes.

You have very Properly identified that in the Reserve compo-
nents, the National Guard and the U.S. Arthy Reserve, the lack of
soldiers makes many of ,those units unable to train.

I was with some units of the 40th National Guard in California
on Saturday and they are at about 64 percent strength. It's even
lower than that in the enlisted grades. We can't have a viable
Guard or Reserve if we cannot bring in the qualified young people
that we need.

That is today's Army. What About tomorrow's Army? Can we get
the nurnhers of soldiers that will be able to maximize the capability
of the equipment on the modern battlefield? That is a serious
question.°*

The way to reduce that risk is to be sure that we are bringl.ing in
qualified young people and retaining the NCOs. who are ab.14 to,

\I train them.

- EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT PROGRAM

In my personal judgmentI repeat, ttis is my personal judg-
ment all of these concerns will be ameliorated by educational
benefits for high school graduates, tied to honorable completion of
the first term of service, and with some provision for transfer to
family members.

I wot_to caution you that as you look at tW educational benefit
program and package, you need to address it in the context of the
total Army, not just the active component and not just the first-
term accessions. But rather it needs to be addressed in terms of.
What it does for first-term soldier and for the careerist, what it
does for the -National Guard, what it does for the Reserve, and
what it does f6r what we call the Individual Ready Regervethat
trained Manpower pool ipt there available to reinforce us in the
event of war. t

Again, in my personal view, aGI bill wInth has transferability to
family nfembers, proN3ides a solution to assist in resolving all of
these serious readiness problems.

First, it provides the prime incentive, which has already been
identified by Mr. Montgomery as education. All of our indicators
show that \people join principally, for benefitsalthough we would
hope that it is alV,for patriotism, we have to look at exactly what

. it is that brings siers in.
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Second, it will bring in high school graduates, That will reduceturbulence, not only by increasing the numbers we bring in, but italso- will reduce turbulence by providing incentives for even morehigh school graduates to complete their tour if they want to getthe educational benefits.
It will contribute to the Reserve components, the NationalGuard, the U.S. Army Reserve and the Individual Ready Reserve,both directly and indirectly; directly, as was outlined by Mr. Mont-gomery in his presentation, and indirectly by the fact that soldierscompleting their active tours will then go into Guard and Reserveunits. This will bring in qualified young high school graduates tobuild up the strength and the ability of,those units.
I believe that the retention incentives with transferability, willassist in retaining th& middle grade leader.

COST VERSUS READINESS

In sum, I believe that the cost versus readiness and improvedcapabilities are things that-we can prove, to you. I wouljd hope thatthis 'slate of high muggity wump generals behind usliefe can show.you in terms of cost benefits, that the lower turbulencewhichmeans we have to bring in fewerthe better retention whichmeans that we will save motley over time instead of costing moneyover time. I believe that is demonstrable.
I would also like to, reiterate that I am. concerned with 04ober 1,1981. At that point in time, most of the current tests end. At thatpoint in time, we are not sure what we have for 1982, and thatneeds to be clarified. I believe that Army readiness will be im-proved today and tomorrow with a GI bill which supports theActive and the Reserve, the first-termer and the careerist. Thankyou, sir.
Mr. EDGAR. T hank yoU very much for your statement. It wasvery helpful and very to the point, and I appreciate your personalcommitment to the GI bill'as being a good recruitment and reten-tion tool, given the pgrspective that you have brought with the.specifies.
Your first comment about turbulence, I, think., is an portantone, and your final comment about the October 1, 1981 ti e frameis also important. With these test programs, there is o ntinuityon the educatiogiventiVe, and we cannot keep send g conflicting-signals to the recruiters and to the general public.
Sp, my hope is that in the process of developing i GI bill, we,,Could give some clear and decisive-signals to those who recruit forall of the services, and help 'to do the kinds of things that you have'outlined and suggested. .

I, don't have any specific 4uestions of you. I will save my ques-tions for,the next panel. Let me just ask if there are questions fromour fellow congressmen. Mr: Jeffries? Anyone?[No response.] ;
Mr. EpcXR. Thank you, again; 'for coming and sharing yourtesttmony.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank GeneralMeyer for making:a special effort and coming here this morning.Thank you, sir.

r9-2 2 0 - 31 - 2L
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Mr EDGAR. Let's move quickly to our panel of high muckety-
mucks, as General Meyer has indicated, and let's move to those
who are here. Admiral Stewart? Is he here at this point? Why
don't you come up and take your place at the table.

We have with us Lt. Gen. Robert Yerks, who is Deputy Chief of
Staff of Personnel, Department of Army, we have Vice Adm Lando
Zech, Jr , Devuty Chief of Naval Operations, Department of the
Navy, LieutenNnt General A. P. Iosue, Deputy Chief of Staff for
Manpower and Personnel, Department of the Air Force; Lt Gen.
Edward J. Bronars, Deputy, Chief of Staff for , Manpower, U S.
Marine Corps' Rear Adm. W. H. Stewart, Chief, Office of Person-
nel, U S. Coast Guard.

Gentlemen; I want to welcome you to the committee this morn-
ing. After reviewing your personal histories; together you represent
years of experience and expertise in thecurrent status and person-
nel within the military, and we look forward to hearir your views
this morning. -

I would like to state at the outset, however, that we are here to
receive your views on the current policy of military in correcting
recruiting and retention problerns within the All Volunteer Force,
but even more important than policy, we want to draw on your
personal experience and your personal views on what has caused
the deterioration of the quality of recruits and the retention of
skilled mid-career personnel within the military at the present

We also look rward to hearing your frank and candid opinions,
based on your e erience, of what needs to be done to correct the
present situation. understand you have brought with yot1 a, series
of charts and grap demonstrating current recruiting and reten-
tion trends within yo r respective services. I want you to feel free
to refer to the materia. during your testimony, and without objec-
tion, it can all be made part of the official hearing record.

Gentlemen, I would like to again welcome you and we will begin
in order of appearance on our witness chart. We will star with Lt.
Gen. Robert Yerks. I hope you will summarize your opening state-
ment and be prepared for some questions.

STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. ROBERT YERKS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF
STAFF FOR PERSeNNEL, DEPARTMENT OF Tfri

General ERKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, it ist
E ARMY

pleasurNa/
me to be h e. I emphasize and I guess reinforce w t the chief s
so candidly presented to you earlier, reinforce his re arks in that I
think there is no question iu my mind, person ly, nor in the
Department's mind, that in order to sustain our farce in the future,
there needs tcy be a comprehensive package of ducational incen-
tives:

As we look back in the past to s ey results nd so forth, we
find that the number one incentive . setting he high school
graduate into the service, the No. 1 incen retain that has.
brought in our soldiers in the past, has been.' he GI bill, and
perhaps imperfectly and less effectively, the veterans educational
programs which are presently in being.

We do have a very serious problem in turbulence in the Army
We find that our attrition rates average out around 33 percent of a
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group that comes in and leaves us over a 3-year period of time, but.
as we look closer within the overall figures, we find that a maleas an example, male high school graduate attrites over a 3-yearperiod at about a 23-percent rate, whereas the nonhigh-school grad-
uate attrites at a 44-percent rate.

And as Vie look at our female accessions enlistees,. we find that ahigh school graduate female attrites at about 43 percent and anonhigt school at 60 percent over a 3-year period of time.
So, clearly, a measure of turbulence or the cause of the turbu-lence is the high school content which you bring in. And we justneed to do something about that, to attract more high school grad-uates.

.

Now, last year, which has been somewhat of a turnabout year,turnabout from 1979 where we had a recruiting shortfall of some17,000, we found- that only about 54 percent of our enlistees werehigh school graduates, and in combat arms, which is technicaltoday, only some 41 percent. And, again, although we appear to bedoing better this year, two quarters don't make a trend, and all oursurveys, again, continually pint to the fact That a comprehensiveeducational program will be the No. 1 attractor for that highschool graduate.
I'm concerned down the line, to not just attracting that first-teV

soldier,high school graduate in a make-sense-money-cost-effective-
ness, but also the fact that the high school graduate is the base'upon which we need togrovi our NCO corps, and this is a concernto me when we have the low percentages, not acceptable percent-ages that we have had in the past.

Sir, that about concludes my overall view, and I am prepared to
answer questions as the panel sees fit. 'Mr. EDGAR. Thank You very much for your testimony. -[The prepared statement of General Yerks follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. ROBERT G. YEaxs, .DEPUTF CHIEF OF STAFF
FOR PERSONNEL, U.S. ARMY

Thank ybu for the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee to d with ,.you the Army's concerns for educational incentives. -The Army belieies that an improved educational incentives program will beneeded 'to meet the challenge for the recruitment and retention of military person-nel to man the force in the 1980's. Since 1970, when the Gates Commission proposedan All Volunteer Force, the Army, as well as the Department of Defense, has trieda number of initiatives ifran effort to attract adequate numbers of recruits and toretain experienced soldiers As you are well aware, substantial resources have beencommitted to programs designed to make military service more attractive.The early success of the All-Volunteer Force in the mid-1970's prompted signifi-cant changes in recruiting resources and incentives for the soldier, and led, in largepart to the dilemma that we face in the 19860. The capping of military pay at atime when,givilian wages.were rapidly rising, and the termination of eligibility forthe Vietnam Ere GI Bill for new soldiers have had a serious effect on recruitment
and retention. Moreover, the increased availability,of Federal loans and grants,which do not have any obligation for national service, have diverted untold numbersbf high school graduates from military service.

'High School Diploma Graduate (HSDG) recruiting had steadily declined sincefiscal year 1976 until the Army stopped the trend in fiscal year 1980. However, theArmy still fell short of its fiscal year 1979 HSDG objective by 21,000. The fiscal year1980 shortfall of graduates was 13,000 below the established objective. ----Recent gains in pay and recruiting resources are significant initiatives towardreversing this trend. So far in fiscal year 1981, we are meeting our HSDG objectivefor the' first time in memory However, the pool of eligible HSDG's will continue todecline during the 1980's.
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Accordingly, the Army ondudes that a new education incentives program restor-
ing an attractive educate nal opportunities package will be needed to recruit and
retain the people we nee

The kind of soldiers v%re all seek are highly qualified and motivated volunteers.
desirous of serving this ountry and at the same time impioving themselves -These
are the soldiers who wiltnot only serve the Army well but will return our nation's
investment in their ex hence and education to society as contributing citizens

We sincerely appreci te the efforts of Chairman Montgomery, Chairman Edgar
and this committee to ist us err this important effort.

I am prepared to a wer your questions at this time

Mr. EDGAR. We vyillturn now to Vice Admiral Zech.

STATEMENT OF VICE ADMIRAL LANDO W. ZECH. JR.. DI PYTY
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATI,QNS, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Admiral ZECH. Thank ydu 'very much, Mr. Chairman. I have

prepared a brief statement which I would like to have included in
the recor '

MrIds,M E R. . Without objection, it will be made a part of the
,record.' .

Admiral Zgcx. Thank you, sir. I would just like to summarize by
saying that I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear
before .your committee today to discuss the educational benefits
program.

. \.As you .are aware, Mr. Chairman, the Navy is currently partici-
pating in the 1-year educational assistance test program which was
authorized by Congress last year. Phase 1, which tests the impact
of certain educational benefits on recruiting, began in December
1980. We anticipate about 4,000 enlistees under this portion of the
test. ..

Phase 2 is directed at testin educational benefits as a retention
"centive, and is scheduled for implementaticin on April 1. During
this phase, about 300 second-term enlistees in 4 critical skill rat-
ings will receive educational benefits.

The test results will be used to develop an-educational benefits
program for submission by the Secretary of Defense next year. Mr.
Chairman, I appreciate the fact that you have asked us to give our
personal views, and I'm prepared to answer any questions in a
frankand candid manner.

I believe that, if properly structured, an, educational 4enefits
program could impact positil..rely on two key points in the manpow-
er lifecycle. (The first would be recruiting. A greater number of high school
graduates and upper mental group personnel would increase the
quality-of our first-term force. k.

. 1

The second point would be retention, where we would anticipate
increasing our careets by drawing from these high quality first-
termers.

Finally, I would mention that I believe that an investment in the
educational growth of our young people who volunteer to. serve in
the military, is an investment in the future of out country.

I am prepared to answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.
.

Mr. ED,GAR. Thank you very much for that statement, and I
a. _appreciate your willingness to come t(bis-augning and answer ques-

tions. ,

[The prepf
,,

red statement of Adiniral Zech follows:]
...

See p 17 21,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICE ADMIRAL LANDO W ZEC161 JR
s DEPUTY CHLEF OF

NAVAL OPERATIONS FOR MANPOWER, PER4ON N EL AND TRAINING AND CH4F.F OF
NAVAL PERSONNEL

INTRODUCTION

I am Vice 'Admiral Lando W Zech. Jr , Deputy Chief of Nadal Operations for
Manpower, Personnel, and Training and the Chief a Naval Personnel I appreciate
thopportunity to appear andgestify before your committee in support of education-
al assistance programs for vet&ans and for members of the Armed Forces

a

BACKGROUND <

Following termination- of the GI Bill in 1976, educational beefits have been
provided to ouc service members through the post Vietnam Era Veterans' Educa
tional Assistance Program (NEAP) Since January 1, 1977 approximately 76,500
Navy men and women have elected to contribuie a portion of their pay eelh month
in order to qualify for the two-for-one matching funds This represdnts a participa-
tion level,of approximately 23% of all those eligible In recent months 4 have seen
a slight rise in VEAP participation to 27% The recent reduction .intithe service
member's minimum required contribution from $50 to $25 per month may enhance
future participation Although VEAP enrollment is less than one might desire, I'
think that the significant number of participants in this contributory program is asolid indicator of the strong interest our service members have in improving their
education

The Navy is also currently participating in the Educational Assistance Test
Program contained in the FY 1981 Defenge Authorization Act° Phase I of this
program, implemented on December 1, 1980, focuses on recruitment, and will com-ple

A retention
in September 1981 The Navy anticipates approximately 4,000 enlistments

incen 'ye and is scheduled for implementation on April 1, 1981, for a total, of six '
from his program Phase II is directed at testing educational benefits as

months In Navy's case, educational benefits will accrue to those service members
who reenlist for the second time in four critical.skill ratingsTrhe prograin is funded
for about 300 Navy participants. The Department of Defense will utilize the test.
results to determine what effect educational benefits have upon recruitment acid
retention and expects tb forward aneducational Proposal' next year. ' .

,
ANTICIPATED IMPACT OF A NEW EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS PACKAGE

In general terms, edUcational benefits legislation, if properly strucSurell, could beexpected to havea positive impact on two major areas. Recruiting and retention.
From h recruiting standpoint, an educational benefits program should increasethe quality of the first term force by qttractieg higher numbers of highschool

graduates and upper mental groups This would provide a military force profile
more representative 'of the general population in this country. Based on our Past
experience, a righer mix of high school graduates means lower first term. attrition
and ultimately a reduced demand for accessions. With a higher proportion of ugper
mental groups, training time and cost would be reduced.

From a retention standpoint, a properly structured proposal will assist in retain-
ing highly trained middle careerists in the Navy If a transferability featuk were
incorporated,lt could be particularly attractive to career service members who, for
the most part, are married with families and increasingly desirous of educating
their children beyond the high school lever This group is the backbone of the Navy
aqd will respond to the combinVon of competitive compensation leveleand in-
crbased access to higher education. ,

Finally, because of tbeohigher concentration of high school graduates in the first/term force, we may see A larger number enter the career force.

CONCEPT OF A.14 EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS PROGRAM
t°

The Navy feels that any new program shouldhe structured to provide a balance
between incentives for recruitment and incentives for retention. ,What we must ,
avoid is a program which, like the old GI Bill) is structured to pr de an inceptive
to leave the service In effect this equates to a negativereenlistment bonus.
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SUMMARY

As Chief of Naval Personnel. I am vitally Lumerned with attractRgcompetent
and motiYated first term personnel for our Nay and in developing and maintaining
a strong, y.apable, And sletlit.ated t.areer forte I MT) t.unvimed that education, and
the opportunity to aLhieve it, have a cruual rule in our total efforts I, believe
further that an inyestment in the educutioaal growth of our young people, those
who volunteer to serve in the military forces, is an investment not only in the
stlgth of our nation but, in a broader way, in the- f?ture of our country

hank you 'very much I will to to answer any questions you might Liave.
Mr EDGAR The next witness ,will be Lieutenant General Iosue.

STATEMENT OF' LT. GEN. A-. P. IOSUE, DEPUItY CHIEF OF
STIVE FOR MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT (F
THIE AIR FORCE

General IosuE. Mr. chairman, I do appreciate the opportunity to
appear_ before this committee, and I am particularly grateful for
the comment made by the'Chief of Staff of the Army, who included
me among the high muckety-mucks.

Recruiting and retention in the Air Force is on the upswing, and
we are optimistic as we look at the trends, but as we look ahead to
the mid 1980's, we are concerned with the Air Force's ability to
recruit _and retain quality men Sand women, for three reasons.

One, the Air Force will be larger, as we bring onboard new
weapons systems into our inventory. We expect to be some 15,000
to 20,000 greater in. strength than we are today.

Second, demographers tell us that the 18-year-old population will
decrease by 15 percent by 1986. That means a smaller recruitable
population, it also means fewer high school graduates to draw
upon.

Third, weapons systems in the U.S. Air Force will become more
corhplex and more sophisticateT, and it will require that we bring
onboard trainable individuals, mainly, high school-diploma gradu-
ates. .

By the same token, those people we bring onboard will be trained
in those skills which are desired in the civilian sector, and reten-
tion will become increasingly,more difficult.

Our experience with the GI bill in the past, before its discontinu-
ance in 1976, indicated vtft brought onboard 10 percent more high
school graduates than we have today., And at that time, we had
largest delayed enlistment pool in the history of the U.S. Air Fo

So, I bel.Thve that a properly designed new educational incent
one that strikes a balante. between recruiting and retention, w do
Much to assist the U.S. Air Force in meeting its recruiting and
retentiongoars,in the mid 1980's. Thank you. .

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very
Thank

for,your statempt. I can
appreciate the unique position of the Air Force in recruirmer and
retention. We will have some questions for you as well.

(The prepared statement of General Josue follows:] h
,

-PREPARED STATEMENT OF LT LrEN ANDREW P IOSUE, DEPUTY _CHIEF OF STAFF,
'MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL HEADQUARTERS, U.S. AIR FORCE

As we enter the decade of the 1980's, the military services are faced with an
extremely difficult recruiting envoronment Demographers indicate that the'number
of 18 yearold htgh School graduates will decrease 15 percent by 1986., Indeed, the
population of 17 21 year old high school graduates is forecast to decline by some 21)
percent by the year 1990 Additionally, surveys indicate that the propensity of
young people to consider military service has dropped substantially! The yq?;:licl of
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easily obtainable funding sources of higher education certainly have contributed to
this shift in appeal

The Vietnam Era GI Bill was a strong incentive for military service as evidenced
by the substantial increase in our delayed enlistment pool which occurred when its
terfnination was announced in October 196 Upon ,termination, we experienced an
immediate 10 percent tlechine in high school accessions trod have never recovered
The replacement for the GI Billthe Veterans' Educational Assistance Program
(VEAPIhas, by its contributory nature. proven to be ineffective as a recruiting
incentive After four' years under VEAL". only 6 percent of Air Force eligibles are
participating despite concerted outreach efforts to insure that all eligibles are fully
conversant with the program It has been consistently proven that hif;h school
graduates (ire needed in the Air Force because of the demends of our teqhnical
training programs and our relatively large number of high technology jobs A well
designed education incentive could be the key to restoring our pre-1976 levels of
high school graduates

In addition to*the anticipated tough recruiting climate and of concern the
Air Force is the peed to be able to retain adequate numbers of ur highly filled
mid-career personnel'There is evidence that the recently enacts pay raise along
with the ether new compensation initiativesgand indications that additional such
incentives may be forthcomingare bearing fruit Retention is turning around We
need to ensure that any npw education incentive does not work against retention
While the old GI Bill was a strong recruiting incentive, large numbers of people
who entered the military left to use their education benefits upon completion of
their initial enlistment This was offset tcca degree by in-service education programs
which have helped to retain our quality people Since termination of the GI Bill the
Air.Force has had over 301),00(1 in-service college enrollments reported annually Of
these, 65 percent were serving beyond their initial enlistment Thirty-five percent of
these enrollments were using thetin-service provisions of the GI Bill

A properly designed new education incentives program would permit the services
to cumpete, in a deteriorating recruiting environment. for the high quality young
people we critically need A balanced program is essentialone which offers" ade
quate incentives "up front" to attract high quality young people and which has
strategically placed retention incentives designed to promote continued service from
substantial numbers of highly, trainedoand experikced personnel

We believe that a new program designed along these lines will provide the
services with the balance necessary to meet both their recruiting and retention
nee4 If the All Volunteer Force is to be sustained, we must be capable of making
military service a viable alternative for youtig people:from all walks of life and
every part of the Nation.

Thank you for the opportunity to address the distinguished committee on this
very important issue. -.

Mr_ EDGAR. Our next witness is Lt. Cep. ward Bronars, who is
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower for the U.S. Marine Corps.
I'd like you to share your -opening statement.

STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. EDWARD J. BRONARS, BEPUTV CHIEF
OF STAFF FOR MANPOWER, U.S. MARINE CORPS

General BRONARS Mr. Chairman, I have submitted a brief state-
, ment for the record I would like to briefly give you some of the

Marine Corps experiences and relatc to you what we feel is an
important consideration. t.

I would first like to congratulate Mr. Montgomery and tife mem-
bers of the subcommittee for taking this interest in recruiting and ,
retention of the four services. It is an area that we are all -vitally4
concerned with and particularly emphasize In our efforts to make
the All-Volunteer Force work. An educational ben fits bill will
certainly assist us in th regard.

There is no questio in sour mind that an effectiye educational
assistance program would return sioificant benefits in gaining
and keeping quality oung men and women in our services,I

seep 21.
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We have had the same experiences-that the Army has had and,
just for the record, I would indicate that ;one of the key quality
indicators that the Marine Corps has emphasized ever since 1973 is
a high school diploma graduate.

We have maintained statistics i,n comparing his effectiveness
with that of the non-high school graduate, as effectiveness relates
to success in the Marine Corps.

The high school graduate attrits, prior to the completion of hid
obligated service, at a rate of about 24.6 percent. In other words,
24.6 percent of the personnel who have a ,higli school diploma don't
complete their enlistment. That compares witha 47.1 percent attri-
tion of the non-high school graduate,

We believe that our emphasis is well placed. We have also expe-
rienced the same thing that the Air Force experienced relative to
the termination of the Vietnam Erg GI bill in December of 1976.

We lost a strong drawing card when that bill s terminated.
Evidence of the strength of this incentive 1was a s stantial in-
crease in enlistments toward the end of the calendar year 1976,

"which was otherwise a very lean year in the recruiting, market-
place. 4In fact: December, 1976 was our best recruiting month since the
Marine Corps began its emphasis on quality accessions when we
established the goal of 75 percent high school graduate accessions: in July, 1975. i

New contracts for nonprior service male accessions written
during the month of December, 1976, totalled 7,290. This number
was 3,00 re than that planned, and 218 {percent of the monthly
av e for the pemaining 9 months of fiscal year 1977.

This.success was diilectly p.ttributable to enlistments to intent on
\Seating the deadline'for.the G.I. bill eligibility.

Prior to the end of the Vietnam-Era GI bill, we averaged 4,000
monthly accessions. After the termination of the Vietnam-Era GI
bills we averaged 3,280. accessions per month, or a drop of 24
percent. . . 9

The replacement of the Vietnam-Era GI bill with the veterans
educational assistance program, commonly referred to as VEAP,
has, in our estimation, had a lukewarm record in meeting the
stated purpose of attracting enlistments to the All Volunteer

. Force.
An analysis of Marine Corps VEAP data indicates a 3-year cu-

mulative participation rate of 18.5 percent of all eligible Marines.
This has increased modestly over the years, going from 7.9 percent
in 1977, to 11 percent in 1978, to 18.5 percent in 1979. It now

, stands, at the end of fiscal year 1980, at 22 percent.
Iniaddition, a good percentage of participankin the VEAP pro-

gram have dis,continued that program voluntarily. We record about
a 25 percent dropout ratethat is, 25, percent of those that tre
continuing, in service Simply terminate their allotment for the
VEAP program. , .

The Marine Corps, as all the other services, is participating in
the educational assistance test program. We started in January of
this year. Thus far,we have 111 participants in the program.

Out of the three different optionsthat is, sections 901, 902 and
903 of that test programby_ far,.the most popular is section 901,

.._...
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which is noncontributory and has the largest educational ber fitsassociated with it.

It is anothei indication, in tiny estimation, based on a _very short
period of obgrvation .of. this test program, that true educational
benefits that would cover the major cost for education for the
young man or woman are an attractive option that he/she willrespond to.

frThe Marine Corps is experiencing, as we have over the past few
years, success in attracting high school diploma graduates into theMarine Corps We will continue emphasize this, and we look
forp.rand to any support we call get t attract these quality youngmen and women to handle the eve more sophisticated we ponssystems that we will be introducing into our inventory. That' youvery-much.

Mr EDGAR. Thank you for your statement, and I appreciate yourattendance here today.
[The prepared statement of General 13ronars follows:]

4

PICEPARE5 STATEMENT OF LT GEN EDWARD J BRONARS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF--""
FOR MANPOWER. S MARINE CORF4

Mr Chairman and nnembers of the subcommittee, I am \ pWased to appear before
you this morning on behalf of the Marine Corps to discuss efforts to provideeducational assistance programs for military personnel and to prayide informationonethe impact that past and pre of programs. have had On the Marine Corps to
enhance the recruitment and rete trim of quality personnel . ,

Considerable concern has' been expressed over the ability of tie services to atti,act
sufficient quality enlistees aqd reta,jn highly trained middle careerists Today's "--)'young people and non-commissioned officers are well aware that their skillsare in high, demand in private industry a)id elsewhere, 'Quafity yOung people, lifp,- general, are rnotivoteld towaFd pursuing the education that they know they will' need to reach their full potential Under, the present realities of military service,involving demanding and arduous duties that require personal and family sacrificesnot experienced by the average American, we need to focus our attention on ways to
attract and retain sufficient personnel who are capable of being trained to operateand maintain increasingly sophisticated weapons and equipment that will be fieldedduring the 1980's Aneffective educational assistance program would return signifi-cant dividends in gaining and keeping men and women possessing charanteristicsthat we need in the services.

With the termination of the Vietnam Era G I Bill on January 1, 1977, theservices lost a strong drawing card as an incentive for military service Evidence ofthe strength of this incentive was the substantial increase in enlistments toward the' end of calendar year 1976, an otherwise lean year in the recruiting marketplace In
fact, the recauitigg,success in December1976 was our best monih since the MarineCorps began'its Ethiphasis on quality accessions when we established the goal of 75
percent high school graduate accessions in July 1975. New contracts for non-prior'service male accessions written during that December totaled 7290. This numberwas 3075 more than planned and 16'2 percent more than the monthly averageduring fiscal year 1977 This success was directly attributable to enlistments to beatthe-deadline for G.1 Bill eligibility

The replacement for the Vietnam Era 'G I. Billthe Veterans' Educational Assist-' ance Program (NEAP) has not met its stated purpose of attracting enlistments inthe All Volunteer Force tAVF) An analysis of Marine Corps VEAP data indicates athree year cumulatite participation 'rate of 18 5% of eligible Marines Althoughthere appears to have been a modest increase in the matriculation, over the years17 9 percent 1977, 11 0 percent 1978, 18 5 percent 1979), there are a significantnumber of participants who have chosen to discontinue-the program.
TheMarine Corps, along with the other services, is currently participating in theEducation Assistance Test Program (EATP) authorized in the fiscal year 1981 De-

fense Authorization Act The Marine Corps has recruited 111 participants into thismulti-faceted program as of this date It is still too soon, however, to draw any /conclusions on the merits of the various programs within this test and their ulti-mate prospects for the improvement of recruitment and retention. Based on theresults of the EATP, the Department of Defense expects to forward a comprehensive
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"... made a partApf the-record, and any additional material that you
)have that win supplement that statement will also be made a part
of the record.
, Admiral STEWART. I am very pleased to be here this morning, sir,
becailse I feel that, as a representative of the Nation's smallest
military service, the educational programs that are being consid-
ered by the committee this morning are of tremendous benefit to
the Coast Guard, as they are to our larger sister services within
the Department of Defense. . .

I personally believe that educational programs for the Armed
Forces are one of the most important benefits that the country has
ever devised and>provided.

Not only does my experience over the last 32 years tell me that,
but also recent reenlistment opinion surveys and' my ni`unerous
discussions, over the past. 3 years with thousands of Coast Guard
people and their families confirm this particular opinion.

As you are well aware, the Coast Guard is a small but rather
extended multi mission set'vice, and one of the unique characteris:
tics of such a military organization is that our,people are multi-
mission as well.

And thin requires us to look to very highly qualified applicants at
the entry level, and also to pay a large price in training and
maintaining our people.

So, anything that the Coast Guard can use as an attraction for
high school graduates and to maintain those people in the service
is not only of tremendous interest to us, but I think of tremendous
benefit in the long run, to the American taxpayer.

That summarizes my statement at this time, sir.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much. We appreciate your com-

ments and youi readiness to listen to some of our questions and to
respond in a personal way to them.

4The-prepared statement-of Admir tewart follows:)
-

.
I
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educational assistance program to t,be Congress for inclusion in the fiscal year 19210
budget

In addition to the incentive that an improved educational assistance Rrugfam
would provide to encourage enlistment and retention, there is another very signifi
cant benefit that would accrue to the entire nation Many of the great advances in
tOe arts and sciences, in business and industry, in research and applied sciences

1,were accomplished by Americ'ans whu took advantage of their C I Bill benefits to go
on to higher education I am confident that this would pro e true in the flature

Mr, Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement I ,would be pleased to
respond to any questions you may have * .

Mr. EDGAR..6Ur final panelist is Rear Adm W. H Stewart, rho
is Chief Office of Personnel, U.S. Coast Guard. We welcome you
this morning and look forward to hearing from you.

STATEMENT' OF REAR ADM. W. H. STEWART, CHIEF, OFFICE OF
PERSONNEL, U.S. COAST GUARD

Admiral STEWART. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. As you are
aware, I have submitted a formal statement for the record and,
with your permission, I will summarize at this time,

Mr. EDGAR. Without objection, all the formal statements will be
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR A,DM, W H STEWART, CHIEF, OFFICE OF
PERSONNEL, l S COAST GUARD -

Mr Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to' appear, along with the Chiefs of
Personnel of the other military services, to present the Coast Guard's position onveterans educational programs It is particularly appropriate that I have beenafforded this opportunity, because my service should be included under env propos-

als which ardyonsidered by the Congress As specified in 10 U SC 10114i and 14US C 1, thoast Guard is an Armed- Force of the United States. I would,therefore, request that any pnd all educational proposals reflect that fact so as toensure our eligibility for these very important ben its
' also will appreciate the opportunity to testify tr any other legislative matters

l

which will affect the quality of life of the military member and his family We are
very concerned about initiatives of this sort, because the needs of the other servicesare otir needs as well

I have long believe that educational programs for the Armed Farces Are one of
the most important benefits the country his ,ever devised and provided Nat onlydoes my experience tell me that, but. recent reenlistment -opinion surveys taken
within my service, and,numerous discussions I have had with our people over thelast three years, have confirmed it

Retention of experiepc(id enlisted personnel has been,a problem in the_Coast
Guard just as in the other setvices, and while recent pay raises may be ,starting uson a road to recovery in this area, there is no doubt in my mind that more
attractive educational benefits also will have a very positive effect on career reen-
listments Like everyone else, we are competing with industry and other organiza-
tions in the private sector for the talent possessed by our Mid-Grade Petty-Qfficers,particularly in critical technical ill areas. It will take improved offerings to
convince them that staying in the) CoastAuard is more promising than leaving
Educational benefits are an important ingredient in meeting this goal.

Recruitment is less of a concern to us At present, at least in terms of a total
number of young people available for induction Our recruit waiting lists Re filledQuarftity does not necessarily guarantee quality, however, and we do occasionally
experience' difficulty in finding high school graduates with abilities in some of our
more sophisticated and demaVding ratings The pool of available and qualifiedcivilians in 'the U S also is shi)mking, so it is reasonable to assume that the Coast
Guard will eventually face recruit shortages in numbers as well History remindsme that ,this can happen very quickly If the Coast Guard is not included in
educational opportunities afforded members of tHPArmed Forces, and therefore isnot treated equally with the other services, we would be unfairly disadvantaged in
the recruiting marketplace indeed, we might see problems even earlier thamigxpect-
ed by virtue of our having less with which to attract potential recruits.

The bill under consideration today, H R 1400, is an effort to address the' require-
ments of each of the Armed Forces The Administration is presently analyzing thisbill Some of the features are incorporated in the current testing program with
which the Department ,of Defense is involved The Administration and the Coast

'Guard will carefully evaluate the outcome of this testing to:developing a neweducational progrdm
Mr Chairman, my staff stands eager to provide assistance in ensuring that

educational programs are constructed which will best benefit the Coast Guard andthe other Armed Forces As the only military service external to the Defense
Department, we also will work closely with the other DOD Armed Forces, to reachthis goal I support you in your efforts to provide educational assistance to military
members and their family I will be pleased to answer any questions which you mayhave for me

'Mr EDGAR:, Let me begin the questioning. Pm going- to share
some prepared questions with you initially, and then yield to my
colleagues for their. questions, and we will go around several times
in'the questioning.

If, at an appropriate time, we find that we haven't asked all of
Ithe questiOns, we may submit some of them to you for your re-
sponse, for the'record.

GI BILL LEGISLATION

The Reagan administration amendments to the fiscal year 1982
Veterans' Administration budget have no funds for a GI bill for
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members of the All-Volunteer Forces, nor do they include any
recommendations to pass legislation for a new GI bill.

We have .heard no official word from the administration on this
toposal despite the comments that were made by then candidate,

nald Reagan, last Spring.
I have noted, however, that the Reagan budget would increase

the Department of Defense appropriation for fiscal yea'r 1982, by
more than $27 billion. Almost $7 billion is for construction and it is
presumedismuch of the remainder is for armaments

But as General Meyer indicated, the Army needs qualified p
sonnel to man and 'maintain the new equipment and systems
the 1980's. This is undoubtedly true with all of the other service
as you have indicated.

I notice the fiscal year 1982 cost of H.R. 1400 is only about $56.2
million.

My question is, what is/the sense in a policy which spends
billions of dollars more on buildings and armaments but not 1 cent
for improving the capability and quality of personnel to man and
maintain these weapons and armaments. In your opinion, and I'd
like this to be your personal opinion, isn't an educational incentive
program, such as provided in H.R. 1400, crucial for the 1980's in
our effort to catchup, as is added billions in defense requests for
the next few years?

Who wants to tackle that question about the comparisoh between
aments, construction, and education?

Ge ral YERKS. I suppose 1 will start off, sir.
Mr. AR. General Yerk.i?

QUALITY OF PERSONNEL

General YERKS. I think clearly that the committee understands
the Department's position, that the congressionally directed tests
should be completed prior to submitting a formal proposal or edu-
cational package.

You have asked me my personal opinion and I shall offer it
candidly. Being the Army's people chief, I have fought for years
just trying to emphasize the fact that a gun is s'arthless without a
quality individual behind it.

Se mention has been made of the Army of the future or the
Armed Forces of the future, with `modern weapons systems and so
forth, and partidularly I have had difficulty in the past, convincing

,.. many that the Army is a very technological service.
It no longer is an Army that marches down a dusty trail or a

muddy trail. Yes, we do some of that but we also ride down it, and
comp dithe weapons systems are as comp cated as the modern,rbcess,

reseafth and development process. an conjure up.
And we need quality people to man these systems. In my person-

/ al opinion, we need a cothprehensive educational package to at-
tract, in the future. There must be a balance .between the people
needs and the equipment needs.

READINESS J
Readiness is not cheap, It just does not some cheap. And if we

are to be ready,'-if we are to carry out the mandate in the oath to
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the American pepple, we must put resources, a commensurate
amount, into the people areas of quality life and education 441Ave
are to expect to bring on the type of individual which will provide
this readiness.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. Admiral Zech?
Admiral ZECH. I believe that people are the strength of our

Navy As our Navy gets more sophisticated, as our Navy gets mo e
technical, as our Navy increases in size, I believe that the need
quality people becomes increasingly important.

The Navy not only needs submarines, it needs aircra , nd it
needs surface ships, but it needs quality people to design ou
marines, our aircraft, our surface ships; and quality people to
operate them, to build them, and to maintain them. When called
upon, our Navy people will fight their ships, and I am convinced
our Navy people will win.

In order to have a strong Navy, there is absolutely no question in
my mind that the greatest edge we have on any prospective oppo-
nent would be our pedple. Our Navy people have been trained with
the best training that we can provide. Our Navy people are moti-
vated. Our Navy people are experienced. They know how to oper-
ate their ships and their equipment.

RETENTION OF PETTY OFFICERS

The biggest prdklem we are having in the Navy today is reten-
tion of our career petty officers. The Congress last year took a very
important first step toward correcting Navy's retention problem.
We have lost-too many petty officers who have chosen to leave the
service prior to serving a full 20-year career

As the Navy's personnel chief, I believe t at we in the Navy, as
well as the Congress, with the suppqrt -,of the American people,
need to strengthen our Na y, which will contribute to strengthen-
ing the security of our count'.

In my judgment, there is nothing more important to our' Navy
than to arres15 the-loss of mid-grade petty officers, and I should also
add middle-grade commissioned officers.

Anything that this Congress can do in the -way of strengthenijig
the people situation in our Navy will contribute to the strength of
our Navy and to the strength of our country.

STUDIES CONCERNING EDUCATIONAL B%,NEFITS

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for that statement. There has been some
talk in the press and in the administration that there should be no
action on establishing a new GI bill until at least fiscal year 1983.
These reports state that we should wait fof some, of the experimen-
tal studies to be completed and some of the other programg that
were put in place to test the new GI bill concept.

In your personal opinions, can we afford to wait that 2- or 3-year
period in order to proVide a stability within the recruiting system
that all of you have testified in support of?

We w hear-from the Air Force, General Iosue.
Ge ral Iosta. Thank you very much. There has been an awful

lot d ne for the military in, both the 1982 budget and the 1981
suppleme tal and 1982 amendment in terms of pay and compensa-
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tion. And we are beg-inning to see the results of that right now;
whether it is or not, I can't say. .

As far as a I bill in 1982, positive trends in the Air Force today
indicate we ar picking up momentum and, if they increase, I
w`buld think they would sustain us through 1982.

What I am really concerned about is what happens. Now, wheth-
er it luippens in 1982, 1983, or 1984, but what happens in the mid
1980's is of concern to me.

As I mentioned in my comments, there is a decrease in the
recruitable population. We do need more quality than we have
right now. We have seen what the GI bill of the past has done for
us in providing more mental category ones and twos, for the Air
Force, and a greater percentage of high school graduates.
' I can say, without equivocating, that I don't think the tests will

do anything for us. I think the tests are too narrow. In fact, I have
'cognizance over recruiting, and I don't.understand it.

We have not advertised the test. The recruiters are confused by
it. We have very few people participating in it. They don't have the
information available in the field'and, at best, it is going to take 4
years or more to determine whether the retention portion of that
test will work. So, I think if you are waiting for the test, I think
yOu,otight to forget it. Maybe that money can be spent in a differ-
ent manner.

If you are 'waiting for some other indicators, perhaps we should, I
don't know. I can say that, 1982, it looks lilte we're going to enter,
1982 with a momentum we have built up through 1981 but, beyond
that, I leave some difficulty in saying that we don't need a GI bill
or some form of educational incentive to carry us on through if the
All-Volunteer Force is going to survive. i

s,

RECRUITING CHANGES 4..

Mr. EDGAR. That comment you made is very helpful to our
hearing AKord. My final queStion before I yield the microphone to
my colleagues who have questions as well is this: Have any of you
brought with you a chart that describes the change after 1976, that
is, the period of time leading up to 1976 and the period after we
terminated the GI bill as we know it, and recruitment began to
drop off, do you have any information, or a chart, or.some material
that could speak to that, or could that be made a ailable for the
record?

General IpsuE. I have a hand-drawn chart that I would submit or
have you review, if you like. What it shows is that in 1974, the
percent of high school_ diploma graduates that the Air Force re-
cruited was about 94 percent. In 1975, it dropped to 92, all the way
down to a low of about 80 percent, 82 percent, in 1980, and then
stArts back up again as a result of our improved recruiting environ-
ment.' .

So, We've gone fromwe've had about a decrease of 10 percent,
old GI bill period versus what. we have today. As far as pental
categories, the GI bill period era of 1975 and on, we ha1.5rpercent
mental categories one and two; we are down to 40 percent today.

'See p.120.
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Mr. 'DGAR. You don't have those mental categories available for
Co essmen, do you"?

eneral lostm. No, I don't have a chart for that.
[Laughter.]
Mr. EDGAR. Does the Army, or Navy have any similar kind of

General YEixs. Yes, I do _have a chart'. an I will submit it for
formation or statistics? . .

t e record if it pleases yod" sir, and it gives a comparison, really,
f om 1974, when we were back in the GI bill era, end it compares
t e high school degree graduates by category one through three-A
nd so forth, and it shows at the height in 19'76, and the withdraw-

al of the GI bill and the thrust downward in those accessions or ._,--/ those enlistments.
..It also superimposes on those graphs, which might be helpful to

you, the rise during that period in billions of dollars of thelederal-
ly supported educational programs, which I think should have
some concern of yours as you address this, as Mr. Montgomery, I,,,
believe it was, testified earlier.

rThere is no, obviously, no direct cause relationship that you can
draw from this, but it is rather obvious as well, that as Federal
program support went up, the take in the military and all services
went doirn in high school degree graduates; and, of course, it's a
long time line which clearly shows where the break_ is from the GI
bill termination. ,

Mr. EDGAR: Thank you. , .
Admiral ZECH. I have similar data, Mr. Chairman, which I'd be

pleased to submit for the record.2 I would n9te, that it is impor-
tant, when our data is reviewed, to recognize that the Navy made
its recruiting goals in 1976, but did not make them in 1977, 1978, or
1979. .

One of the reasons we did not make the recruiting goals is that
we had emphasized quality and, therefore, you will note that the
high school graduates increased in'those-,years. Although the per-
centage .of high school graddates did inerease in those years, it
increased at the expense of our not making our recruiting goal.
That was a deliberate policy on our part to go for quality and
accept the loss in overall quantity.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. I have additidial questions, but I'd like
to yield to our chairman, Mr. Montgomery, for questioning at this.
Po

ADMINISTRATION OF GI BILL
/

Mr. MONTGOMERY. I will be very brief, Mr., Chairman. It would'
teem to me that °11r personnel chiefs this morning would have no ,
objection* if we did pass a bill such as is before you today, that
would be continued to be monitored and administered by the Vet-
erans' Administration which they have done over the years, under
GI education., You have no problems with the Veterans' Adminis-
tration administering the program?

General BRONAAS. Mr. Montgomery, I would support both fund-
ing and the administratioB of the GI bill program that you have

'See p. 121.
p. 122.
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described as H.R. 1400, by the Veteran's' Administration. I think
that's where it belongs.

Or Mr. MONTGOMERY. General, actually, to be fair with you, the
Veterans' Administration would pay part of the funding, but some
of the heavier costs would be borne by the Defense Department at
a later date, unless we could work where we have the other funds
that are going) on education programs through the Department of
Education, would be transferred over that would certainly help in
the Defense Department budget as well as the Veterans' Adminis-
tration. --

It is something to look into, and I know Mr. Gramm, of the
Budget Committee, and I've talked to him about this situation.

General BRONARS. I certainly endorse your comments on that. It
appears to me that for any educational assistance program to be
effective in attracting qtrality young men and women into the
service and then retaining them, it would have to be substantially
better than what is already available to that age group in already
existing programs requiring no commitment to serve their country
in uniform. Another solution would be to constrain the funding
available.for the grant and loan programs-that are already availa-
ble. You either have to go one route or the other; otherwise, a
young man or woman, who is not particularly desirous of serving
in uniform, would choose the grant and loan programs already in
existence.

So, I think it is an area that Congress should look into very
carefully to determine what interface there should be with those
already existing programs and the contemplated,GI bill.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you. I have only two more comments.
General Iosue, I think

Y

testimony helps us a great deal, where
you say that the test programs are just floundering out there, and
I'm part of the guilty ones who brought_that fovard in the Con-
gress, but I believe I could safely say the House Armed Services
Committee would have no problems with doing away with this test
if you thought you could get better results from one solid GI
education bill.

TURNOVER IN' TRAINING

My other cOpment is to General Yerks about the turnover in
training. Mr. Chairman, that's a tremendous c t to the Army and
to the military., We bring these people in and e train them*and
we keep them and then we lose them because ey can't adjust to
the service, or we lose them after 6 years of r lly good technical
training, and I think it would be a good cost-saving if we could get
the quality people into the service at first, and after we get them to
keep them, would save the military a lot of money because I think
$1 billion this year will be spent on attracting people into the
service, just trying to bring them in. It's a heavy cost at the front
end, not only after you get them in.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank_you, Mr. Chairman. Congressman Jeffries?
Mr. JEFFRIES. I jug have a comment or two, but reg-arding` the

Regulars and Reservesand everyone has stated here that an edu-
cational program of a type like this will.aid in bringing people into
the service and retaining them.

3"
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INCREASE IN RESERVES

I guess for my own information then, I want to carry that just a
step further Do you feel that this is going to be enough? Are we vstill going to be down on our Reserves? Do you feel a program like
this will be sufficient; or will we have to go a little further? Just
personal opinions.

General YERKS. I'd like to volunteer a statement on that, sir. If Ican addressI think, as the comments were made here earlier, the
Congress needs to address an educational package across The total
force, _Active and Reserve. -

In the Army, we have some 55. percent of our combat forces in
the reserve component. Now, these are the combat forces that are
to fight that next war if it comes, so it is very essential that we

-maintain our Reserve component commensurate with our Active
Forces.' -,Now, any proviso in a legislative package, educational package, I
think, should recognize this fact, and I would say that there are
some limiting factors in the bill which you are looking at at the
present time, H.R. 1400, where you need to have active duty time
prior tocetting eligibility in the Reserves.

There is a very fine, large group of patriots in this country that,
due to family situations or environment or what haye you, are
attracted into our Reserve components, are great soldiers will fight
if the time comes, but they just cannot find the time or the circum-
stafices-agreeable to them to come in for active duty. ts

And I would suggest that you-consider that if we are to man our
Reserve forces, that you would consider somewhat liberalizing the*
provisos that address and put a requirement for active duty prior
to receiving a benefit for the Reserve component. ''"

Are we going to get there? Pjust feel we have to take some steps
like an educational bill, to`find out if we can get there. I thirik our
society is such that we are, our Nation, is not ready to take a draft
step, and I think it is just essential that this educational packagebe put into an entitlement. It certainly will aid in' reaching levels,
decent levels in our Reserve component.

Mr. JEFFIVES. That's what I was driving at. Chairman Montgom-
ery is an adtrocate of draft and 'believes in it thoroughly, and I was
just wondering if we could get your viewpoints on that same tking..too. Is this an interim step, or do we have toif you felt that
eventually, despite everything, we're going to haire to go that route,
universal military training, whatever you want to call it, is this
going to be mandatory to bring our readiness, our abilities, and so
forth, to adequately defend burselves, is what we are going to have
to do, -

.Generitl YERKS. We have one- account, sir, that is particularly,
difficult to me. Our .Active Forces with the incentive programs and,
hopefully, a single educational program, our Reserve components
with the incentives and so forth that we are putting in to them
no3.4,- shows signsand these, are the units, troop unitsshows
signs of real health, but we do have this massive requirement upon
mobiliiation in the individual Ready Reserve and this pre-train
manpower' pool, which is in deficit now to the tune, in the Army, of
about 240,000 people, and it is 'something that, clearly, we must
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focus,on if we are talking about the total force of the total Army,
we have to focus on that deficit in the individual Reserve accounts.

Mr. JEFFRLES. Any other comment? Does everybody else concur?
Admiral ZECH. The Navy would certainly support provisiOn in an

edt4itional bill applying to the Naval Reserve. It would be very
helpful.

Mr. EDGAR. Would the gentleman yield? I think the question is a
gbod one and, General Yerks, you have mentioned that you havd
some slight disagreements with the provision in, H.R. 1400 which
relates to the Reserves.

. LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS

I Ander if each of you would subniit for the record what might
be an appropriate leyel of service short of active, duty status, that
might be written into the legislation that Would assist 4ou and help
you in the area of your ReserveF'orces.1 ,

,It is sometimes difficult for us, not being experts on the different
aLpects of military service, to know what would be ,a legitimate
cutoff time and period while not simply giving the store away, and
it would be helpful if'you would submit that for the record.

Any other comments?
Mr. JEFFRIES, I don't believe I have any, unless there's anybody

else that watts to answer that question. The thing, I think, that
I'm driving at, very frankly, I believe in this bill, I think it is very
good. I think it is a help. For myself, I'm just wondering, are we
going far enough. That's the point of my question, and I think if
you have all answered that, well, then that's all; unless you have
something to say.

General BRONARS. I would just reinforce it. We need the same type
of quality individual in the Reserves as we do in the active duty
forces. I do believe that some differential type of entitlements that
are available to the ResAyist. This differential should be main-
tained in any bill that is ultimately passed because of the different
commitment of the young person coming on active duty, and the
young person staying in his hometown and going to a monthly
trainin period. So, a differential shotild be maintained; however, it
is abso utely mandatory that we have a provision for educational
entitle ent for our Reserve personneloalso.

Mr. EFFRIES. Thank..you very nvich. No more questions, Mr.
Chaff an.

Mr. AR. Thank you. Mr. Dasohle?
^ e

EDUCATIONAL
°
ASSIS7ANCE TEST PIVIGRAIW EVALUATION

a
Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. General Bronars, I'd

like you, if you could, to elaborate a little bit more on..the educa-
tional assistance test program you said the Marine Corps is cur-
rently participating in. When.do sw expect a formal evaluation of

the effectivenes.1 of this program, and could you elaborate a little
bit more to the subcommittee on the merits of the program as you
see it today?

General Bnozalts. As the committee knowa, the Marine Corps
represents only a small portion of the total population of our

'See p 129 °
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----.)Armed Forces. We are participating in the test program which was
initiated for some of the services in December. The Marine Corps
commerical participation in January. /

The test is to continue through this fiscal year, and would termi-
nate, 4 1 understand, on October 1. There . are three different
sections of the law that established and mandated .the tesepro-
gram; one is section 901, which provides for a test in certain
geographic areas of our county . .

As far as the Marine Corps ' 9concernedand I can correct these ,
f o r the record if my recollection inaccuratebut I believe 11 out
of our 47 recruiting stations participatepate in section 901, which basi-
cally provides for an opportunity or an option for the individual
that is considering service on active duty, for .# tuition grant of a
/Maximum of $1200 a year and a subsistence grant of $250 or $300 aonth, for a total of 36 months, if he gains that entitlement by

serving on active duty for 36 months. iThat appears to be the most popular part of the test, as far asthe Marine Corps is concerned.
, -

The second section cif that test program is a loan forgiveness
provision that would allow individuals who already participated in

educational assistance program while a civilian, to come into
the military, commit themselves to service, and get loan forgive-
ness for that which they have already Obligated themselves to theGovernment.. .

That can be applied with,either section 901 which I described, or
'section 903, which is the last provision. Section 903 is applied and,
again, in certaip geographic areas different than 901. As far as the
Marine Corps is concerned 11 of our 47 recruiting statiols partici-
pate in this portion of the test.

It provides for a =noncontributory entitlement of a maximum of
$8400, depending on the length ,of commitment to active duty. For
some reason or another, this section has not been very popular in
the Marine Corps.

. ,

There is a second phase of the test that is to commence on April
1, which i4 aimed at re tion. And this part of the test would
provide similar entitle nts to section 901 and would become
available to an intiivi upon reenlistment in 'certain designated
occupational fields. It is going to be some time before we get the
results of the phase 2 test. ,

Mr. DASdHLE. Are you doing a constant evaluation-of the pro- ,
gram, or, are there going to be certain times throughout this fiscal

, .year that the evaluation is going to be made and reported?
General BRONARS, We are monitoring the program very closely,

and, hopefully, by, the end of the fiscal year, we will have someinsight,
As I understand, there is some intention on the part of the 'administration and the Department of pefe nse, to ask for a con-r' .tinuation of the test program beyond October 1, of this year.

,Mr. DASCHLE. You all have a--
Me. EDGAR. oUldthe gentleman yield at that point? What is

your' personal opinion of extending that test period, as opposed to-
instituting a new GI bill? , -

.-
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General BRONARS. My personal opinion is that I question wheth-
er we are going to get any solid evidence out of the test that is
currently being conducted. I

The other three services are applying the education entitlements
. along with our normal reenlistment bonuses. They have had con-

siderably more success than the Marine Cyrps has, but it would be
difficult to determine whether the enticement for enlistment re-
sulted from the enlistment bonus or the educational entitlements.

The Marine'Corps has not combined the enlistment bonus with
the educational entitlements because we felt we could get a purer
insight into the attractiveness of an educational entitlement. And
as I already indicated, our results are limited to those 11 and 14
recruiting stations where we have been conducting the test. Over
the period January 1 through March 11, 111 individuals have
signed up for the program. r

Mr. DASCHLE. What has been the cost of the program? Do you
have a composite figure with Alrthe services?

General BRONARS. $75. million has been devoted to the program.
As I recall, $65 million of this is committed to phase 1, which is the
recruiting portion of the test,.and $10 million is earmarked for
Phase 2, or the reenlistment option.

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE TEST PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

Mr.. De).SCHLE. What indication do we have right' now on partici-
pation? Do you have any kind of participation levels?

Geheral BRONARS. As I indicated, 111 individuals have opted to
participate, the vast majority for section 901 and three or four for
section 903.

Mr. DASCHLE. But in a composite, is that about what you are
experiencing? Frankly, that seems like somewhat of a low figure.
Are you satisfied with that figure?

General BRONARS. No, we are not, and we are continuing to
advertise locally in those recruiti g stations' getg'raphical param-
eters. We hope to increase partie ation.

We are also contemplating, cause we are disappointed in the
lack of success that Nye have chieved in the Marine Corps, combin-
ing the enlistmeni,bonus \with the test educational entitlements.

' This seems to be more successful with the other services.
Mr. EDGAR. Admiral Zech?
Admiral Um If 1 my add-to that, as of last week, we had 1,095

Navy enlistees in the phabe 1 program that have met the eligibility
requirements for the test program. I believe an important fact to
note is that the 16 of the recruiting districts which are participat-
ing in the major portions of the test have increased their nuclear
field production from 94.6 percent of goal for the 2 months prior to
the test, to a figure of 142.8 percent during the mon s since
implementation. This is an increase of 48.2-percentage pints of
their goal.

So, what that has told us so far, in the early .cages of the test is
that the educational benefits are helpful in attracting high quality
recruits.

Mr. DASCHLE. Any other comment on that?
General YERKS. One of the difficulties in the test that we dare

experiencing now is, as Ed Bronars has mentioned, the various
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sections break out into cells, to four separate cells, across the
country, and it is very difficult to advertise because you go across
geographic bounds. .

For instance, the most popular program, the 'mini-GI bill as it is
called in cell C, is offered only in 15 percent of the Nation. So, with
that, although that is scientifically designed, if-ig-ificult to get
any national TV advertising and so forth, because it ould notit
would violate the scientific formula ,if it went on national TV,
because it would breetk in across the Nation.

So, this is one of the reasons why we are just having extreme
difficulty in administering a test and of ,questionable value when
the test is over with.

ENHANCEMENT OF EAP

_ Mr. DASCHLE. Let me ask one other'question, 'Mr. Chairman. The
VEAP has been less than successful in, I suppose, all of the serv-
ices. If we don't pass H.R. 1400, it looks to me like one of the
options we would have available to us, would be to enhance the
VEAP to make it work better. .

My figures estimatethat in the Army, we had 30-percent partici-
pation rate and, in the Marine Corps, we only had an 18 percent
participation rate.

That is a substantial difference but, in both cases, not necessarily
all that admifable participation. Can you give me what your sug-
gestions would be, especially in the Army or the Marine Corps, in
regard to the improveMents to the VEAP program that we could
make, assuming that H.R. 1400 would fail?

..1dmiral ZECH. The Navy figure is 21 percent.
vr. DASCHLE. 27?

Admiral ZECH. Yes, sir.
General YERxs. I would have to submit that to you, sir. I do

know that we have.a participation rate now of 36 to 40 percent, but
yoti find that that also shades something, apt' that is the attrition
rate within the program, although _die have, as I say, a 36 perce
participation rate. We also have a 48 percent attrition rate fr m
those that get into the p ,gram because those soldie,rs in tile lower
income bracket have re
program.

And even with -the
month, to a young soldier, is just, an enormous amount of money
and it is, quite often, the difference/as to whether or not his family
is going to eat that month.

, consequently, you can't just.look at participation, but look at
the attrition thereafter, which is an additional 48 percent in the
Army. And that is why, in our judgment, the VEAP programs have
just not Welt as effective as we would like them to be.'

Mr, DASCHLE. General Josue?
General IOSUE. Let tut give you a more startling figure. The Air

Force participation rate is 6 percent.
Mr. 1)ASCHLE. 6 percent?
Gebneral IOSUE. Only 6 percent, and don't know what number

dropout. That, js the initial participation: One of the problems, as
was mentibneorby General Yerltscfs the fact that you are taking
about chose to ott,e-fifth of the bagic pay away from that airman

difficulty financially contributing to the

eduction to a lower scale, $25 or $50 a
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when he participtites in the program, and he can ill-afford to put
aside that much money for a future educational benefit.

Of people coming in, 15 percent are married, 25* percent are
married by the time they complete their first term of enlistment,
and they can ill-afford to take that much money away fro

it isn't working in the Air Force, and it is wo ing
their

families{ so
much less more successfully than it is in the other services th n it
is in the Air Force.

Mr. DASCHLE. So, we're going to have to either improve it dra-
matically or take it out entirely?

General IostiE. I think the biggest improvement you could make
would be to make it noncontributory.

General BRONARS. I feel obligated to add a little additional statis-
tics. The Marine Corpg has been improving its participation in the
VEAP from its inception in 1977. I just received yesterday the
statistics that were compiled for calendar year 1980.

In calendar year 1980, we had approxiwately 40,000 new acces-
sions. Of these, we realized 20,000 new entelees in the VEAP. This
shows a continuing increasing trend in participation in that pro-
gram. So, in all' fairness to the program, I have to say that the
Ailariiietorps has been showing an increasing trend.

Mr. EDGAR. I'd like to thank you all for 'Coming before the
subcommittee this morning. Your testimony and your assistance in
helping us make these difficult decisions is very, very helpful, and I
aPfreciate your time. Mr.'Smitch, from Oregon?

USE OF GI BILL r

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman. Gentlemen, I am curious, how many
people, and maybe you don't have these figures, have used the GP
bill, say, out of World War II, versus Korea, 4ersto Vietnam, and,
in particular, the Vietnamese use of the GI bill hey service because I
think one of the things- -

Mr. EDGAR. If the gentleman will yield? That material will be
supplied or the record, and I appreciate that question.'

ARDUOUSNESS OF EMPLOYMENT

M4 SMITH. Okay. One, of the things that 'I'm concerned about
here is that weMr. Edgar brought up the, fact that the adminis-
tration.- has a huge increase in cost of DOD and the use of guns
versus personnel butter, I wbuld suppose, and one of my problems
here is that with personnel, if you overuse personnel just like you
overuse equipment, you are going to have to give them some time
to R. & R.

lAnd I think one of the thipgs we have _definite y done in_thelast
few years is put a great dee/ of pressure through rotation, through
deployment, on the active combat units where you have real prob-
lem retaining people ifin the Navy, Admiral, you mentioned that
you were having a., difficult timeyou're going to have trouble if
you keep a guy on three rotations or three deployments in a 4-year
period.

And in the Air Force, I was in a TAC fighter outfit, and it was
very difficult, it was tough on everybody. And we knew that, every-

'See p 135
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body else knew it, but when you run a guy through the meat
grinder and he's got problems at home and, suddenly, he finds out
that his replacement is not coming and he is going to be deployed
for ari additional 41nonths, I don't care what you do for education-
al-benefits, the guy's worn out, he's tired of being in East Timbuk-

. tu, living in less than ideal situations.
And so, I really question how much money we can put in an up-

front situation when you'O got a masfer sergeant that's qualified
to .regaintain a fancy airplhne or that type thing. Whore are you
going to draw the line between maintenance of peisonnel and
giving him mere educational benefits that are going to be 20 years
from now? That's the real question we have to get at in trying to
get somebody to come in. ._ . ......,You get somebody who is happywith the service, but then you
overuse them, and it wont make any differepce what you have. I'm
curious about your personal desires and, one question., does the
Coast Guard have, any better retention because of the problems
with having their people at home as oppOsed-to deployed and over

_used?
' So, maybe if you could respond to what yotir feelings are about

that, just generally about the service, first?
Admiral STEWART. ,Well; sir, if I may respond specifically to your

last question concerning the Coast guard, while we don't have the- same pattern of cleploment as do the other military services, there
are a fair number of our people that are outside the continental
limits of the 'United States, on Coast Guard business, and so I don't
think a 6-,months deployment to the Antarctic is exactly wh t I
would call a Sunday school picnic. ,So, we have the same problems that our sister service o with
respect to the retention of our people because of the arduousness of
their employment, which I think was.basically your question.

Mr. Stvirri Anyone else want Ai respond?
General Iostit. 'I'd just like to comment on the statement you

made about overusing people. The reason we overuse people is
because we are short pf our authorized pilots, authorized naviga-
tors, authorized NCO's. (

And hat a. at it means is that there is very, very delicate balance
between erseas requirements, and CONUS requirements, and
anytime you are short, then the other individual has to go back
that one remaining onboard hail,. to go back for a second tour, and
that means one, or two, or three remote tours (hiring a' career.

And how do 'you correct that? You correct that by retention. You
retain more, and an eduCational incentive will certainly help retain
people,, then we don't have to send that individual back for anotheri etnote-tour.:. ----(7 ,

Mr. SMITH. Well, at's true, but in the instance of your officerforce, most or all of em are already college grilduatel. Their
degree of use of an edu tional benefitthat's one of.theefeasons I
asked the question a u the Vietnamese use of educational bene-
fits because I know, nallY,1 never.' have used mine, and I.
guess I am no longer e i e, but I wonder hoW many people really
in fact used it as an educa onal benefit.

I think we are tailing about money, and now, and'here, and not
overusing people, and the wayI'mafraid we are building in some-
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thing that ultimately is not going to help, and it is going to.be just
another dollar drain.

I would be more ,inclined to-and I don't know. I'm asking the
question, if you are overusing the officer corps' in some of these
areas, an educational program when they already have a college
degree is not going to help them.

Mr. EDGAR. If the gentlentan would yield Lthink the statistic on
Vietnam was 65- percent usage., I believe that the statistics would
confirm the fact that many of the people who served in that
conflict were not college graduates, and may not have had the
benefits of the senior officer corps. They may have needed those
benefits for basic education, basic college courses once they left the
service but that information can be supplied for the record.

Mr. &Juni. What's the difference, between the officer and the
enlisted corps, in the use of the GI bill.in Vietnam, do you have

7that, by chance?
Mr.f_FAGAR,- I don't --think we-have-it-here-at the- desk,---but-

someone could make that available to you. I think that would be
helpful to you, particularly in seeing how the G I bill was utilized
'and by what groups and for what purposes. 4\\__

. Mr. SMITH. But another educational program -I mean, obvious-
ly, when it is a contributory program, even with your new people
now in the VEAP, I can well understand their pay is not great, and
they are looking a long way down the road, in a 4-year period of
time, to even get to the point where they can use the educational
benefits, and ,I really question Aether that is their incentive.

How much of an incentive do we have to pttI in there to make it
the reason that they join?

General BRONARS. I would like to comment from the perspective
of the Marine Corp§i We are not experiencing a retention problem
in our officer corps, except in the pilot community. This iswii
problem in all the services, primarily because the airlines were
hiring and commercial aviation is continuing to hire.

So, we are concerned about our retention of pilots, but overall
retention of.officers i§ not a' problem. Our primary problem is
retention of our middle grade non-commissioned officers who are
our small unit leaders and our supervisors in our various mainte-
nance programs. It is to that group that e_ducationaLbenefits
program, or educational assistance act, would be most appealing. It
would help solve one of our most difficult problems.

The provisions in H.R. 1400 would attract young people to come
in the service to earn educational entitlements. The opportunity to
expand those entitlement or to enhance those entitlements
through a reenlistment option will keep them on in service.

Following that, a lot of them will be thinking in terms of family.
.:The ability to provide for the education of our children 4s one of
those things that we all must face. Ensuring that will a major
career incentive to stay on for the a-plus years that we would like
to retain our quality people in the military.

I think that type of package will accomplish the objectives it was
designed to accomplish, and will be a primary incentive for the
enlisted population rather than the officer population.

Mr. SMITH. Well, the airlines are now furloughing across the
board, having had a little bit to do with that, so I think the pilot
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retention will probably be better. And I see by Aviation Week, that
you are rehiring for short contracts, peop0 back in that are quali-
fied in current equipment.

The noncoms and the. supervisors, I can well understand, but
isn't a great deal of the problem there the fact that they,are highly
qualified technicians and they can move to industry with iltigher
pay and they don't get hassled with deployments and rotations? I
mean, that's just a continuing problem that you have.

Admiral ZECH. I'd like to answer that question, if I may, Mr.
Smith. You are addressing a problem that ache Navy has and I
tirould like to confine my remarks just to our enlisted community.

You rightly state that we are keeping out people at sea for long
periods of time because of our shortages of petty officers. We are
extending our people on sea duty longer than we had planned,
cutting their shore duty short as well as taking people_from oneship and mailing them across-thot er shipcross-deck-
ing, we call itwhen we have to in ord9r to deploy a ship properly
manned. These are all features that really have a counterproduc-
tive impact on our retention efforts, and we fully recognize that.

We do that because we have to. We recognize that we're goihg to
suffer some consequences in retention. We are addressing these
problems in every way we can within our own means. However,'as
you well know, increased compensation, to make the service life ,

more attyactive has been one of Admiral Hayward'sChief of
NavaLPferationsprimary initiatives, especially during this past
year. .

We recognize that the No. 1 problem we have is our petty officer
shortage. Thp No. 1 cure for that problem is to solve the compensa-
tion issue.

We also feel a properly structured GI bill would be helaal and
would by very useful in retaining these people. That's why we look

-favorably at a transferability clause, which would permit transfer-
ring benefits to one's dependents, as useful in the retention effort.
We are also interested in a tiered stipend approach in the bill. This
approach would increase the retention impact from any education
bill.

It not only should havejx( our _view, a recruiting attraction, but
it should very :definitely have a retention incentive through a
tiered stipend system as well as a transferability clause. These are
Natures that we feel will not necessarily be ,a cure-all but will be
very helpful as an addition to compensation improvements'in keep-
ing these very technically qualified people from leaving before a
full career.

Mr. SMITH. Yes, Admiral. You knbw, one of the things that I
really would believe in is a. tiered system because, once you get to
the point where you have-a lifer, so to speak, where the man is
committed to staying n for his full career, it would look like what
you are after, you've a eady got the petty officer at 12 to-14. If you
CIA at. least keep him 'happyappy.with pay, but What you need is the
ongoing how of qualified people from 6 to 12 years where you are
really going to kelp them' and enhance plat area. .

As far as rotating people into sea duty and continually having to
jump from one ship to another, I view that as a difficult chore. We
had it in the TAO business, and I know you have it. It's got to be
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difficult in the submarine and some of the other difficult areas, and
I really question, except in certain tiered areas, whether this bill or

any bill is going to solve the problem. You need to have the current
ability to transfer income and lifestyle to these people. I don't
know, it is a real tough situation.

Mr. Chairman, that's all I have. Thank you.
Mr, EDGAR.` The time of the gentleman has expired. We will

move to the gentleman from Texas, and then shortly thereafter, we
will move to Senator Armstrong, who is present in the room. I
apologize for not having the opportunity to bring this forward
earlier Let's move to the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Gramm.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, I think there are really two issues
involved in the debate of H.R. 1400. The first is, cio we need new
incentives to induce people to come into the service and stay there?

I think that issuecan be clearly set aside as being an unequivo-
cal "yes". We need to do something. We have a recruitment and a
rstention problem.
' The second issue, however, is ne t has been totally unad-

dressed here today, and that is: I his the ay to do'it? And I
have real doubts about, it.

I'd like to explain to you why, and I think Mr. Smith came very
close to touching On the point I want to addrs through my com-
ments and my questions.

Basically, we are dealing with the quests of whether we can
induce the ehavior we want, in this case, j ining the service and
staying,in, b rewarding,people in the fin, e through GI benefits
versus rewar g them in the prese y current compensation.

Every one o you gentlemen has said this bill will help. That is
not really the question. The question is: Is this a better use of the
taxppyers' money than we might make by spending the money in
another way.

Let me express my initial reservation and then get a response
from those of you who would like to respond. -

My reservation is basically this:. We are dealing with people in
our society, young people-18-, 19-, 20-, and 21-year-oldswho Ilave
clearly demonstrated in test after test, that they have what ecno-
mists call high time preferencein other words, they are present
oriented. They have very high discount rates in discounting some

-future flow of goods and services, and I will give you a very simple
example.

In my 12 years of teaching at Texas A. & M. University which is
the largest ROTC school in the country and provides more officers
than any service academy, my money and banking classes for 12
years, carried out, basically for general interest, a study of what
the discount rate of the future by college juniors was. In other
words, whatin order to get the same response a year from now,
what do you have to give them today versus what you have to give
them a year from now.

I. don't think you will be startled to learn that students in this
age group at Texas A. & M. University, who had already demon-
Atrated a low time preference by being in college in the first place
rather than going out and going to work, have found a consistent
discount rate of the future of between 40 and 60 percent. That is,

°
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these people discounted a dollar a year from now, as be g equiva- g
lent in value of somewhere between 40 cents and 60 ce is today.

Now, what that means in terms of that kind of discount rate
that if you are going to give somebLy a dollar 4 years from now'
and they've got a 60-percent disc t rate, its present value is 15%
cents.

If they've got a 40-percent discount rate, then the value of a
dollar you are going to give to them 4 years from now in terms of
that current' behavior is 17.9 cents. '

_I would assert that _your_low- participation in the VEAP's pro-
grain_is.an importard indication of this high time preference that
exists among young people, documented by hundreds of studies in

nt--years. __.____
And I woiild submit, therefore, and my question what makesyou thin that we, as the society, in trying to induce positive

behavior m those in our society who probably have the highest
time preferences of all, can induce more positive behavior by
spending money rewarding them in the future, versus sp'ending the
same amount of money in direct compensation and regarding them
in the present?

General BRONARS I don't have a philosophical answer. I would
base an answer only on past experience, and that was the experi-
ence that we had relative to the Vietnam ern.GI bill.

Mr. GRAMM. We drafted people in the Vietnam era.
'General BRONARS. No this was beyond that. In other words, v)4e

had a Vietnam era GI bill that was in effect until December of
1976. At that time, we experienced a very heavy flow of young
people trying to come into the service, to take advantage of the,GI
bill before it expired. This indicated a desire on their part to
imp-ove their life through education and to gain the entitlements
that went with that legislation that was about to expire.

Mr,. GRAMM. If I may, I want to try to pin down what we are
doing here You are saying that that behavior indicates that they
valued the educational benefits, and I don't disagree viiththat.

The point I am asking is, is it valued relative to what it costs in
terms of revenue outlay by the ,Federal taxpayer as compared to
that same amount of money being spent On direct compensation?.

C,neral PRONARS. Well, that's a difficult question to answer also,
but I would subscribe to the view that Mr. Montgomery expressed
in his opening statement; that past GI bills have probably returned
more revenue than the Government invested. In other words, the
higher earning power of the individuals that participated in that
program over the years probably, in a quantum way, returned
revenue to the Government far in excess of the investment the

.Government made in the education of people that wouldn't have
had that opportunity.

And you know, many of your friends" That participated in the
various' GI bill programs that we 'have lived thr ughthat is,
World War II, Korea, and Vietnam teat, indeed, e become
successful and have incomes on which they pay high to es. They
probably wouldn't have had the opportunity to go to school if there

wasp't such a program.
From a cost-effectiveness standpoint, logic tells me that'the i1-

, vestment at this time will pay great dividerfds to the country in the
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future, not only in terms of money but in terms of the strength
that they would bring to their communities, whether they stayed
in service or nof.

There is a lot of value to the type of educational beneflth that we
are talking about, that are difficult to quantify, but logic tells me
that they are there.

Mr. GRAMM. Anybody else want toP
General YERKS. I would just add very shortly, sir, that I'm not

sin-eTharlghlrfey-aardpinion that everything can be related to a
dollar figure and a discount rate.

I sincerely- believe, from reviewing surveys and so forth in our
recruiting business, that there is an attractiveness to wanting to be
better, wanting to better oneself, and I say this in our advertising
campaign which we have embarked upon here this year, based on
some rather extensive .market surveys, our the being, "be all
you can be," goes back to a route that showed high school gradu-
ates are very sincerely interested in getting a college education,
and there is a binding, growing, binding again of parent and you g
man or woman, to addressing their future and basing it on get g
better, being better, being all they can be, and a very impo
part of that being is to get a college education, not a dollar gra

We found that in the bonus program, that at least Vie surveys,
unscientific or as scientific as they might be, the bonus appeals to
the individual who wants to go out and buy the car whereas our
educational programs attract the high school graduate that has a
little longer look-see, a little longer vision, and that is the type of
individual which we are trying to attract into the services today.

Admiral STEWART. Mr. Chaii-man, if I may. One other thing, sir,
let's look at two different kinds of audiences when. we. ask that
question. The first, obviously, is the person yop are trying to inter-
est in Coming into a military service.

They are young people, very similar to those college students
which you were looking at at Texas A. 8i M.

Let's also look-, at an older population, and wh2n you look at that,
look past 5 years of service and you've got a difrThnt breed of cat, I
Submit. You are looking at an older one, a person who has already
got skills, a person that is interested in doing something. else be-
sides tha\high discount group that you spealmif.

And I maintainand I think listening to a few thousand Coast
Guard people over the last 3 years might not be a scientific survey,
but it was very interesting listeningand I believe those people are
very interested in two things. One, either befits for themselves at
so ter date, after having a satisfactory areer in the military

twice o two, vesting that in their children.
And one thing I will say, sir, from my exp rience, the ofie thing

that isdriving them out right now is December 31, 1989. That is
the biggest reenlistment disincentiwq the Coast Guard has, because
they are getting out to take advantage of that GI bill, not staying
in with the promise of haVing it some later date.

Mr. GRAMM. Let me, since we are holding up a member of the
other body, who I know has a schsdule at least as busy as ours, just
simply point out some additional problems very briefly.

Thp first factor I am concerned about in terms of inducing the
response that we want people to join the service is that in weighirig
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this benefit versus current reward, they are looking at a current
reward that is in dollars if they can' choose what to do with it,
versus a future reward that is tied to a specific tise, and that is
education.

My second point is that under our current loan and grant pro-
gram, Which is the-fastest growing element in the Federal budget
right now, they are going to get those things free if they are needy.

Unless we can take steps to reduce our current programs that
are available to the general public, then the inducement to respond
to what we want is going to be greatly reduced by the fact that
those who have relevant information, and they've got counselors in
every high school in the country telling them that "If your parents
don't have incomes beyond the level which is now approaching
§20,000 per family, that you can gq.t all types of assistance in going
to college", is going to have relatively little impact.

My position is sically this: If we can fund this program by
taking money awa from the Department of Education where they
are giving benefits way without asking for any kind of productive
response, Wen the country is clearly better off.

Admiral ZECH. May .I just add to that, sir, that it is my personal
feeling that people serving in the uniform of their country should
have priority in the distribution of whatever educational assistanceis available.

Mr. GRAMM. Well, I agree with that, Sand not only did I go to
school under the GI bill, but every member of my family did.-I
would like to see any studies that you have regarding the problem
of whether or not you induce the behavior you want by current pay
versus a future benefit, anything that you have done in looking at
that problem because my interest is simply this: I want to get more
people into the service and I wantbetter people.

The question is not whether we want to do something about that
it is how do we want to go about doing it. I simply want to be sure
that we get the maximum response for the dollar that we spend.
That is my interest.

General BRorIARS. Mr. Chairman, can I put a footnote just to
that thought? I agree that a good percentage of our yoking people
pitthably discount future benefits, but the fact is that we are trying
to appeal to quality individuals.,to join our services and serve theircountry in uniform.

It is that quality portion of our young people that we would. like
to attract ,It is that quality portion intent oil bettering themselvesthrough education that are already taking advantage of the cur-
rent educational benefits programs that are available. We would
like to attract them to come in and serve their country either fol. a
few years or for a career.

Unless we have something that induces that quality young man
or woman to come in; we will never realize the benefits of their
service and contribution to national security. I think it Is an impor-
tant issue. -

Whether the percentageioryoung people that value future educa-
tional benefits is 25 percent or 20 percent, or 30 percent, is immate-

, rial We want to attract them to come into the service because they
are the ones that can provide the leadership that , we need so
desperately.
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Mr. GRAMM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDGAR. The gentleman's time has expired. I'd like t6 thank

all of you for coming and sharing your honest personal feelings
about H.R. 1400 as a retention and recruitment tool. I want to
thank the members who have shaped. some of the questions. I think
it has been a very productive session.

I do have some questions thal I will be submitting to you for the
record, wffich relate primarily to trying to focus.the different provi-
sions of H.R. 1400 so that as,we move toward markup, we will have
so e data as to your reactions to this legislation.' I would, before I
cl* iss you, encourage you to have some active conversations°
wit in yo qx services up and down the line, particularly with the
civilian "le in the Department of Defense who have come online
r Gently. They will have a, lot to say about how the administration
1iandles this particular issue. And I think you can do a lot of
teaching within your owri services to those new people as they
come in, and ask the question, how do we retain and recruit. I hope
You will do this with as much eagerness and foresight as you have
this morning in your testimony.'

I'd like to thank you for coming and look forward to hearing
from you in the future.

I'd like to call now our colleague from the, other bpdy, Senator
Armstrong. Again, I'd like to, as he comes forward, apologize for
having him wait. We understand his time schedule and I'm sure he
can understand ours. We appreciate his willingness to come and
testify today on S. 25, which is his version of H.R. 1400, on the
Senate side.

Welcome to the House side and welcome to these hearings. We've
ha4. a productive morning and we look forward to hearing from you
in your testimony, and you may proceed. We will make your
formal statement a part of the record, without objection. Yon can
proceed as you see fit.

,

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM L ARMSTRONG, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you
for the opportunity to be here. Particularly, Mr. Chairman, I'm not
only grateful, I am enthusiastic about the work that the committee
is doing because it is my understaiilling that you have announced a
timetable for bringing the GI bill to the floor of the House, and I'm
going to go 'Nick to the Senate and report that you have announced
that, and I hope that our committee will- take that as a challenge,
and that they will attempt to match or perhaps even to exceed the
schedule you have set.

I personally think that the enactment of the GIbill is about the
highest priority thing that we could do in terms of military person-
nel, and while this is the year in which we are going to hear a lot
of talk abou the B-1 bomber and the MX missile and rebuilding
our s buil ing program and the neutron bomb and all of the
other ingswhich 1, by the way, intend to support, I am almolute-
ly' co Vinced that we are shoveling smoke if we think we' can
strengthen the defense of this country without making some funda-
mental, basic changes in the personnel structure of our forces, and

'See p. 123.
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I believlikth view is widely shared in this committee. I only state
it as a m of emphasis of the importance of this issue.

Mr. Cha an, the issue of military personnel is deeply divided
into two recruiting and retention. Contrary to some of the
testimony re this morning, I do not pe*sonally view a GI bill as a
very effici t means of assuring retention.

It has some retention side effects, but the bill which Representa-
tive Charles Bennett and I have introduced and in which we are
joined by at least 17 of my colleagues in the Senate, emphasizes the

i need to recruit not only larger numbers but, far more important,
higher quality personnel to come into the service.

Now, as I will point out in a moment, it does have, over the
longer run, some retention aspect's to it, but I think it would be a
mistake for this committee or for the Congress to emphasize that
aspect of it because, in my judgment, after studying this at some
length and talking to people in uniform and military sociologists in
the private sector and others who are knowledgeable in this, it is
clear to me thit a GI bill, important as it is, is no substitute for a
pay raise, and I think that we have got to, as a policymaking body,
plan on giving Military personnel a substantial pay raise.

I think it is disgraceful what we have permitted to happen to our
men and women in uniform during the last several years. Nor do I
think a GI bill is a substitute for restoring to people in uniform the

t,kind of status that they deserve.
An impression' has grown up, and I'm glad to note that this trend

is turning around, that somehow if you are in .the uniform of your
country, you are a second-class citizen.

In the years inimediately following Vietnam, that was especially
prevalent. I think it is turning around and I think we must do
everything we can, institutionally and as individuals, to restore
that kind' of pre tige and status and to let our servicemen and
women know tha we really care for them and value the contribu-
tion that they ar making to tbe security and safety of this coun-
t
Nor do I think

of in-service care
challenging, enri

So, what I am
introduced asli.
duced as S. 25, t
primarily ,recruitment orie d and is intended to provide the
maximum benefit in brin g' higher quality personnel into the
service at the lowest cost.

It seems to me Mr. Chairman, that the% are three elements for
a successful GI b 11 model. First of all, it must be something simple.
We are talking a out recruiting high school students and people in
their immediate

(something
years, it can't be very complicat-

ed. Ws got to be Isomet hi ng that a recruiter can explain in persua-

that a GI bill is a substitute for having, the kind
r opportunities, the opportunity for a meaningful,
hing experience in the service of their country.
proposing and what Representative Bennett has
. 135 and 18 Members of the Senate have intro-

e GI bill of 1981, is a model for a GI bill which is

sive terms to a p
' Second, it m
action of s -

'must-be : meth'
, it mus

substantthi ben

rson of that age group. . ,st e an entitlement. It can't depend upon the
ture Congress to appropriate or to legislate. It

ng that is, in fact, a, promise, a contract. .
provide, in my judgment, an early veitment\ of a

fit,,and in a moment I would like to describe the
...
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benefit structure in our bill, but it is iniportant that we are talking
about something which happens soon. It goes, in part, to the point
which Mr. Gramm made a moment ago, that if it is very far in' the
fuhzre, it tends to be discounted.

I °would note, Mr. Gramm, that the 'kind of people that we are
seeking to attract, that is, the upward mobile, college bound, high
quality personnel perhaps are less likely 'to apply a severe discount
to future benefits than other persons. 'Nonetheless, all persons
discount future benefits for present benefits, and so we need to
have an early vesting. It must be clear they are going to get it and
get it soorf.

EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS TRANSFERABILITY /

Mr. Chairman, there is a feature which is present, I understand,
in some of the bills pending before this committee, which is not
contained in the measure Which my colleagues and I have intro-
duced in the Senate and which, in my judgment, would be a serious
mistake, and that is transferability.

There are at least five reasons why transferability makes,a GI
bill less desirable, in my opinion. First and foremost, it Appears
that transferability would be inordinately expensive. Of course, it
could be argued that if there are votes to pass not only a GI bill
but a richer GI bill, that there is nothing wrong with that, and if
the House should pass a bill that contains a transferability feature,
certainly; we would be glad to have the legislation and/ the
Senate decided otherwise, that's something that we could w k out
in conference, but I just want to caution that our figures indicate
that it would be a very, very costly measure.

I understand that the committee will be hearing next week from
Vic Johnson of NCOA, and he has estimated that if just 80 percent
of those who are eligible use just 80 percent of their entitlement,.
the cost of a GI bill would be increased by $15 billion by the
transferability feature.

Second, it appears to me that the cost of a really transferable '`GI
bill would not be offset by any increase in retention. In other
words, I'm really saying, in a sense, what Mr. Grad= was saying,
that it would be better, in retention terms, to simply raise pay and,

.,indeed, legislation is pending to do that, aril I think it's a more
cost-efficient approadh to the problem, and I think that that will be
documented not only by Mr, Johnson, but also perhaps by Profes-
sor Moskos and others who will be testifying before the committee.

Third, I raise a practical problem that a freely transferable GI
bill would be sufficiently more costly that it might prejudice the
ultimate enactment of this whole idea.

I think the GI bill is a very popular concept at list, but if we
burden it down with igo much cost, I worry about whether or not
budget stringencies may prejudice its final passage.

GI BILL BENEFITS STRUCTURE

Mr. Chairman, let me then, with those remarks, simply mention
the exact benefit structure which is containVil in S. 25,. Our bill
provides 27 months or 3 years of education benefits in exchange for,
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24 months, 2 years; of honorable service in the Armed Forces,
dating from January 1 of this year.

The.maximum entitlement of 36 months of benefits, which would
be, of course, a 4-year college program, can be earned within a 3-
year period. In fact, the maximum entitlement of 36 months of
benefits can be earned at the.rate of either 1 month bf benefits for
each a tonal month of service beyond the first 2 years, 'or at the
rate of 1 onth of benefits for each 4 months of service in the
National uard or in the Ready Reserve component of the Armed
Forces.

I mention that in passing and would invite the attention .of the
committee to the Reserve and Guard feature of that because I am
convinced that a perfect solution to our manpower problems would
not only, brink a pool of highly talented, qualified, upward mobile
young people into the service, it would keep them an the Ready
Reserve or the National Guard after their initial term of enlist,
ment while they were going to college, so it would expand our pool
of Reserve personnel. ,

The benefits that we suggeit would be bit. percent of tuition to a
maximum of $2,500 a year plus a living stipend of $250 a month for
each month a beneficiary is enrolled as a full-time student.

It is, in brief, an attractive and generous package, and yet we are
convinced that it is a package which is cost-efficient in terms of
how many new recruits it would bring in as against ihejinal cost
of the program.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I will not take any time to
describe title II of 'the Armstrong- Bennett bill, other than to say;
that it does include a career service member's educational assist-
ance program, which is a means by which people in service may
save for their own education in the future, and get a 2-to-1 match.

,o.It is similar in some respects to the program which is alreacfy,,,,in
existence, which I note has not been tremendously successful. But I
think, clearly, The repspn the present program has not been suc-

4ice-requireinent rogiam oft ,dgeittional benefits. 4
suc-

cessful the' prlence ora very large no-strings-attached, ho-serv-

Title ,-bf the bill which Mr, ,Bennett 'and I ham, introdticed
would authorize but nbt require. ervice Secretaries to establish an
educational leave -of- "absent e Tirogram for people in 3the service. I
think that program ki'v3 the Nehtialfar some significant retention
capability.

In other words, if you sky to'a rufddle-graft NO Mat you can
take a year and go to school and get a leaye,of-absence an4 then
come back and continue to serve, I think thaaaffseine potential.

So, Mr. chairman, that is our package', di rd: while I disagree
somewhat with The provisions of some of the inegiures whiop are
pending, my overriding feeling is one of apVeciatio,u,,to yq d
the others who are interested in this problem, and I'd _hilt um ou
to move forward and compliment you for doing so.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your testimony.
4[The prepared statement of Senator Armstrong .
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAM Is. ARMSTRONG

Mr, Chairman, I want to thdnk yoti fo inviting us here and I also congr
you for holding these hearings. I am co 'need that the legislation you about tit
considera new G.I. Bill or our servicem nd womenis the single inost.effec-
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Live, and cost-effective, step ress can take this year to strengthen uur national
defense

A year ago, when Represent tive Charles Bennett and I along with others, first
proposed a new G I Bill as means of improving the number and the quality of
volunteers entering our Arm, Forces, we had a tough ruw to hue There was very
little Interest in Congress in e plight of our servicemen and women

The fact, Mr Chairman, that you have scheduled hearings so promptly. and four
days of hearings at that, on a new G I Bill is proof of how far we've come in this
last year. Congress and the country have awakened to the manpower crisis that is
crippling our Armed Forces, and have tome to realize the extent to which cancella-
tion of the old G I Bill education benefits has contributed to this crisis Scarcely a
day goes by, Mr Chairman, Without some new G I proposal being put forward by a
concerned member of the Hoqie or Senate Four days of hearings will be required
simply to sort them all out ),

There no longer seems to be much doubt, Mr Chairman, that Congress will enact
a new GI Bill this year What remains to be determined is when the new G I Bill
will be enacted and what form it should take

Obviously, Representative Bennett and I believe that uur proposed G I Bill of
1981, S 25 in the Senate, H R 135 here in the House, is the most propitiout model
for a new G 1. Bill of Rights That view is shared by the Senators who have
cosponsored our measure We drafted our bill after consultation with uniformed
military personnel of all grades, and with representatives of leading academic
associations and serv0e7. 'Ind veterans orgainizatione In a few minutes, I'll explain
why we've crafted each provision the Oniyoe have.

We believe our bill will provide maximum benefit to the Armed Forces and t the
country, at the least cost But, Mr Chairman, there are many roads that ad to
Rome There are many different ways in which a G.1 Bill can be drafted, and still

.provide a definite boon to the repullhe
Unfortunately, Mr Chairman, it is also possible, to draft a G 1. Bill proposal so

maladroitly that its enactment would do the country more harm than good That is
why yotIr task of weighing the various provisions in the various proposals before
you is so critically important

It seems to me, Mr Chairman, that there are three elements a successful G.I. Bill
must contain, and one element It must not contain

First, the G,I Bill of 1981 must be simple and clear If it cannot be explained to
an 18-year old in ten minutes or less, it isn't going to work.

Second, the new G I Bill must be an entitlement, not a measure subject to annual
appropriation by Congress It must be clear to our young men and ,women that if
they fulfill their part of the bargain, the government will fulfilbits part. '

Third, the new G I. Bill must provide an early vest of substantial entitlement. We
mustn't forget, Mr Chairman, that for the typical 18:year old, four years or more is
a lifetime If a new G.I. Bill is to be successful as a recruiting device, volunteers
must' receive a meaningful benefit for enlistments uf two or three years dgration.

Finally, Mr Chairman, the one provision a sucessful G.1 Bill proposarcannot
contain is one that provides for the transfer of the G.I. Bill entitlement from the
servicemember who has earned it to a spouse for a child.

Transferability is a poor idea, for a least five,reasons.
First, a freely transferable entitlement would be inordinately expensive There

are, Mr Chairman, more tha 346,000 servicemen on active duty with 12 or more
years of service Virtually 41l of them have a spouse, son, or daughter who would
use the G I. Bill entitlemen it were freely available Dick Johnson of the Non-

-Commissioned Officers Associati has estimated that if just 80 per cent uf eligibles
used 80 per cent of their entitlement, the cost of the new G.I. Bill could rise by $15
billion or-more

Second, Mr Chairman, the enormous cost of a freely transferable G.I Bill entitle-
ment would be way out of proportion to any realized retention benefit. The transfer
ability option is being proposed as a means of assiting retention, the most critical
element of our military manpower problem For a comparatively small, but signifi
cant, number df our officers and NCbs, the ability to educate their children is a
critical retention factor They like the seonce, and they'd like to remain in uniform
put they're not earning enough money to provide for a college education for their
,son or daughter So they leave the service for a higher paying job.in the civilian
world.

There is a serious problem here, Mr Chairman, and Representative Bennett and I
have proposed a costeffective solution for it in Title II of our bill. But for not more
than a third of the officers and a quarter of the NCOs on a career track would the
education of their children be a decisive factor in determing whether or not they
would continue their military career Yet, if the benefit were freely transferable,
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virtually all of (the eligibles would use it We would have to pay three or four times
as much for whatever retention benefit we would realize as we ought to pay. If we
would take the money that a ,freely transferable G 1 Bill entitlement would cost,
and put if into more cost-effective retention devices, we would achieve a much
greater retention benefit for each dollar spent

Third, because a freely transferable G I Bill entitlemerit would be so enormously
expensive, it would be very difficult for Congress, during this time of budgetary
crisis, to authorize it for personnel currently serving, in the Armed Forces. And, Mr
Chairman, if we want to make a lot of unhappy people even more unhappy, all we
need to do is offer a transferable entitlement ti, a soldier who walk in the door
tomorrow, while denying it to those already serving The result would be to aggra-
vate, rather than ameliorate, our present retention difficulties.

Fourth. a f ly transferable G 1 Bill entitlement would be weighted dispropor-
tionately in fa r of officers It makes a great deal of sense for a career enlisted
man or woman use his G 1 Bill entitlement for himself, espeually if supplement-
ed with the be fits provided for in Titles 11 and III of the Armstrong-Bennett bill
But all officers have their bachelbr's degree, find many earn one or more advanced
degrees in the course of their military careers. For them, a freely transferable
entitlement is all gravy

Fifth and most important, the concept of a freely transferable entitlement under-
mines what ought to be the principle underlying the G 1. Bill of 1961 What we
ought to be sayin to the youth of our country. Mr Chairman, is that well 'Ake it
possible for any yping mao or woman capable of doing the work to obtain a college
education, but he or she must perform some service to the country in exchange for
it But it is very difficult, Mr Chairman, to establish a general principle of educa-
tion benefits in exchange for service is you hav5 this big ellipsis . except for
children of servicemen And Mr Chairman,.there is something ludicrous, and very,
very wrong, about saying the baker's son must serve in the Armed Forces in order
to obtain education benefits, but the general's son need net

Mr Chairman, the Armstrong Bennett bill is a bill that the American people will
accept as a worthy successor to the World War 11 G.1. All, on which it is modeled.
Our bill provides 27 months )three- years) of educatiori benefits in exchange for 24
months (two years) of honorable service in the Armed,Forces dating from January I
of this year Maximum entitlement of 36 months.of benefits can be earned either at
the rate of one month of benefits for each additional /[Month of service, or one month
of benefits for each four months of service in the) National Guard of an a Ready
Reserve component of the Armed Forces.
'Servicemembers on active duty may begin using their G.1. Bill entitlement after

24 months have elapsed But a veteran must hay received an honorable discharge
following completion of the entire term of his in' ial enlistmentunless discharged
for reasons of hardship or-disabilityfor his G.1. ill benefit to.vest.

Benefits shall consist of 80 per cent of tuitio , to a maximum of $2,500 a year,
plus a living stipend of $250 a month each m nth the beneficiary is enrolled as a
full-time student at an accredited academic in itution We have followed the World
War H G I Bill formula of tuition assistance plus stipend rather than the stipend
only fbrmula of later bills, for three reasons: /

First, a tuition-sensitive G I Bill will appeal to a higher quality }voting manThe
overwhelming preponderance of Vietnam-era G.I 'Bill users attended community
colleges, hecause that's all that makes firm chit sense under a stipend-only formula.
We want to attract these,young then and w men into the Armed Forces, but we also
want to attract the young man who wa is to attend Stanford; or Notre Dame.

Second, parents play a key role in the ecision young persons make about wheth-
er or not to enter the Armed Forces. Pa ents are most concerned about the cost of
tuition when it comes to educating thei children. A tuition-sensitive G.I. Bill will
have more appeal to them, and they wil communicate that appeal to their children.

Third, a tuition-sensitive G I. Bill m imizes the commonality of interest between
, the Armed Forces and academic in itutions in enactment of a new G.I..BilL

Title II of the Armstrong-Bennett b 11 establishes a Ca r Servicemembers" Edu-_
cational Assistance Program as an ducement to re ion. Servicemen who have
completed six more years of honor ble service d be eligible to participate.
Benefits could be used either by the servicemen himself to supplement his Title
I benefits, or be transferred by him a spouse r children.

Participants would malmignont ly cOrftributions ranging from $25 to $100, in
increments of $25, to a Career Se ices tubers' Educational Assistance Fund to'be
established by the Department Of Defense. After a two-year vesting period, the
servicemember's contribution wo Id be matched 2 for i by the Secretary of Defense.

CSEAP is a cost-effective me ns of folving the retention problem to which the
concept of transferability isOir ted. CSEAP would, provide those officers and NCOs
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for whom the education of their children is a critti.al retention fai.tur with a means
of providing for that education without leaving the service But since the program is
contributory, it would appeal only to those servicemen for wlium this is an impor-
tant consideration Consequently, outlays for CSEAP would be directly proportional
to a realized retention benefit

Title Ill of the G I Bill of 1981 would authorize, but not require, the Service
secretaries to .establish an Education Lease of Absence program as an inducement
to retention Under this title, a servicemember would be permitted to take an
educational leave for up to 12 months, provided he agrees, to extend his re-enlist-,
ment by two-months for each month- he spends un educational leave Time spent on
educational leave would count for purposes uf_ pay_and_retirpment_but_not_for_
promotion A serviceman un educational leave would not draw base pay, but would
continue to draw BAS and BAQ, if he were eligible for these allowances.

Mr Chairman, it is my belief that the provisions of Title II and Ill of the G I Bill
of 1981 make it an effective retention as well as a recruitment device But I would
like to exkess a word of caution on this point A G.I. Bill, properly drafted, can be a
very, very effective recruitment incentive It will,bring into the Armed Forces many
young men and women of high aptitude who would nut othe r the Armed
Forces at all Many of these young ak and women wit `discover they enjoy
military life, and will decide to stay on:Weti-numbers will be swelled if we provide
in service educational opportunities such as those Provided in Title II and III. But
we must not attempt to do too much within the context of a G.I Bill 'Ne is no,
economically sensible way that we can structure a G I. Bill to serve primarily as a
retention device Either benefit levels would have to begin so low that they would be
meaningless as a recruitment incentive, or, if meaningful benefits were provided for
first term personnel, benefits would have to rise to astronomical levels to serve as
an effective retention devite.

Our primary military manpower problem, Mr. Chairman, is the problem of reten-
tion But that is a problem we can address most effectively, and most cost-effective-
ly, through higher pay and better housing and related benefits for career military
personhel A new G I Bill is not the answer to all our military manpower problems,
but it can be the anwer to our recruitment problems . if we don't overburden the
G.I. Bill by trying to make it do too much

I thank you again, Mr Chairman, ''or giving me this opportunity to testify. I'd be
pleased to answer any cidestuins that you or other members of the subcommittee
may have \

-

Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate your going into some detail in terms of
your philosophical concerns, particularly as embodied in S. 25. You
described your bill as the Armstrong-Bennett ball. We will describe
our bill as the Montgomery-Edgar bill, and I'd like to yield to my
colleague, Mr. Montgomery, to ask the first set of questions.

Mr MONTGOMERY. I appreciate the coauthor yielding to me. I
certainly thank you, Bill, for being here this morning. I don't know
whether my colleagues had the privilege of serving with you when
you were in the House. I enjoyed working with you and appreciate
the work that you've done in the Senate. You are the leader in
talking about the GI bill and introducing a bill such as you have
introduced, and, there is not that much difference, Mr. Chairman,
certainly, that this subcommittee, in my opinion, should look into
the Armstrong-Bennett bill and see which we think are the best for
recruiting and retention for our military services.

COST OF GI BILL

I notice that you mentioned about MI. Johnson and non-commis-
sioned officers stated the tremendpus cost of this bill that we've
introduced, We don't quite know where he is getting his figures
from

The Congressional a:udget Office, even in fiscal year 1986, say
this total costand they are always a little highwould be $666
million, which is certainly below what has been mentioned, and
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that was given to us on March 1, 1981, and I think they estimatedyour bill around $700 million, is that correct?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. $750 miWon, I think.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. $150 Wq are kind of- in the ballparkof what the ecost would be. I believe the difference, too, in Our bills,is that, ours goes to high school graduates where your bill ir*Ould bethose persons coming in the service, whether they were high school-graduates or not. Is that correct? .

_ -
No-Yes-,--that-is-currect;althougfc-Of course, theassumption is that a GI bill college education benefit would usedby people who had either completed high school tor, in some otherway, had qualified themselves to enter college.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. And youra would be contributory and ourswould be more a transfer? In other words, theirecipient would haveto contribute under your bill, I belieVe, 0 percent, and the Govern-'ment, would put up 80 percent of the tuition..' Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes. But, of course, we are also providing for aliving stipend of $250 a month.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. I'm really just trying to get 'information. I'mnot trying to compare them.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Perhaps I should just clarify. The 80 percent isof the tuition, in title I of the bill, but there is a contributoryfeature in the CSEAP program which we have suggested. In otherwordO, where a service member would save for their own` future,education, and then under certain, conditions, get ,a 246-1 match. -Pechaps that's what you were referring to.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. The transfer of fipnefits after 6 years.Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes.
Mr?' MONTGOMERY. And I believe the schedule of active duty andthe amount of earning-of each active duty month is different in-thetwo bills.

ARMSTRONG. I think, again, if I 'could just underscore thispoint. My concern about the transferability issue goes, more thananything else, to the question of cost. And b happen to be' one ofthose that thinks that we' have done so little for our service person-nel that it is almost impossible to,imaginq thatwe are now going todo more than wouldbe well justified on the merits.My concern is the practicality of getting it passed but as I said _in my opening remarks, if there are votes enough to pass a richerprogram than what I've advocated in respect to, transferability, Iwouldr41 object, but what- I wouldActe concerned with is that itwould pjudice the ultimate passage of the program or result in aOwn of the benefits that would thereby be available:
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Well, I think this Morning the testimony wehad from the military services, from their personal views, was verystrong in favor of some type of GI education bill..Thank you verymuch for being
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you, Mr. chairmah. Mr. Smith?

'Mr. SMITH. Senator, it's a real pleasurd to have You:there, and Iwolid share yotir concern about the pay,of the military, and wouldalso share your concern about the transferability and the costthereof.
I think that we have still got to get back to what -I spoke aboutearlier,. and that is the leadership problem because money doesn't
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solve all the problems nor does anything else, and when we tax the
military, we've kind of forgotten really why

wherl ou need the military,
e have a military It

is never going to be cost-effective, and
you need them very badly, and I think' e coming into a period
when we might possibly have to 'test that again, unhappily as we
all face that.

,s3' -
The pay element, I think, is the key factor, but certainly sonie

way of ;trying to structure this so that we do have some retention
as the military .officers talked about, I think is probably our best
factor in trying to help those who are in the military that we
really want to retain, which is the reason for all of this, in effect

...----- The transferability could be extremely costly and it could be very
tough to ger passed, I can see that. Do ydu foresee that your
studies, as opposed to the CBO study, can we get a comparison
there as to which one is most valid? I have always thought that the
CBO, depending on whether they were pro or con, changed their
studies, but what is youryours is from the private sector, Bill, or
what? You think yours is more accurate,,obviously.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Smith, you are inviting me talk about more

4-/- than I undersat , which is a great temptation, I must.s.a,y
I Oink the apparent discrepancy between, the various estimates

of, the\ additi nal cost arising from transferability is not nearly as
,., great as it seems at first instance, because some of the figures that

we are citing are the additional annual costs, and other figuresI
think, for example, the ,pumber which I cited from Mr. Johnson of
NCOAis undoubtedly a total, multiyear cost addition arising
from transferability. That may be a question the committee may
want to put to him when he teqtifies next week.

Mr. EDGAR. If the gentleman would yield.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I m sure we can reconcile these numbers and at

least see what the different assumptiods are that would lead to
rhia- t c

A.Mr. EDGAR. If the gentleman would yield, you understand that
transferability in H.R. 1400, which is the Montgomery bill, is only
f r those in critical areas in need of retention. It does not go to

eryone. \-
Mr. ARMSTRONG. thank you, Mr. Chairman, I was not aware of

that, and that may also account for the range of numbers that we
have heard, because I think that the $15 billion figure that we
discussed was for a fully transferable program where everyone
could gain that transferability.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Would the gentleman further yield?.Also, as
Mr. Edgar said, it would be up to the Secretary br to those areas
that we certainly need the military. It might not go to an engineer,
it could go to ,an infantryman, a mart in the platoon, or in the
squad, that could be classified as aCritical areR, the pointman in
an infantry squad.

Mr. SpArrx. No further'questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you, Mr. GI:11mm?
Mr. Gamed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Senator Armstrong, I

am concerned about this transferability issue and I am afraid that
on general philosophical terms, I come- down.on -the side of the
Montgomery bill. My concern about this whole educational benefit
is not only the difficulty in translating future benefits to current
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behavior, but the fact that once we set up a benefit which is given
only in the future and is given in most circumstances only if they
leave the service to go to school, we are setting up something that
may help in recruitment, but it may or may not be as effective as
spending the money on direct current compensation. It is almost
certainly going to induce people, once we have trained them, to
have a very strong incentive'to leave the service.

If we continue to fail in our efforts to obtain acceptable recruit-
ment and we g to a draft, we have set up a process which willoli
induce people to ve the service once they are in it. HQW do you
respond to that?

Mr. ARMSTRONG Well, Mr. Gramm, I would 'respond in sevillial
ways. First, that our problem in recruiting at the present time is
not numbers but quality. We are not having, by and large, any
problem recruiting enough people to fill these jobs, in fact, we are
bringing into the service an inordinately large number of people to
make up for first- and second-year attrition of people who don't
even fill their first term of enlistment, and we are attracting, in
large numbers, people who simply don't have the kind of abilities
that we need in the service.

Now, we need a much better mik of the intellectually more
capable people in the service, and thh's what the GI bill is aimed
at. I would further answer this way, as far as the recruiting end
concerned, that this is morerlhan speculation.

When Congress was considering letting the GI bill go by the
board, the Army did, some extensive surveys and warnedo-Congress
that if we did, in fact, let the GI 'bill go, that it would have drastic
effects on the recruiting efforts of our military services.

It so hap ens, and if that has not been furnished to the commit-
tee, I'm sur that it can easily be put before the committeeit so
happens, tha even the quite grave warnings of the services at the
time proved to be not only justified but more than justified. The
recruiting short-fall that resulted was even worse than anticipated.

Mr. GRAMM. Senator, if I may- -
Mr. ARMSTRONG. In addition, some recent surveys show that that

is the No. 1 thing when you, ask people what would encourage
them to get interested in the service, education benefits is,the No.
1 thing that they mention. Forgive me for taking so long to answer,
but the other part of your question, what about the retention, as I
said at the outwit, I think that is a separat sue.

The idea of b'ringing in larger nu rs of high-quality people
who come arid stays most of them just for 2 years or 3 years, and
then go into q Reserve component status, as my bill would encour-
age theM to do, I think that is good because you only need a
relatively small proportion of each year's new inductees to stay on
and become corporals d sergeants and so on, and move up that
chain.

Mr. GRAMM. Well, I as going to go back to the question of
retention. ou touched n it there at the end. /"1
- My con ern, hbweve , would be to the extent that your bill is
successful in bringclig,good people in, it will also be successful in
taking good people mit. The people who will leave the service to
take advantage of the benefits are going to be the people with the
greutest,degree of intelligence and the people who want to take
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advan age of the options that are being provided so far as educa-
tion is concerned. Your bill still doesn't address the problem of
developing a qualified career for noncommissioned officers, which
is why I feel that some form of transferability has got to be includ-
ed.

Now, the problem with transferability goes back to this discount-
ing problem. If I've been in the service for 4 years and I have
become a staff sergeant and I am looking at giving this benefit to
my son and he is 3 years old, and this benefit is frozen in current
dollars, not only am I discounting it for 14 years, but taking into
account.inflation, its practical value is virtually zero.

So, I'm not saying that the transferability written in this bill
really solves the problem, but I'm saying, without it, see us
getting a short-term infusion which may or may not be as effective
as the proponents claim. And I am frankly very doubtful that the
bill won't create real retention problems. I'm more concerned, in
the long-run, about retention than I am about recruitment.

Mr ARMSTRONG. Well, I would answer in three ways. First of all,
if gie program fails to attract the kind of people we- tyrant, it will
have very little cost because, of course, the cost arises only if you
bring people in who then serve their term of enlistment to its
completion under honorable service and then, in fact, use the bene-
fits; So, if it doesn't work, it doesn't cost very much.

Second, I think you make a very good poiht about people who
`come in who have the motivation to improve themselves and to go
to college and, in part, that's what this educational leave-of-absence
provision in the bill is all about. And I think that is an important
factor in the livesa proportion, I can't 'say how many, of the

'people involved:
_Third, as I said at the outset, I think that this must be, by its

very nature, primarily a recruiting device, and that when we talk
about retention, we've got to look to pay increases, to career oppor-
tunities within the service itself, and to a change in status.

PAID PARKING

And, if I could just comment on that for just a second. In many
areas of the country, service personnel simply have not enjoyed the
respect that they truly deserve. Now, here is a little thing that I
would just like to mention that has contributed all out of propor-
tion to its true 'value, to making servicemen and women think that
they are second-class citizens, whose contribution to our national
defense is not valued, and I refer to that parking fee that was so ,
unwisely imposed upon military personnel.

I am told that in our desire to make everybody pay for their
parking, we put togOber a programwhich the court, by the way,
has since thrown out; the Executive. Order has since been invalidat-
ed by the courtwhich cost as much to collect, virtually, as it
raised in money, but What it said to those underpaid, underappre-
ciated men and women in uniform is that this is the last straw,
that that bunch up on Capitol Hill, none of whom pay for their
parking, insist that you people who are making a third or a fourth,
or in many cases, a sixth or less what Senators and Representa-
tives makeand they don't pay for their parking but they are
going to say that you have to.
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Now, that's the kind of imposition and attitude that I think is
really injurious to retention, and that's a tiny thing, but there's a
lot of such things built into our system, I recognize, that I couldn't
sit here and honestly tell you that we are going to solve our
retention problem if we take off parking, but that's a part of the
general mindset that has been so hurtful to retention.

EDUCATIONAL LEAVES

Mr. Ca Amm. Senator, let me make one more comment and just
ask you to consider something' One of the things I've been thinking
about, since it is obvious today that this bill is going to pass this
committee and become law, that we might decide to do, or changes
we might make which could at least del with our retention prob-
lem when we've got somebody who wants to stay in the service, is a
program of educational leaves. Now, whether people would comeback after they have gotten out, I guess some would, somewouldn't.

Another thing would be to give people the ability if the thing is
vested, to cash out of it and either convert it into their retirement,
as a premium on retirement or to convert it into a cash bonus. forreenlistment. That's one thing I think we ought to at least look at.

COST OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

I don't accept the logic that if this is unsuccessful it won't cost
anything. I think it is certainly conceivable, in fact, that there are
some ppople who are in the service now or who would have gone
into .it in the absence of this program, who will, because the pro-
gram is in existence, make use of it.

So, I think it is not correct to say that if this does not attract any
new people into the service, that none of the people who are in the
service or would have gone in the service anyway, would take
advantage of it. Granted, the cost is directly correlated with its
success, but it is not a one-to-one i,correspondence. Thank you, Mr.Chairman.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. You make a very good point. I happen to think
that the kind of investment we are talking about making in the
lives of these young people is a good thing in and of itself, it is an
end unto itself. We are now spending something like $4 billion a
year for progiams which help young people go to college, and we
have what someone has .properly described as the GI bill withoutthe GI. I. mean, we are giving away the college education without
getting anything back in the way of service,ao there is an element
of truth in what you are saying, but if you look closely at the
profile of the new recruits in the service, there isn't a very high

.,proportion of those that we are presently recruiting that are going
to go to 'college under any circumstances. They simplythat is
simply not where their life is going to take them, whether there is
money available to pay for the education or not.

So, that's why I say, at least in large measure, if we don't attract
a better quality of peoplethat is, people more college orientedthat it wouldn't have a big cost simply because it wouldn't be
utilized.
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Mr. GRAMM. Well, I don't think there is any doubt about the fact
that if we can cut off aid to people who aren't doing anything to
get it and give it to people who would have to do something to get
it, the country is going to be better off and we are going to be
better off in dealing with our problem in the military. Thank
goodness that the administration has given us an opportunity to at
least put a lid on it. The quantity left is still going to be huge and
It is going 07 be competing with this program for pe9ple. Thank
ou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDGARA thank the Senator for his comments and for his

answers to the questions. I have one major question to ask the
gentleman from the other body. We have talked about the estimat-
ed dollar commitments in your bill and in the Montgomery bill. We
have looked at the 1982 budget amendments that have been sent to
Congress, particularly by the new administration, which recom-
mends a. reduction of $743 million in President Carter's budget in
the area of veterans' benefits. We see the dismantling of the 91
Vie(nam era veterans centers. We see the cutbacks that are being
made in additional education and training and employment incen=
tives for Vietnam era veterans.

Do you believe that this administration is going to support your
bill in light of Ronald Reagan's Comments last slimmer before the
American Legion? Do you believe that this administration is will-
ing to make substantial progress in supporting either your bill or
our bill, as a recruitment and retention tool for the All-Volunteer
Force? , .

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, I'm not authorized to speak for
the administration, but it is my belief that at the right time, that it
is very possible the administration would do so.

Obviously, this is a time when budgets are tight but, of course,
the proposal which we are talking about would have no budgetary
impact in the next 2 fiscal years and would then begin to be an
expense in increments, and would build up to its maximum, not
for-6 years from now.

Second; I think that the caseas these hcarings proCeed, I think
it will become very clear that this is the less costly alternative to
upgrading the All-Volunteer Force. There are other proposals 'that
are available, of which the draft is one. I am convinced this is a
much cheaperthis and a pay raise is a much cheaper approach
than the draft.

There are other ways we could go at it, but I thing this will be
seen as cost effective and economic; however, I must say that.7
own interest in this matter is not conditioned upon the administ
tion's position. It is my hope, but I can't be certain of the admin-
strat ion.

Mr. EDGAR. I appreciate that. Has the gentleman ever been to
Costa Rica?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Never have.
Mr. EDGAR. Costa Rica is an amazing place. It survives as a

democracy in the middle of all the Central American countries,
and it survives without, either a military or a senate. I just thought
I would point that out to the gentleman. [Laughter.]

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, it sounds like a wonderful place.
I look forward to---[Laughter.]
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Mr. EDGAR. A very idyllic place to be. ,
I wan* to thank you for your contribution this morning, and I

want to thank all of the witnesses and all of the people who have
come to liken. We do have a hearing on Thursday and two hear-
ings set for next week to continue this discussion on the All-
Volunteer Army. Thank You very much.

[Whereupon at 11:42 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned.],

'r.s......0'
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ILIV 1400THE VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1981

THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1981

HOUSE OF .REPRESENTATIVES,
VETERANS' AFFAIRS COMMITTEE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9 a.m., in
room 334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Bob Edgar tchair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Montgomery (ex Offi'cio),
Edgar, Boner, Heckler, Wylie, Sawyer, and Jeffries.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN EDGAR
Mr. EDGAR. The Subcommittee on Education, Training and Em-

ployment will come to order.
Today, we begin 'the second in our series of four hearings in

Washington, and two field hearings on the Veterans' Educational
Assistance Act of 1981, H.R. 1400.

The legislation calls for a new, and, in some ways, a uniqUe
education and training program to help improve the quality of
personnel entering and staying within the/ armed' services. The
legislation would also reinstate the value of traditional veterans'
readjustment assistance. We have seen that commitment falter in
the past, and we ardetermined not to see those saffie mistyrepeated.

We have many injustices to correct and many promises to keep
to the World War I veterans, the World War II veterans, the.
Korean war veterans, and the Vietnam veteran, in particular.

Unless we meet that ongoing commitment, any legislation we
draft and any promise we make to those who serve this country in
the military now will be meaningless.

We are determined to keep that commitment, and that is t4,
function of this committee and that is the reason I serve as chair-
man of this particularAubcommittee.

I believe I made it very plain to ge witnesses last Tuesday and
to the administration that this is * time to switch signals onaa
new GI bill and this is no time to switch signals on our comnlItt
ment to veterans' benefits and services.

I believe the bill we have before us and the other bills that have
been introduced on the sable .subject are good. I believe our bill in
particular can accomplish the so-called 3-R'sreadjustment, re-
cruitment, and retentionbut I am also concerned about the pri-
mary responsibility of this committee.
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The veterans we seek to help on this committee will Continue to
need our help. The men and women we 'intend to recruit and retain
for the All-Volunteer FOrce will stillthd our r'e'sponsibility in years
to come. .

We should not lose sight of that fact. During the initial hearings
last Tuesday, March 17, we heard from Gen. Edward Meyer, Chief
of Staff of the Army, followed by representatives of the Joint?)
Chiefs for Manpower and Personnel Operations.

In each case, I believe the record will clearly show these distin-
guished witnesses to be highly supportive of the new GI bill.

The sub mmittee has been given a very clear picture of the
serious reef uiting and retention probl'e'ms existing within the All-
Volunteer Orce.

At our hearing last Tuesday, we were basically interested in
facts, figures, and personal opinions on the current status of the
military and the value of education benefits in general.

We are after that same information today, however, we also
would 4e very interested in hearing a statement of the policy of the
presil" adminittration regarding both the need and the type of
educational ben it they would support for an All-VoluuteeraForce.

There is no doubt from the tespmony on Tuesday that a new GI
bill is needed, and that H.W. 140Q is a viable concept.

President Reagan spoke out strong1 in support of a new GI bill
during the campaign last summer. As we also heard in testimony
on Tuesday, the President restated his interest in a new GI bill to
the chairman of this committee, Sonny Montgomery, at breakfast
Iat the White House just 2 weeks ago.

I believe these to be very strong signals, and %xe lodk forward to
'hearing the views of the Department of Defense and the Veterans'
Administration on these points.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Edgar follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON BOB EDGAR, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON

--
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT

Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen.
Today we begin the second in our series of four hearings' on H R. 1400, "The

Veterans' Educational Aistance Act of 1981". ,

The legislation calls for a new, and in some ways, unique education and training
program to help improlie tho'quality of personnel entering and staying within the
Armed Services
,During the initial hearing, last Tuesday, March 17, we heard from General
ward Meyer, Chief ofStaff of the Army, followed by representatives of the Joint

C lets for Manpower and Personnel Operations In each case, I believe the record\., w ll clearly show these 'distinguished witnesses to be highly supportive of a new G I
Bill The Subcommittee wak given a very clear picture of the serious recruiting and
retention problems existing within the All Volunteer Force at the present time.
Based on the opinions.and experience of these expert witnesses, vo. ..cre shown a
direct histoucal correlation between the value of a G.I Bill and b4g nificant improve-
ments in both the quality and quantity of military personnel, which occurred in the
past. This could be true again. .

Today we will hear from representatives of the Department of Defense, Navy and
Air Force [ have Jleen told that the representative from the Army will be unable to
testify today an evill hear from him on March 24.

e will also hear today from the Department of Transportation, which has
ju isdiction over the Coast Guard, and the Veterans Administration, whO under our
b. I, H.R. 1400, will administer the program. .

Ate our hearing last Tuesday, we were basically interested in facts, figures and the

1 . ,

rsonal opinions on the current status of the military an the value of education

./
in genera
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We are after that same information today However, we also would be very
Interested in hearing a statement of the policy of the present Administration
regarding both the need and the type of educational benefit they would support for
the MI Voluntary Force There is no doubt from the testimony on Tuesday, that a
new G I Bill is needed and that H R 1400 is viable concept. President Reagan spokeout strongly in support for a new G I Bill during the campaign last summer As we
also heard in testimony on Tuesday, the President restated his interest in a new G IBill to the Chairman of this Committee, Sonny Montgomery, over breakfast at theWhite House Just two weeks ago

I believe these to be very strong signals We look forward to hearing the view of
the Department of Defense and the Veterans Administration on these points.

Also today, we are privileged to hear from two of our colleagues, Representative
William Whitehurst and Senator John Warner, who have also Introduced G I Billlegislation We look forward to ,a review of their proposals Senator Warner, in
particular, brogs a special expertise to this hearing as a former Secretary of t.4Navy I feel the "Old Dominion and the National Deferre will be well - representedby both statements

Mr EDGAR. I would like now to yield to my colleague, Mr. Wylie,
who also has an opening statement, and then we will proceed with
the hearing. ,

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHALMERS P. WYLIE, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE ,OF OHIO. .
Mr. WYLIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Because of the importance of these hearings, I ould like to

make an opening statement as the basis for some qq stions which I
Will ask our witnesses throughout the proceedings.'

You indicated that there is no doubt that we need H.R. 1400, and
I would just, I think, be remiss if I didn't say that I have some
philosophical and practical problems with H.R. 1400, which I have
expressed in previous Congresses, Some of these, I know, are..share other members of this committee, but I hope they can be
cleared up in the series of hearings you have scheduled, and I do
want to c pliment you for the thorough manner in which yOu are .proceeding o this issue, that when the time comes for action by
the subcommittee, our members will have had time to hear all
shades of opinion on the proposed legislation.

The original GI bill was enacted in June of 1944, at a time when
servicemen were returning to civilian life 'at a rate of 1 million a
month The Nation had an enormous social problem on its hands,
and emergency action was required to preVent a catastrophic dis-
ruption of the American economy.

These servicemen also raised a moral and ethical problem. World
War H veteran had been out of the mainstream of American life
for an average a 30 months, while those who did.not serve for o
reason or another, went to college, served trade apprenticeships,
otherwise'prepared themselves to ear a living.

We were in a situation where tho who served the Nation best,
and sacrificed the most were getting t e short end of the stick., The
national conscience required some redress for these returning serv-
icemen; thus, educational assiance, home loan guaranteei, unem-
ployment compensation, all th provisions of the CSI bill were en-
acted in response to an overwhelming national problem of return-
ing servicemen and the personal problems of those who had
dered.speciel service, but none of this was considered compensate
for service rendered.
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The benefits were gratuities granted by a grateftfl Nation to a
special class of citizens. Servicemen didn't know tbey were going to
get these benefits when they enlisted or were drafted, whichever
the case might bethat was true in my own casethey served
because they were ,good citizens and their Nation needed them for
its survival.

This brief history is, I believe, relevant to consideration of H.R.
1400. Stating the case baldlyythe bill before us is aimed at sweeten-
ing the pot so we can recruit higher quality people into the armed
services and keep them there longer. Without all the semantic
frills, it is a pay increase.

Now, apart from these considerations, I'm deeply concerned that
we are taking up legislation that will obligate the Federal budget
for years ahead,. to pay for a rescue mission that show few signs of
success, at least initially: 11

The President is trying to cut Federal spending. We are even
seeing proposed ,reductions in VA health care and other benefit
programs, from the Office of Management and Budget.

In this economic climate, we may be throwing good money after
bad? Even the proponents of H.R. 1400 and similar' bills admit it
may constitute .one last chance to make the voluntary Amy suc-
ceed.

Well, I want to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that I am not p
ing H R. 1400. I will listen attentively to all the witnesses, and will
so direct variations of the questions I have raised here, but I hope
this will be helpful to the witnesses to the subcommittee, and that
is the purpose for my putting these comments in the record at this
point. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Kr. eDGAR. I thank the gentlemah for his statement, and I think
the1 gentleman does raise some good questions. I. the
gentleman being here and having an opportunity to ask hose
questions.

We have as our firs two witnesses today two, fellow Members of
Congress, one from th °House and one from the Senate. I would
like to welcome the H norable William Whitehurst, Congressman
from Virgipia, and the Honorable John Warner, Senator from
Virginia. The "Old Dominion" is well represented, I think, at least
in the issues relating to reten ion and recruitment in the. All-
Volunteer Force. We look forwar to your testirhony.

We will hear, first, from our co eague from then House, and then
we will move to the Senate. Your tatements will be considered as
part of the record,' and you can pr ceed either try reading part of
your statement or by summarizing it, and then we will move to
questions.

STATEMENT OF HON. G. -WILLIAM ,WHITEHURST, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. WH1TEHUR9T. Well, I may just combine reading part of it and
'ving a summary. I was particularly interested in what both you,
r. Chairman, and Mr. Wylie had to say with respect to extending

the GI bill, or to adopt, as a matter of fact, the proposals that have
been introduced in H.R. 1400, Mr. Montgomery's bill, or perhaps

'See p 62
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H R. 1206, a bill I introduced and a companion bill in the Senate by
Senator Warren, S. 5. 0.You have heard from the militiry witnesses with respect to the
problems of retention that we are facing. I am not going to requote
all of the statistics for you.

I come from a Navy town and I am very conscious of the prob-
lems we have with respect to insuff;dient manpower for our vessels
down 'there.

Last year, when the Eisenhower sailed for the Indian Ocean to
replace the Nimitz in April, it was short 579 sailors and airmen,
mostly in key supervisory jobs. A month later, the carrier Constel-
lation was rating with 533 men short and, last, when the carri-iQ

er Kennedy fled for the Mediterranean to replace the Saratoga, ithad borro 50 sailors from other ships,.to fill engine and air-craft
a

craft maintenance jobs.
The Army also has felt similar losses with skilled NCO's, partbsu.;

larly in the combat specialties of infantry, armor, and artillery,
and the Marines and Air Force have likewise suffered similar
shortfalls.

Npw, I think that we have an opportunity here and, indeed, the
dialdg I hive had with servicepeople in my district, they have
indicated" that some extension of educational benefits, either direct-
ly to them or to their familits, would be a marvelous incentive to
retain them.

I believe that given the paramouht importance they attach to it,
o

that ivuld go forward. AdMiral Harry Train, the Atlantic
Fleet c ender, has also come out strongly in favor of a GI billwith benefits tzArable.

I just think I. we are going to keep qualified personnel from
leaving the Armed Forces, if we are going to attract new people
and, in particular, in view of the declining birth rates and the
difficulty in dipping into this shrinking pool of manpower, then we
have no choice but to go this route: VAc rding to the Department of Defense, the active Armed
Forc will have to recruit 1 out of eve

y
ry 4'.6 18-year-olds inste ofthe c rent 1.56, by the end of this decade.

This is going to be a tight squeeze for us, but I think that we can
overcome it with a good educational package.

Mr. Chairman, what I haw done is not to go a lo of detail
on the particulars. of H.R. 1206 in my prepared sta nt, but I
have prepared a comparison of the major pieces of legislation, bot
Mr. Montgomery's bill, my own, and the service proposal.

There are some differences in them, but they are not fundamen-
taj nnd, indeed, I am not wedded to any one particular bill. In my
Own judgment, features can be combined from them to produce.t)ie"---
,best possible legislation. It is my earnest hole, however, that sojhe-
thing employing the basic concept of educational benefits extended
for years of service given and a transfer provision given the ex-
tended service of someone beyond 16 years, or even 12 years as Mr.
Montgomery's bill inclUdes, would be a marvelous incentive, and
one that would pay .us rich dividends.

And with that brief summary, Mr. Chairman, I will ideld to my
colleague from the Senate, Senator Warner'. - t

[The prepared statement of Congressman Whitehurst follows:) 4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON G WILLIAM WHITEHURST, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subiiommittee, first of all let me say her.,
much I appreciate this opportunity to testify today regarding the necessity of
reinstituting the GI Bill.

In the 12 years that I have been in Congress and a member of the Armed Services
Committee, a good number of them have been spent combating the exiguous atten
Lon given by some leaders in government to improving the quality of life of those
men add women in our armed forces entrusted with providing for our nation's
defense. There have been those o chose to ignore, the early warning signs of low
retention and recruiting rates as symptoms of a greater ill, believing that somehow
members of our armed forces are insulated from runaway inflation and the high
cost of living. And some minds, refused to be swayed even when confronted with

. evidence that tens of thousands'pf our military families needed food stamps and a
moonlight job in order to make ends meet I don't know why they chose to bury
their heads in the sand, hoping that things would surmount the harsh economic
realities of life that affect everyone For whatever reason, though, It did not prevent
the exodus of qualified personnel from the ranks of our services that we have4experienced in tecent years. And it did nothing to enhance the reputation of the
military way of life and attract new recruits

As a consequence of that throw them a-bone brand of thinking, we are grappling
now with a severe manpower crisis and the distinct possibility that the all volunteer
force is destined to failure At the same time, there has been a measurably deterio-
ration in the combat readiness of our troops And, as all of you surely kno00y now,
for ,the first time since the military began relying entirely on 'volunteers, every
service failed to meet recruiting goals last year. The impact was felt most by the
Army, which achieved only 88., percent of its goal and wound up 17,800 recruits
shortmore than enough to fill a heavy division. The Navy, too, was hard hit,

W
recruiting only 94 percent of the sailors it needed last year 'The 4,500 sailors the
Navy failed to recruit would have n enough to man an aircraft carrier and its,
air wing.

Obviously, when the services are unable to' meet tfieir recruitment quotas on the
one hand and unable to keep the people they've already got on the other, vulnera
Wales are bound to be exposed And that has certainly been the case in recent
years The Navy today is short nearly 20,009 experienced, supervisory petty offi
cersabout 9 percent of the 209,800 key sailors needed to insure that ships can sail
and fight. The shortages are particularly severe in radar, sonar, and aviation
'ratings, which affect the readiness of the Navy's 13 aircraft carriers.

All of us are away of the absolutely pathetic shape some of our ships have been
in when deployed. t year, when the carrier Eisenhower sled for the Indian
Ocean,to replace t 4 imitz in April, it was short 579 sailors add airmen, mostly in
key supervisory jobs. The carrier Constellation a month later was similarly operat
ing 533 men start. And, last when the carrier Kennedxs4iled for the Mediterranean
to replace the Saratoga it had to borrow 50 sailors froni other ships to fill engine

, and aircraft maintenance jobs.
The/Army has also felt the hot sting of losing so many of its skilled NCOs,

particularly in the combat specialities of infantry, armor and artillery Nor have the
Marines and the Air Force been spared Both branches of the service have been
hard hit by manpower shortfalls in critical areas,

As grim as the scenario I have outlined is, the waning days of the 96th Congress
renewed the hopes of those of us who have expressed these concerns with the
passage of a number of military manpower initiative help turn things around
And thankfully, there are iddications that some of the actions taken in the past
Congress have begun reversing spme of these unhealthy trends The measures I
speak of include raising military pay, improving medical benefits, increasing enlist-
ment and re-enlistment bonuses, increasing Navy sea pay and submarine sea pay,
increasing flight pay, and approving a number of other pay and non pay initiatives

And on the heels of these encouraging steps, I am further encouraged that
Secretary of Defense Weinberger has vowed that Our military personnel will
become, first -class citizens once again " So, too, dm I encouraged !fiat President
Reagan has asked Congress tb increasg defense spending by 16 percent between this
fiscal year and next as part of a $1 3 trillion buildup in the nation's defenses over
the next five years. Those in uniform would receive a 5.3 percent pay raise in July
atop theett7 percent raise already approved for fiscal 1981.

As I indicated before, there IS evidence that dividends are already being paid as a
result of this renewed interest in defense, including higher retention rates since the
implementation of the pay raise and other manpower initiatives Adm. Harry D
Train II, the Atlantic Fleet commander, recently predicted that if these present
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trends continue, the Navy's shortage of senior petty officers will, b4 alleviated
within. four years.

Even though I see s of promise with these recent trend reversals, we must not
be deluded into think g that we -have solved the long-rang blem. Rather, we

" must continue our efforts to make service life an atttac career, the benefits of
which are commensurate with the dedication and sacrifices involved. And let no one
doubt that there are, indeed, many sacrifices made both professionally and personal;

ly by our military personnel. In the Navy, particularly, the recent increase in
operating tempo with a limited number of ships has resulted in long family separa-
tions because of extended deployments. It is no wonder that the service has experi-
enced severe retention problems. ..

As we search for ways to keep qualified personnel from leaving the armed forces
and attracting new people, let us not forget that as the effects of declining birth
rates that 'began in the 1960's are felt, the number of men reaching prime military
age-18each year will decline from approximately 2.1 million in 1979 to 1.7
million in 1987 20 percent drop According to the Department of Defense, the
active Armed will then have to recruit annually 1 out of every 4 6 18-year-old
males instead of the current requirement for 1 Out of 5.6.

I bring this your attention as way of suggesting that if we are to continue
with the All-Vo teer Force they 'must be a conscientious effort made to make
service life more attractive, not o y through improved pay but other benefits as
well I submit that one despera needed measure is the reinstitution of the GI
Bill, which would contribute greatly to recruiting sand retaining quality military
personnel. It was a grievous mistake, in my opinion, when the single most visible
benefit for junior enlisted personnel, education assistance under the GI Bill, was
dropped in 1977.

Mr i;man and distinguished members of this subcommittee, President
Reagan indicated his strong support for a return to the GI Bill, and it is my
hope tha 1981 will be the year it is reinstituted. .

I have introduced two bills in this Congress to accomplish that end. H.R. 1206, the
Armed Forces Educational Assistance Act, and H.R. 1207, the GI Educational Exten-
sion Act, I believe will go a long way in building in the kinds of incentives we must
have in our armed forces' to attract and keep quality people. To date, 45 of my
colleagues in the House have cosponsored these peas.

Thank you!,
.----.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN W. ,WARNER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Senator WARNER. Thank 'you, Mar. Chairman, and I thank my
distinguished colleague Irom Virginia. We have joined on this piece.
of legislation. ,-.. ....

, c.-I 'am very much Impressed by the opening comments of Mr.
Wylie. I was'a member of that group coming back from World War

II,,,and have rich-and lasting memories of that period.
As I say in the concluding paragraph of my statement, I would

not be in the Congress today had it:- not been for the extending
hand of a grateful nation to me, as a sailor, a high school dropout,
to give me the financial wherewithal to enable me tb get my first, ..-degree. _ ,0 . ,

I commend the distinguished Member of Congress for stating, in
very clearAerms, that what we are doing is making a etest stand
effort, thetescue of the All-Volunteer Force.

I, personAlly, am not inclined to support a draft at this time As
you may know, I was Secretary of the Navy and Undersecutary
for 51/2 years during the Vietnam' conflict, and I witnessed, first-
hand, the tragedies of the inequities between young men, those
who went into active service and those who remained home and
pursued their education or their job opportubities,' and those in-
equities that are inevitably combined with a draft, caused a great
deal of Social turmoil in this country, and I am hopeful that we,
principally those of us who are beneficiaries of this type of GI bill,
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can fashion a pie of legislation to make this last-ditch effort to
have the GI bill be the saving grace of the All-Volunteer Force.

The, bill that I introduced along with my disOinguished ;olleague
from Virginia is` designed to provide four basic education 'assist-
ance options which, when taken together, will encourage' enlist-
mentand we make no effort to disguise that as a principal objec-
tiveand, most significantly, to improve retention of the quality
personnel that we require in our ---rnilttary and, of course, as an
incentive for recruitment.

To qualify, for the assistance, the enlistee must niake a commit-
ment of time and service. After 3 years or active duty and with a 3-
year commitment to the Active Reserves, under our bill, the indi-
vidual qualifies for 18 months of educational assistance.

This shouldlso be an important benefit, for, those not necessar-
ily interested in formal university level training, but who can take
advantage of the option for junior college or technical school train-
ing.

There is a critical national shortage of technicians, professional
machine and tool designers, skilled medical assistants, we could go
on and name any number of types that would benefit from this
legislation.

The second option is analogous to the original GI bill and con-
cept, and is designed., as an incentive for both recruitment and
retention. Thirty-six months of educational assistance would be
provided to those 4o make a time and service commitment of 4
years. of active dut., along with a 4-year service in the Active
Reserves.

I would like to inject at this point, Mr. Chairmen, I personally \-
would favor amending our proposal such that just pure Reserve
service, and of itself, would provide some educational benefits.

think we will soon see in the Congress a major thrust toward
enncing Reserve and Guard service and, therefore, this would be
a valuable concomitant.

he third option provides home 36 months of edticational assist-
ance to those individuals who remain .on active duty for 6 years
before taking advantage of the GI bill. The Active Reserve cdrnmit-
ment is waived.

Six years of active duty should help relieve the critical skill-
shortage at intermediate enlisted personnel levels: As an additional
incentive fbr retention, a fourth option is prci-vided which allows
tile individual' to pass his or her 36-month educational Assistance
program onto a spouse or a child after 16 years have been devoted
to active'duty, and I think this is one of the-more unique provisions
in our bill.

This type of-transferability is found ver and over again within
the piivate sector, in all types Of programs. And I think it'is time
that the men and women of the armed services have the benefit of
this new type of thinking in America.

ow, the costs of the bill have been preliminarily estimated to be
ut illion a year, by the Congressional Budget Office. I should

al ike clarify that I strongly believe that this budget should
with t e Veterans' Administration and not -the Department of

Defense.
a

4
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Now, I tielieve that our Na ion can afford to make this available
becauseand I have with this morning, the charts, and I ask
that they be made part e record ich showsL--- .

Mr.. EDGAR. Witho tt obje ion, they be made a part of the
record.

Senator WARNER. Thank you. This shows that the Federal stu-
dent assistance funding programs in America today have hit $4.5
billion. Now, the committee is familiar with the various eligibility
requirements for this but, in my judgment, service to one's Nation
should take the very top priority by way of making individuals
eligible for Federal assistance for education.

. Mr. Chaiiman, I should like to ask that the balance of my
statement be placed in the record as stated, and now I ,would' ,be
happy to entertain, with my coIlea , any questions by memberi_
of the committee.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very muc Both statements will be made
partie the record, with the additional charts, and I'd like to thank
both of you for testifying this Morning, and making your prelimi-
nary statements.

[The prepared s tement of Senator Wither follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN W. WARNER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Chairman apd members of the committee:
I want to thank u for holding hearings on this most important subject.
This past year has n-a re- awakening America to the importance of restoring

our Nation' military pability A most iportant partpf this restoration is solving
our military n wer roblems.

As every me r this committee vows, manpower is the mat important
factor in, establishing military strength. Without motivated and highly trained
personnel in adequate numbers, the fines apons systems this nation can produce
become useless. 's

We have been made painfully aware of the importance of manpower by events of
the past several miiths. With shocking regularity, this nation has been told.

That six out .of 10Aimy di ions have been rated "not combat ready" because of
skilled military personnel rtages.

That the Army hhs rieneed shortages as high as 46,0D non - commissioned
officers.

That, according to Gen Edward C. Meyer, chief of staff of the Army, we have a
"hollow Army."

That the Navy has experienced shortages as high as 20,000 skilled petty officers.
That the Navy ship, Cannisteo, was tied up at the pier and failed to timely deploy

to the Mediterranean because of a shortage of skilled petty officers.
- A These and other shocking..revelations showed America that we have very substan-

tial military manpower problems that must be corrected.
To its credit, the Congress responded to these revelationsand responded quickly.

During the last session of Congress, a very substantial number of military manpow-
er initiatives were enacted. The Nunn-Warner bill was the first of those initiatives;
and it was quickly followed by an 11.7-per cent pay increase, improved medical
,benefits, the so-called. Fair Benefits Pakcage, including the Navyf sea pay and
submarine pay, enlistment and re-enlistment bonuses, and a num non-pay
initiatives.

We have seen recent evidence that these overdue initiatives are having correc-
tive effect Re-enlistment rates are improving and morale has seemed to im rove, as
well.

However, wethe Congresscannot stop now. We cannot sit back aikf assume
that the problem has been fixed.

More needs to be done if we are to insure a capable military' force over the long.
term.

See p. 68.
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I believe that educational legislation, with benefits commensurate with the World
War II and Korean GI Bills, is the next essential step, the Congress must take

In my view, no single factor will do more to encourage substantial numbers of
high-quality men and women to pin and remain as careerists in the military than a
new GI Bill Also, a GI Bill, with a provision that earned benefits may be passed
qn to a spouse or children of a career military man or woman, would be helpful in
foaming career people

For this reason, Mr Chairman, I introduced legislation in the Senate late in the
last session of Congress to provide a new program of 'educational assistance for those
who serve in the armed forces. My friend and colleague, Mr Whitehurst of Virginia,
introduced a companion bill in the House at the time We have again introduced the
legislation for consideration this year

I believe it was a serious mistake for the Congress to terminate the GI Bill in
1976 The Army warned Congress that termination would result in recruiting prob-
lems. It was estimated, at the time, that termination of the GI Bill would reduce the
pool of potential recuits by as much as 36.7 per cent We are now paying a heavy ..
price in the declining quality and overall aptitude of the personnel coming into the )

military and in the increased costs due to higher attrition of personnel who are
unqualified

The bill I introduced is designed to provide foebasic educational ,assistance
options, which, when taken together, will encourage enlistment and improve reten-
tion of uality'roilitary personnel as an incentive for recruitment

To q alify for educational assistance, an-enlistee must make a commitment of
time a d servile After threeyears of active duty and with a three-year commit-
ment to the Active Reserves, the individual qualifies for 18 Months of educational
assistance This should also be an important benefit for those not necessarily

fining There is a critical national shortage o

inter-
ested in formal university level training, but who can take advantage of this optior

technicians, professional machine nd ool designerS, skilled medical assistants, as
examples; and such training shout help alleviate that situation.'

The second option is analogous to the original GI Bill in concept and is designed
as an incentive for both recruitment and retention Thirty-six months of educational
assistance would be provided to those who make a time and service commitment of

----.. four years of active duty, along with a four-year service in the Active Reserve
The third optiop provides 36 months of educational assistance to those individuals

who remain on ative duty for six ears before taking advantage of the'GI Bill The
active Reserve commitment is waived T.* six years of active duty should help
relieve the critical skill shortage at intermediate enlisted personnel levels.

As an additional incentive for retention, a fourth option is provided, which allows
the inclividuarto pass his .ur her .36-month educational assistance program on to a
spouse or Child after 16 years have been devoted to active duty. .

The costs, of this bill have been preliminarily estimated to be about $1 billion a
year by the Congressional Budget Office, which is only a small percentage of the
amount of taxpayers' funds being spent by the Department of Education An aid to
higher, education loan grant programs

1 believe that, if our Nation can afford to make freely available in excess of $4 5
billion a year for educational assistance without any,4uid pro qbo of service to our
Country, surely we can afford $1 billion in educational assistance as a reward for
good and faithful service to our Nation by the young men and women of our Nation
who serve in our military forces.

If there are fundrng.constrarnts, then the new "GI Bill" should take precedence
over the civilian program.

Further. it is important to note that much of the cost of a GI Bill would be offset
153, lower recruiting and training costs, and liy savings accruing from lower attrition
rates, which would result from higher proportions of recruits who are high school
graduates or are from the higher mental categories

In sum, a GI Bill would be a good investment both in terms of improving our
military forces and in improving the educational level and earning potential of
millions of Americans. '

Several forms I Bill ?five been introduced in this session and, though the

this will be the yea a new GI Bill is instituted. I am eager to work with the \
details differ, there 1. strong support for a return to the GI Bill. I am.hopeful that

members of this committee to make sure that this needed legislation is brought to
fruition.

In a very real sense. a GI Bill would pay for itself over the long term, due to the
increased tax revenues resulting from the improved earning potential of those who
gain a higher education as a result of the GI Bill. This was clearly the case with the
World War II, Korea and Vietnam GI Bills

i .0"1"---.............
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Mr Chairman, in everlasting gratitude to my country, I freely state I would not

be in the,Coifgress today were it not for the GI Bill I revived as a consequence of
my naval service from 1944 to 1946 and my Marine service from 1950 to 1952.

I am totally dedicated to seeing that this generation of young Americans receives
benefits comparable with those I gratefully received.

e
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Mr. EDGAR. First 1 would like to announce our first field hearing
on this issue is going to beheld in your State. We plan, on April 6,
to visit Nbrfolk, to spend some time talking with the personnel'
that we're interested in retaining and recruiting into the All -Vol-
unteer Force.

I would hope, and I open this as an invitation to you and your
staff,.that you could participate in those hearings along with any
other Congressman or Senator that you know who may be interest-
ed, who ifkight live in that area. We would welcome that.

I think it is important for us not just to take testimony from
Washington but to actually see what kinds of incentives and
impact this legislation might have in the field.

Also, if I could Take a second comment, in somewhat response to
Mr. Wylie's comments earlier, about this being a change in direc-
tion for our trying to shape a new GI educational bill as an incen-
tive for recruitment and retention within the All-Volunteer Force.

Let me state that chapter 34 of title 38, the Vietnam era GI bill,
the purpose of that, under section 1651, stated as follows:

The Congress of the United States hereby declares that the educational program
created by this chapter is for the purpose of: (1) 'Enhancing and making more
attractive service in the armed forces of the United States.

It goes on to say:
(2) Extending the benefits of higher education to qualified deserving young per-

sons who might-not otherwise be able to afford such an education;
(3) Providing vocational readjustment and restoring lost educational opportunities

to those servicemen and women whose, careers have been interrupted or impeded by
reason of active duty after January 31, 1955;

And, (4) Aiding such persons in attaining the vocational and educational status
which they might normally have aspired to and obtained had they not served their
country.

I think that is a very good summary of the purposes for which
we have come together this morning as well, and I would like to
commend Senator Warner for his comment about the All-Volun-
teer Service.

I think our hearings are a discussion of what kind of recruitment
and retention incentiVes we need to make the All-Volunteer Army
work.. Whether it is the last-ditch effort or whether it is a new
effort to provide- retention and recruitment opportunities can be
debated.

I noted on Tuesday, that Lt. Gen. Yerks, Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel for the Army, stated and I quote, In order to sustain
our force in the future, there needs to be a comprehensive package
of education incentives." To a person, each of those representatives
from all of the branches of the military who cam and appeared
before us; indicated the importance of education a recruitment
anck,retention incentive.

Let me ask a specific question . and then I will yield to my
colleagues. In today) Washington Post, Defense Secretary Casper
Weinberger is quoted as .reporting that he has suggested that
$20,000 of militarf persons' salary be made exempt from Federal
income taxes.

He goes on, in thatearne article, to talk about the fact that DOD
wants to increase the number of Navy ships from 456 to 600. key
states that there will be a great effort and need to man those shiiis
with personnel.
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Further, other articles and discussions about the current defense
posture have centered on retaining people in particular skills be-
cause we are currently facing a highly computerized, highly techni-
cal, rxlilitary service The need for retaining those personnel who
have been trained in those specialities to keep the ships,- keep
the planes, and to keep the tanks operating, is very important.

MY specific question is, in light of the Secretary of Defense's
comments about the need for personnel incentives for an All-Vol-
unteer Army, do you both believe that the educational incentive,
with the pay incentives and the tax incentives and the other incen-
tives that have been suggested, is a valuable. contribution to the
recruitment and rej.ention process within the All-Volunteer Force?

Mr WHITEHURST Absolutely, Mr Chairman. I think when you go
to Norfolk when you conduct these hearings, and you talk to these
young lads, you will have that reconfirmed.

Senator WARNER Mr Chairman, I join my colleague in his obser-
vation I awakened this morning,- as did you, early, to read that
article in the paper and, although I am a member of the Senate
Armed Services Committee and spent 3' /z hours at the Pentagon
yesterday on other matters, it came as a total surprise to me. I was
unaware of this consideration'.

Frankly, I would have put the GI bill as a priority higher than
any sort of across-the-board tax relief to the rrien and women of the
Armed Services.

We've got to be very careful as we continue to explore this
benefit, overall benefit package for the men, and women of t
Armed Forces. There is no equivocation in my desire to help them.

I was cosponsor of the Nunn-Warner bill last year, which was
the first major step, followed by the pay cap, which was the second.

We are now on the threshold, it seems to me, of' a third in terms
of the GI bill, and I would like to see a composite, sort of a
balanced efforteducation, added pay, aided benefitsand then I
think we have an obligation to the pdblic to see what are the
results in .terms of recruiting and retention, before we go ahead
and make any great big additional' incremental step because, as
was pointed out by Mr Wylie and others, the budgetary impact is
extraordinary here.

Now, we are building toward a 600 -ship Navy, we are perhaps
augmenting other personnel levels in the Armed Forces, but I'm
also conscious of the budgetary problems.

May I make one other observation .which I omitted, although it is
in my statement, As a firmer manager of a military department, it
is important to note that much of the cost of the GI bill, in my
judgment, would be offset by lower recruiting and training costs,
and those are very large, and by the savings occurring from the
lower attrition rates. Presumably, getting higher quality people
motivated toward staying in for the purposes of getting their,edu-
cation, the less attrition, wbich would result from the higher pro-
portiontof recruits who are high school graduates and from higher
mental categories.

Mr EDGAR. If the gentleman would yield, I think. that is a key
point I'm glad that you went back to underscore it because I think
that we did not emphasize that enough in our Tuesday hearings, in
terms of savings. ;$
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Mr. WHITEHURST. Would you yield?
Senator WARNER. Yes, of course:
Mr. WHITEHURST. Let, me jUst come back to what I said a

moment ago in the statement. We are really faced with a demo-
graphic problem at the end of this centuryindeed,. by the end of
this decade. (You have got kind of a double-squeeze here. You've got on one
hand a diminished supply of manpower. On the other hand, I think
we are going to see, as a result of the recommendations by this
administration, and I believe up to a point they are going to be
adopted by the Congress, if not a shrinking of the educational
benefits made possible by the Federal Government, at least a cap
will be placed upon them.

With the growing cost7of ,ducation, this becomw a real incentive
for a young man who says, "Well, I want thopportunity to go to
college or to get additional training for my career. This is a certain
way of having it paid far if I pursue a military career for a while",
and I just would say that it complements absolutely what Senator
Warner has pointed out, that given the conditions that we are
going to face in trying to recruit, in just about 5 or 6 more years,
this could make the difference between sticking with an All-Volun-
teer Force or having to go to conscription.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. I would like to announce .to my col-
leagues that we will operate under the 5-minute rule plusji. I will
tap the gavel after 5 minutes, and you will have 1 minute/to finish
up your questions. I yield to the gentleman, Mr. Wylie. -

Mr. WYLIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you, Senator Warner and Congressman Whitehurst. I, personally,
really appreciate your coming here this morning and giving your
thoughtful concern to this very serious problem, and I think your
statements were excellent.

I might say, Senator, I dropped out of college at Ohio State
because I couldn't really make up my mind what I wanted to do,
and enlisted and, when I came back, the GI bill allowed me to go to
Harvard Law School, so I have some empathy for the program, too.

Senator WARNER. Well, I had to go back and join the Marines in
1950 to get my law school education, so it really paid for two
degrees.

Mr. WYLIE. Well, all right. Now, that brings me to my question
o you, however The purpose of this bill is retention. Congressman
Edgar read from the GI bill for Vietnam veterans and said that
was the primary ptirpose but it hadn't worked in that case, has it?
It hasn't accomplished the real purpose, it seems to me, if we are
still talking about retention. .

Senator WARNER. There's so little benefit to the present one, and
its a contributory packageand as you well know from your expe-

1 Hence in the service, young men and ,women are not thrift minded
at that period, and there's riot much inducement to pay back into
the program part of their salary.

Mr. WHITEHURST. The other thing is this. I thipk if you will go
and talk to the people in the service, and listen to what they say,
and put this proposition to them and outline some, of the features
that are here, especially transfer, aspect for the more senior petty
officers, they would say, "Yes, I would stay because this is impor-

cJ
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tant to me. I want at least one of my children to have a college
education, and I can't afford-it otherwise"

I think in the nature of the bill, as the Senator has pointed out,
it is considerably different than the kinds of benefits that were
offered in the Vietnam era.

Senator WARNER. I have found in my lengthy experience in
dealing with military people that, as a class, they are as much, if
not family oriented than any other class of individuals in our .
'society.

It is really the family unit that enables these men to go on
detached tours and so forth, and this is a family planning device,
where a parent, the parents can sit down and make a decision,

OP'
husband and wifethe wife who suffers the difficulties of service
life, moving, and so forth, absence from her husband, knowing that
they can provide and plan to have, say, two children and are able
to provide for their education.

Mr. WYLIE. This allows, as I understand itI haven't read the
bill in detail, but it would allow a serviceman to leave the. service
at the end of 3 years and be entitled to GI educational benefits. Is
that correct?

Senator WARNER. That's right.
Mr WYLIE. Now, it seems to me as if that works counter to what

we are really trying to accomplish here, in that it would allow
those persons with some ambition to get out and go to college, and
the persons who would stay in would be the ones who would not
want to take advantage- -

Mr. WHITEHURST. Ex'cuse me. Our bill would provide 18 months
benefit for 3 years:active duty plus 3 years Ready Reserve.

Senator WARNER. He puts in another 3 years.
Mr WHITEHURST. Thirty-six months for 4 years active duty plus

4 years Ready Reserve, 36.months for 6 years.
Mr WYLIE. Yes, but right at the time when a person who really

has some ambition and who could really make a contribution, it
seems to me, they might want to get out .of the armed services.

Senator WARNER. But we get, in all probability, a better quality
individual, one who recognizes that their level of education and
motivation is such that they will contribute more during those 3
years, and then, afterviards, of course, in the reserve, and use thoSe
skills, put those skills back into civilian life.

S6 much of the loss of our money in the service today goes from
the high rate of attrition. It is just shocking, the rate of attrition.
And then the inability of young men and women, through no fault
of their own, to be able to learn from the manuals and learn the
high technical requirements of service life today.

Mi. WYLIE. I come by that thought honestly. I have a statement
here in front of me, from'Robert Stone, Acting Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Manpower, and he says, on page 3 of his statement,
which I am going to ask him about:

A GI bill of this kind could entice skilled people to leave military service to take
advantage of their educational benefits instead of reenlisting. This would not only
raise our accession requirerirnts, it would also hurt our career force.

, Now, I have some apprehension, you know, as I say, but we will
get into that a little more later on, I suppOse, and I'll want to ask
that same question of Mr. Shone.
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Snator WARNER. But do bear in mind the Reserve requirement
which is coupled to ours.

Mr. WYLIE. I will. glow, you have mentioned cost is low, and theli,Budget Office has abmitted a statement that the cost-estimate
could be as high as 6 billion by 1995.

What would you think about a pilot program which would put a
cap it, say, for 2 or 3 years, just to see how "it might work?

Senator WARNER. We basically have a small pilot program going
now in the military. I readily gonfess that the estimates of this are,
not as strong as I'd like to see them, and I will have to defer to the

, expertise of this committee and my eolleagues in the Senate to
refine those costs but, when I see $4.5 billion basically given away
by this Nation and getting certainly nothing in return commensu-
rate with what the, young men and women now are providing
through active service in the military, I want to put this program
right at the top because there is nothingI mean, you can go `back
to the Constitution.

Our main function, as citizens of this country, is the defense of
our Nation, and everything else is secondary.

Mr. EDGAR. The gentleman's time has expired. I might, just for
the record, indicate that the Congressional Budget Office estimates
the cost of the bill which we are looking at, H.R. 1400, by 1986, to
be $0.6 million. That is considerablylower than the $6 billion

. figure by 1995. i
I.might alSo draw the atte9tion of our colleague, Mr. Wylie, it

would be helpftiT, I think, for you to read some of the testimony of
Tuesday, when some or the people who are involved in personnel
recruitment within the service indicated that the VEAP program
and some of the other programs that have been in place as tests
and pilot programs are actually destructive because they giye3flis-
(Meting signals and' ifferent signals to the recruiters.

, One of the things we talked about in great depth the other day
was the possibility of establishing a bill, whether it is H.R. 1400 or
some other bill, on GI education, that could be given to the service
as 'a longterm recruitment and retention option rather than the
kind_Of experiments that fall on their face. There his already been
a great deal of testimony about the problems with these contribu-
tory experiments.

I would like to yield to Mr. Jeffries at this time, from Kansas.
Mr. JEFFRIES. Mr. Chairman, real I don't have any questions. I

just want to thank both of y gen 'amen for a very concise,
straightforward testimony÷mink you have put some real thought
behind this, and I just want to thank both of you, it was very good.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,,

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Boner? Mr. Sawyer? ,

Mr. SAWYER. I, too, want to join in banking both of you gentle-
man for taking the time to come an appear. I have just a couple of
questions.

When we originally developed the GI bill, it was 'not, of, course,
designed at that point to either recruit or retain. It was a rehabili-
tation type of bill. Now this is coming around to being something
quite different. .

.

I just wonder if we are recognizing it strictly as reguitment and
retention. Wouldn't the same amount of increased p' and let the
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people decide what they want to du with it, be more effective than
a program that, in effect, dictates to them that if they want to take
advantage of it, this is what they have to do or they get nothing')

Senator WARNER My first reaction and I want to say this in a
most careful and delicate wayis fhat we don't get the quality We
offer these high salaries to young men and women who simply are
not able to meet the requirements for technical service today

I don't want to sit around and tell a whole lot of sea stories, it I
remember vividly in World War II, when I walked into boot camp
in 1944, we arrived at :3 o'clock in the morning, and the fellow said
on a bullhorn. "All those who can't read and write, raise their
azm ", and I was shocked.

I had been raised, my father a doctor, in a home, and I didn't
know there existed people who couldn't read and write, but that
same group went-Ai:I-K*10a- boot cpmp The fellow on the bullhorn
also said "You smart so-and -so's who can, fill out the forms for the
others".

That same grow , within 6 months, was whipped into a crew and
went aboard a d stroyer, and they were able to provide just as
much useful servi e, even though they couldn't read and write, as
those of us who could because they could learn skills aboard that
ship, and formed a crew, a fighting crew.

It can't be dOne today on a vessel in the Navy. There just aren't
positions in the Navy today for persons who can't read and write
and, therefore, we've got to entice higher qualified persons into the
Armed Forces, and that, I thilik, is the main purpose of this bill.

Mr WHITEHURST. I have to echo that Someone wrote a book
recently or a few years ago called "Why Not The Best?" and I
think that this is what this bill will do, it , will attract quality
people, and just shelling out more moneythat's been a help so
far, but I think 1this complements that, I think this complements
the'additional pay we have offered.

.Mr SAWYER. My thought was that if we use pay, really, as a
bdsic way of attracting able people in many, many areas, in fact,
most, except perhaps the ones we'are involved in, but it just seemsto me, if it is go-Mg to cost x-number of dollars for a program,
Might we not be just as effective in attracting quality peivle by
taking that amount of money, and adding it to 'the pay, and let
them decide if they want to'save some

Senator WARNER Let me just point out here that this dollar.flow
doesn't begin until after the individual leaves the service, and then
those dollars go From, his pocket into the educational institutions,
which very much are in need of this funding, particularly) if we
draw down is $4 5 billion program to put this one in as a substi-

s- tute, where if you just give it across-the-board pay, the local bars
will be ain beneficiaries early on. 409

Mr .111TEHURST Let me suggest that that question would per-
haps better be asked of the people you are going to talk to when
you talk to the servicepeople. Ask them because the word that, I
have, from the people I've talked to,,is that this is a great program
and they, would like to see it instituted. .Mr SAWYER. Thank you. I have just one more question. Why do
you pick 36 months instead of 48? The average college education is
4 years. Why is it 36 months?

7 r.
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Mr. Whitehurst, Actually, yoif are not in class all year long. A
month of educationyou can get 4 :years in, that is, 4 years of
college in the sense of '4 calendar years, you can- -

Senator WARNER. Nine months is the normal college year, sa
tim%s 9 is 36. It works out that way. '

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Jeffries?
Mr. JEFFRIES. Would the gentleman yield? I think what we are

talking,about here, are we not, we are talking aboUt the quality of
peopls in:the service, we can increase the quality of people in the
service by going to universal military training, which we are not
wanting to do at this stage,of the*game.

We are talking about hunting for some method of keeping the
volunteer service viable,,, and thieis our last kick at the cat, so to
swak, to make the thing viable. 4itcl if we can't do that, and if this
doesn't work, then I think what we are looking at is, probably we
are going to have to go to a draft, and I think this is what we are
trying to avoid. I thank you,-again, for your testimony.

Mr. EDGAR. I would like to thank you, Congressman Sawyer and
Senator Warner, for'youl. illustration about boot camp and the fact
that people raised their hands who coulil not read or write. Having
grown up in a family with a doctor, ,I jtst reflected on that subject
a little bit. I think all doctors can read, but most of them can't
write.

Senator WARNER. My father could read and write Latin and
Greek, wrote all his prescriptions in-*a-tin. He was a brilliant man.

Mr. EDGAR. Maybe that is the problem with other doctors, they
are always writing- in Latin, and it is hard to understand them.

You have given valuable testimony this morning. Let me just
suggest to you that we hope to move on a fairly quick timetable
and get a bill reported, or at least voted on, depending on where
our colleagues are, up or down, in the amending process, before the
May 15 deadline. Senator Warner, you could do a valuable service
for your legislation and for the concept of the three R's, retention,
recruitment, and readjustment for the All-Volunteer Force, if you
could spend some time on the Senate side talking to your col-
leagues about this proposal, and also having a good strong conver-
sat;on with our new President, Ronald Reagan. It is going to be
necessary to have their support in the Senate and in the White
House, if we are going to use this as a readjustment, retention,
recruitment measure. I thank yolt for taking the time and spendilff
it with this subcommittee.

Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank the
distinguished members of this committee for extending 'courtesies
to a gentleman from the other side. -

Mr. EDGAR.,OUr next seriesof witnesses will be a panel of four
persoris: Hon. Robert Stone, `whose. testimony has already been
quoted, Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Re-
serve Affhirs, and Logistitz-\Capt. J. Michael Boorda, Principal
Assistant for Manpower and Reserve Affairs to the Assistant Secre-
tary of the Navy; Hon. Joe F. Meis, Actin Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force for Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Installations;
and M?. Bob Smith, Director of Personnel and Training, Office of
the Secretary, Department of TranspOrtatian, who'will be focusing,
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Guard has a strange commander in t Secretary of Transporta-
I believe, on the issues relating to tt Coast Guard_ The Coast

Transporta-
tion.

Welcome this morning -tp.the hearing. We heard sume very elo-
quent and articulate testintony un Tuesday from military, personnel
whom you represent from time to time, and we look forward to
hearing your statements.

I'd like to suggest, in terms of. time and timeliness, that it prob-
ably'would be helpful for you to summarize yuur state ants. All of
the statements will be printed in the record, in fv11'

I drin't want to limit anybody too much terof heir presen-
tation, but fOr the sake of a timely discus un, it would be helpful.if
you could summarize your comments

We will hear, riot, frorrob Stones Q'

STATED ENT OF HON. ROBERT STONE, ACTING ASSISTANT SEC-
RETA V OF DEFENSF: FOR NIANPOWEIV-RESERE AFFAIRS,
AND LOGISTICS

. \,

Mr STONE Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-
nity to appear before the committee to present the Department of
Defense's position on proposed educational incentives legislation.

At this time, we do not support a new comprehensive program of
ed cational benefits,_a new GI bill for military service. Our reason
is simple We are not certain which of the programs of educational
assistance currently under discussion will help us in our recruiting
and retention efforts. We think there is a possibility, i factAat \
some of the current proposals could waste a lot of mon y and/some ,.._
could actually hurt our recruiting and retention prog am. Let mt
explain.

We want to make certain that any new GI bill supports recruit-
ing We think. it is possible to design an educational incentives
program that will help us to recruit more high school graduates,
more individuals who score well on our entrance exams, and more
individuak,who can effectively assimilate\and retain the training
to perform well in the military. But we need more time to design
such a program.

An educational benefits program should lead to an overall in-
crease ink the number of high-quality people entering the military
who would not enlist otherwise. We also don't want to offer educa-
tional assistance for terms of service so short that they will induce
people to enlist for 2 years, for example, instead of 3 or 4. If this
happens, we will just have to recruit lots more people to maintain
our current military strength.

4 We are very concerned about the effect of a GI bill on retention.,
A GI bill could entice'-skilled people to leave milit...ky servi e to
take advantage of their educational benefits instead of reenlis ing. ,
This would not only require us to recruit more people, but it w uld
also Mat our careet force.

Allowing military personnel to transfer their earned benefits to
their dependents might help retention, but we don't know how
effective this type of incentive would be. It might be of considerable
interest to a member with 14 years of service who has children
approaching college age but, remember, half Our enlisted force is
single.
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The value of the transfer privilege, for the unmarried service-
member making his reenlistment decision at-the end crfitt first or
second term is subject to great doubt. And, even f r the unmarried
member" we have a real question. Will the proms e of educational
benefits fur his dependents encourage him to rema in the service
now, even though he,probably won't use the benenus for 15 or 20
years? And if transferability has no real value to someone with
only 4 or 6 years of service, educational benefits may become a
disincentive to retention, since the member must leave service to
take full advantage of his benefits.

We have currently underway a comprehensive effort designed to
answer the questions I've raisec17. In the 1981 Defense Authorization
Act, Congress directed the Department of Defense to test several
different educational programsduring this fiscal year.

We are testing a ncontributofy, inflation-adjusted tuition as-
sistance progrark w1j h includes a subsistence allowance, second,
we are testing a,st e t loan forgiveness program, third, we -are,
testing a new -ersion o eveterans' educational .assi rice pro-
gram, in which the Governor ys the individual's contributign.
In addition, the Army is continuing its experiments with the
VEAP program in which an Individual can receive $17,400rworth
of benefits for a 3-year enlistment.

For plirposes of the test, we have designated separate parts of
the country'in which the various options are offered: I-Tigh school
graduated with no prior military service, who score over 50:--that
is, above averageon the Armed Forces q'ualification test and who
agree to mer a particular militaw occupation, are eligible to
choOse on of our options. Under thi test it is possible for individ-
uals to e rn up to $15,600 in Government-funded education bene-
fits. I ddition, in some cases, an individual can receive an enlist-
ment bonus of up to $5,000 in cash beyond the educationarpackage.

The objective of the test program is to estimate the effect Of an
expanded educational assistaire program on Recruiting, on reten-
tion, and on the future supply of manpower for the All-Volunteer
Force. As part of the test, program, we will conduct two surveys
designed to measure youth awareness of the programs and to meas-
ure attittdes regarding future, education and military service.

Togetler, these efforts will tell us whether or not educational
incentives can attract .high-quality youth into military service.
They will alsq tell us if we can design educational assistance pro-
grams to be a positive inducement for Career service. We don't
want any program that will be a negative irWucement for career
service. Finally, we '11 see he value enlistees ace on an educa-
tional assistance pro ram that includes transferability and other
provisions. ...

.
The preliminary results of our test program will be available by

October. Only then will we feel confident in our ability to recom-
mend to the Congress awducational package that will addreys-the

s concerns we all have.
We laxpect to have permanent legislation ready for your consider-

ation early next year, meanwhile, we need your help in getting
from here to there, to the time that such permanent legislation is ta,
in place. The programs we are testing all expire this year. The `,
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Department asks that CimgreSs gibe us the authority to `L'untinue
these programs until the new permanent legislation is in effeat.

Let me fissure This committee that the Department of Defenseis
cornmittedlo the development and the implementation of an effeL-
tive educational incentives program for, military personnel. Presi-
dent Reagan and Secretary Weinberger have made this commit-
ment publicly We remain convinced that the information we will
gain,from the present educational incentives test, mandated ,b the
Congress, is essential to the design of a new prdgram.

To enact a GI bill before these test results are known would be
risky- and it could waste hundreds of millions of dollars What ,we
clehut want or need is a new ill that hinders rather than helps
the A11- Volunteer Force Mr Chairman, this concludes my re-
marks.

Mr.-EDGAR. Thank yog for your coniments,.0
[The pr Oared stattment of Mr. Stone follows:] I,

.,-,

PREPARED STATEMENT DI. ROBERT A. STONE, ACTING' ASSASTAZ.4T SEllirTARVOF
DEFENSE FOR MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS. AND LOGISTICS

Mr Chairman, members of the Committee, it Is 'a pleasure tu appear befure this,
_Corimittec- tu present the Department uf Defense position un proposed educational

incentives legislation Whether ur {tut Congress should enact a new. GI Bill, at this
time. and what form this bill should take. are very important questions for the
future of the All Volunteer-Force . , 4

As all of you are aware, GI Bills'sime World War II were designed as post - service
educational and vocational assistance programs tu help service people make the
transition from military tu civilian life after serving their country during a time of
armed conflict The GI Bill proposals which are currently being distussed, and
which this Committee is considering, have a very different, purpose The <primary .

it:, purpose is to help the military services attract and retain bright, motivated individ-
uals We unequivocally support such use uf educational incentives But.3ve think
that the awarenqss of this change in emphasis is critical in designing 'Il program of
educational befit for the military . . ...

r At lids" time we do not support a new comprehensive program uf educational
benefitsa new GI Billfor military service Our reason is simple. we are not
certain which uf the programs uf educational assistants currently under discussion
will help us in our recruiting and retention efforts In fact we thinly that there is a
possibility that some of the current proposals could waste a tut of money: and some
could artually,hort our recruiting and retention programs Let me explain

President Reagat has committed his administration L spending whatever is
necessary to improv an military capability But as Secretary Weinberger +las also
said. we will ask for only those resources that we can spetid wisely We would prefer
not to spend hundreds of millionsor even billionsof dollars un educational
benefits that du not expand our recruiting market We don't want just to add new
benefits for peopWsho would have entered militay str"vite anyway The taxpayers.
deserve that we apply our resources more wiselyethan this

We want tu make certain that any IVW CI Bill supports recruiting We think itis
possible to design an educational incentives program that will help us to recruit
more high school graduates, mure individuals who score vvelloon our entrance :
exams, and mure individuals who can effectively assirm to and retainretain the training
necess4ry to perform well in the military Our problem is lt we need a little murej time to design- such a program . 1 rAn educational benefits proglun should lead tu an overallimjease in the number
of high quality people entering the military who wined nyt enlist in the military
otherwise It shi-ild nut simply improve the corn tave Osetion uf one seiiice over
another for tO.i,ol uf higher quality indiv s we are recruiting nbw We must
also be careful Rot tu offer educational as.si tame fur terms of. service so short that 2
they will induce people tu enlist for two years, for example, instead of,three ur four
If this happemi,-we will hove to recruit lots more people to maintain our, military .
strength We need to be exceedingly careful nut to damage the all volurper force in
this way ..

We are also concerned about*Xe efftct of a GI Billion retell-Will A CI Bilt could
atace skilled people to leave military service to take advantage of their educiitional

. .
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lbesefits instead
)of

reeplistint This would not only raise our accession require-.
-ments, it would also hurt our career force

Allowing, military personnel who stay in service to transfer their earned educa-
tional benefits to their dependents might help retention, but we dun't yet know how
attractive this type of incentive would be. It might be of considerable interest to a
member with 14 years of service who has children approaching college age But
remember, half of our enlisted force is single. The value of the transfer privilege for
the unmarried senicemember making his reenlistment decision at the end of his
first or second term is subject W great doubt Even for the young married member
there is a real question Will the promise of educational benefits for his dependents
encourage him ,to remain in service even though he probably won't use the benefit
for 15 ur 20 years' If transferability has no real value td someone with only four ur
six years of service, educational benefits may become a disincentive to retention,
since-the member must leave service to take full advantage of his benefits.

Finally, we believe very strongly, that an educational incentive program must be
Ategrated into the total military compensation package Last year Congress passed
substantial increases in military compensation Military pays was increased 117
percent A variable housing allowance was authorized Enlistment and reenlistment
bonus levels were increased Increases in sea pay, flight pay, and submarine pay
were approved.tin addition, President Reagan has requested a July 1, 1981 military
pay raise of 5.3 percent to restore military pay toe level comparable with the
private sector WeNare also requesting additional bonus authority in fiscal year 1981*
We must evaluate any program for educational incentives in the context of these
recent and planned increases in.inalitary compensalion Dollars spent on military
compensation should complement, and not compewith of duplicate, one another

We currently have undetway a comprehensive test effort designed to answer the
question I have raised. Ih the fiscal year 1981 Defense Authorization Act (Public,
Law 96 -324i, CongreA directed the Department of Defense to test three different
educational incentive programs during fiscal year 1981 These programs "are. a
.tuition assistance program whichois rioncdntributory and inflation-adjusted, includ-
ing a subsistecrecallowance, second, a student lolin forgiveness program, and third,

new version of she Veterans' Educatibnal Assistance Program NEAP) which,,,
the government pays the einclividual's contribution In addition, the Army fs contain.
ing its experiment with, the VEAP program in which an individual can receive
$17,400 worth of benefits fin' a three-year enlistment.

For purposesfif the test, we have designated specific areas of the country in which
two, three and four year enlistment options with certain educational incentives are
being; offered. Only high school graduates with jao prior military service who score
over 50 on the Armed Forces Qualification Test and,who agree to enter a particular
military occupation are eligible to choose one of our optiqns. Under this test, it is

able for individuals to earn up to $15,600 in government funded educational
nefits In some cases, an individual can4recerve an enlistment bonus of up to

$;5,000 in addition to the educational benefits, making his or her entire enlistrhent
incentive package worth substantially more.

The objectIve pf this test program is toggatimate the effects of expalided education
al assistanep programs on recruitment, retention and the future supply of manpow
er for the All Volunteer Force. AS Oft of the test program we Will conduct two .
surveys designed to measure. youth awareness of the programs. The surveys will
measure attitudes regarding future education and military service and the impact of
the aducational assistance programs on their, enlistment decisions. This test pro-
gram will tell us whether educational incentives can attract high quality youth Into
military'serVice It will also tell us If we can design educational assistance programs
to be a pdgitive inducement for career service. Finally, we will, be able to observe the
value enlistees place on an educational assistance program that includes transfera

ctxit-ef living escalation, cash-out provisions and non-contributory benefits
The preliminary results of our test program will be available by October Only

then will we feel confident m our ability to recommend to the Cqngress an educe-
,tiosal incentives package that will' addresia the concerns we all have. We expect to
have permanent legislation ready for your consideration early next year.

Meanwhile Vile need your help in getting from here tb thereto the time that
such perOnapent legislation is in place The programs we are testing all expire this
yetir The Department asks that Congress gave us die authority to continue these _-
programs until the new permanent legiplation,is in effect.

Let me assure this.Committee 'that the Department of Defense Is committed
the development and implenientation of an effective educational incentives prograAli for.thilitary pesennel. Both President Reagan and Secretary Weinberger have made
this 'commitment publicly! But we. remain convinced that the information yve wijl
gain from the ,present educ tional incgritives test, m$ dated by the Congress, is
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essential in desittning an .effective program To enact a new CI Bill before these test
results are known would be risky and could waste hundreds of millions of dollars
What we do not want or need is a new GI Bill that hinders rather than helps theAll Volunteer Force

Mr Chairman, this concludes my prepared statisent I will be glad to answer
, .

any questions you may have at this time

Mr EDGAR YQu have said a g eat deal; and I think I have '4 1
pages of questions for you, but w will hold those questions until
we hear from our other witnesses this morning.

Capt Michael Boorda, Principal Assistant for Manpower and
Reserve Affairs, Assistant Secretary of the Navy We welcome youhere this morning andJook.forward to your testimony as well
STATEMENT OF CAPT.' J. 'MICHAEL BOORDA, PRINCIPAL AS-

SISTANT FOR MANPOWER AND RESIlpiVE AFFAIRS TO THE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAV
Captain BOORDA Thank you, Mr. Cfairman. I listened to Senator

. .

Warner I came into the Navy as a high school dropout, used my
' GI bill to gbt an education, came back I hope our careers have
other parallels, when all is said and done.

1 Mr EDGAR. The Senator should proceed: [Laughter.]
Captain BOORDA Manpower people can make the discussion of

' analysis and vihether.or not we will be successful in recruiting,
retaining and doin other things with people very complex. But we. have a bottom [in , and the bottom'. line is, can we produce theof
trained individual e need, in the .right placebe it on the ground,
in a ship, in an air anewhen we need him.

0 Right now, in the Navy, we can't do that in all circumstances,
and Senator Warner and Congressman Whitehurst talked about
some deficiencies we have. Last year, the 96th Congress, and the
House in particular, helped us quite a bit to move -down the line
toward being able to fulfill our responsibilities.

Admiral Zech and General Bronars told you how pleased they
were I would like to tell you, on behalf of my Sw, etary, that we
most appreciate what you did last year, but it points up something.

It`poihts up that things have to be in balance, people are rational
and people given choices, rnijie choices. What we aregsalking about
today is giving them yet another choice, and I'd lik talk about
manpower analysis in its most ba,sic terms for a minute', to try and
outline what kinds of choices we tetter and better not-give people.

First of all, while we can bra& manpower analysis down into
' thousands of little pieces, I break it down into four thingsnot the
three R's you talked about, Mr. Chairman, but they are close
recruiting, attrition; retention, and reserve participation, And I
think I c.fin talk ay about those four things and tell you about
our Department's coils:erns.

First of all, recruiting is good this year. Bah Our service person-
net chiefs told you that We are recruiting the quality people 'we
need and the quantity, and that is very good, and we ought to be
happy, "but we'd better look into the future.

ti has bee said this morning that the demographics are againstus, and the are, and I. hope the economy -will be against us
because our ecruiting is directly tied to the eeonomy, not just
economy as it is but the.economy as it is perceived by kids finish-
ing high °school.

.1'
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Attrition is a problem It is coming do-''N--fflin talking about first-
term attrition, people who don't finish their first enlistments, and
it is a problem for us, but it is coming down.

It is coming down because we have made a conscious decision in
the Navy and in the Marine Corps to recruit for quality, and we
find that a hi hool-diploma graduate does not attrite at the
rate the, nonhi h school graduate does, Senator Warner and Mike
Boorda aside.

So, we neQQ to get high school graduates, and a GI bill targeted
to get us,hfigh school graduates is certainly something that we
ought to consider very cal-efully.

Retention is up,'"and it is up, in great measure, to what you did
last year and in, I think, not less measure, to the Commandant of
the Marine Corps, supported by the Secretary, in liaving a real
effort to have pride and professionalism in that Corps. You ought
to be prouder than we are.

The Navy is moving in that direction very strongly. I'm sure
Admiral Zech mentioned that, the Chief of Naval Operations ef-
forts. It is not all money, but money is a big part of it.

People do act rationally. When we gave them sea pay last year,
sub pay, some meaningful pay increases, they started staying with
us in bigger numbers_

They also act rationally if you give them opposite choices, and a
GI bill will give a career petty officer, or someone about to make a
career, a staff NCO, another option. Some will choose it. So, a GI
bill, whenever passed, has to consider the fact that it is a draw
against retention, in some measure, and that was talked about by
some of the Members this morning.

Let me give you. an example of how people act rationally and
something you can do something about now. As you know, the GI
bill that terminated in 1977, the benefits from that expire in 1989.

Now, believe it or not, we are losing people ttiday who are telling
usand I hope you will ask this qu tion during your hearings out
in the fieldbut they are saying,- leaving because I want to
use my GI bill benefits."

We gave them a choice, they make a choic maybe not big
numbers, but numbers of people. That doesn't n 'to be.

If we only extend the 1989 date or do away with it, I think we
will find that those who stay with us will not use that benefit in

' large numbers, but we will not have to have them make the choice
to leave.

So, I hope that sometime in the near future, we will get a chance
to work with your staff members and with the members of this
subcommittee to make an attempt to eliminate that 1989 date. It is
causing us real and pervasive problems in the Department of the
Navy.

I said people actand I'm still on my retention topic and I'm
almost finishedbut I said people act rationally. If we don't have
compensation right and we don't have conditions of service right,
then a GI bill that has enough draw to get the high sthool gradu-
ate in the Navy will have enough draw to get the high' school
graduate veteran out of the Navy, and I am very worried about
that, and I think this bill, any bill,_ wVnevero needs to be very

8
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carefully fine tuned' so that we don't create one problem while we
are solving another.

That is a real concern, and the military and the civilians in the
Department of the Navy share that concern. I think that we also
have to remember that the services' problems are not the same.

The Navy brings to the field of battle, a force that is basically in
"existence Our ships have to be manned by enough people to (wer-

e ate the ships safgly and to fight the ships And the reservists that
would come aboaM ship would be relatively small numbers.

In t'h'e Army, on the other hand, I am sure that you will 'hear
next week from Bill Clark about their Reserve needs, and I know
.you haver heard that from General Meyer They are of more con-
cern to them than they are to us, so any bill, again, has to consider
the differing senice needs and not do harm to one Service in the
effort to fi'x a problem in another.

This is a very complex. issue and one we have to deal with.
Finally, I'd like to say that any bill that the Defense brings for-
ward, or that this committee considers, has to be understandable
by the recruiters and by the people you are trying to bring in.

If he needs the education to understand the bill berore he can get
the education benefit, which is now the case with many of the
things we are doing, we haven't accomplished much.

Advertisements for recruiting have ;.o be simple, understandable
and attractive and, if the bill is,too complex, it won't do the job.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr EDGAR. And consistent.
.4o, Captain BOORDA. And consistent.

[The prepared statement of Captain Boorda follows.)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Cwk. J MICHAEL BOORDA, US NAVY. PRINCIPAL As-.

SISTANT. MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS TO THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
THE NAVY. MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS AND LOGISTICS

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I want tolloin previous Depart-
ment of the Nov " witnesses in stating what a pleasure it is to appear before this
Subcommittee The leadership and energy of the House of.Representatives during.
the last Congress were .deciding factors in the passage of legislation tiof major
importance to the manpower health of our Department and the well-being of Navy
and Marine Corps men and women The compensation improvements authored in
the Committee are already having a favorable impact on our personnel and are
reflected in improved retention rates during fiscal year 1981 As you know, the
current Administration has requested additional improvements during Racal year
1981 and in the fiscal year 198:. Budget request I believe It is important to maintain
the momentum created last year and know that the Committee will deal' with these
new requests with the same thoroughness and dispatch that we experienced last
year Getting and keeping compensation in balance. that is. having rewards for
effort and verifice in proporition to the demandlwe place upon our people is
critical to the maintetcean of personnel readiness %nd, thus. combat readiness of
our Forces

I particularly want to thank Mr Montgomery for his initiatives on behalf of past:
present and future servicemen and women Veterans benefi . cational benefits
in particular. have always played a major role in attracting nd keeping high
quality personnel in the Services In this age of ever increas ng technology the
quality of our people also grow in significance It is. however. of critical importance
that we wv ensure that efforts to correct personneI problems are tailored to the
sttuation It is quite possible that correcting one problem could lead to increasing
difficulties experienced in another. equally important. area Let me be more specific

The recruiting of high quality personnel is of the greatest concern. This is a good
year for our recruiting commends They are bringing in the numbers of people we
require and the quality is good Navy iind Marine Corps are meeting their high
school diploma graduategoals Prior setvice recruiting is above target One must
view this success in light of current econ mic conditions. as we cannot afford to
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think only of the current year, me must try to predict future recuiting performanceIt is a well known fact that the eligible youth population will decline during therest of this decade We also believe that youth unemployment plays a significantrole in recruiting success Thus, with'the declining market and, as we all hope, animproving economic situation, we might well expect more difficult recruiting in thefuture. A major education incentive for enlistment might be a key factor in thedecisions of many personnel in opting for military service Certainly past historywould lead us to believe that this is true
Recruitivg is a potential problem but it is not the only problem we face Retentionof high quality, trained and experienced personnel in the career'force is of criticalsignificance as well There is no way that we an replace these personnel withrecruits Put in its most basic terms. it takes eight years to grow eight years ofexperience As we lose petty officers and noncommissioned officers we must recruitand train replacements but these new recruits are extremely expensive, recruitingand training costs are quite high, and they are years away from the level ofproficiency of those who have departed If the loss of potential career personnel istoo great, as it has been over the past several years, recruiting goals may be inflatedbeyond. out ability to recruteeven with the most attractive educational incentives Ifeducational incentives are T1 ems the correction, they might well serve as adisincentive toward retention and thereby increase the overall problem The needsof the Navy and Marine corps today argue for the establishment of those kinds ofbentftes which Will directly encourage large numbers of people to remain on activeduty beyond their initial enlistments We are, as a result, very concerned with theretention attractiveness of any proposed GI BillThere has been considerable discussion regarding the need for comprehensiveeducational benefits legislation, a new GI Bill, for our service personnel Tradition-ally, such bills were designed to reward our veterans for their service by assistingthem in their readjustment to civilian life That assistance not only took thetangibl rn of increased educational opportunities, but also provided a signal tothe eteran 3f society's, appreciation for sacrifices made Today, the imperatives fornew GI Bill legislation such as HR 1400 must incl e ose traditional goals butnew concerns as well If a viable and volunteer mill rce is a benefit to societyas a whole. then the new GI Bill must embrace not on y the needs of the returningveteriabLi.t the needs of the carrer serviceman and woman as well It is clear that a-GI Bill cunnot provide sufficient retention draw to be the total solution to ourcareer foice shortages. It must. however, have sufficienfdraw so that, when com-bined with other retention motivators. tt w II not become a major disincentive

These concerns cannot be accommodated o ly by considering Navy and MarineCorps needs. The Congress and the Department of Defense must consider the needsof all Services. For other Se'rvic'es it may well be that recruiting and reservemanning and participation are the foremost concerns. Certainly, each of the Serv-ices has varying degrees of urgency associated with recruiting, retention and reservemanning goals Aeneince must be sought between the overall social and militaryimperatives and among the Services as well. We must not solve one problem bycreating another
s -

Navy and.Manne Corps are participants in the current DQD test, the EducationalAssistance test Program This test has been designed to better understand theattractiveness of the many and vaned benefit features now being proposed. Prior toenactment of a new GI Bill..we must clearly understand the potential impact onrecruiting, retention and reserve participation and, in order to maintain a healthytotal force posture. it must coincide with other compensation improvemelitsI. have greatly appreciated' the opportunity'to di..5cuss this most,vital matter withyou today and will guist pleased to answer any questions you may wish to ask -
Mr. EDGAR. The next speaker -will be the Honorable J Meis,who is Acting Assistant Secretary, for the Air Force for Manpower,

Reserve Affairs and Installations. ,.

STATEMENT OF JOE F. MEIS, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARYOF THE AIR FORCE FOR 'MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRSAND INSTALLATIONS
Mr. MEIS. Mr Chaii-man, I also appreciate the opportunity toappear before this -Committee, to talk about an issue that I feel is'very important to t he military posture of this Nation.
Being the last g'peiker always puts me in the position of saying,"Well, if I expressed all my views( it would be largely redundant of
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V
what you've already heard, sulI will make my comments as brier' as
1 can .

No. 1, I am aware of the testimony that was given to this
committee by General Iosue on Tuesday of this week, and I would
simply like to say that I full' !r endorse his. views, and that he did
accurately represent the views and the position of the Air Force
with respect to this important issue.

No. 2, it is always a source of comfort to those in the personnel'
business and also to our military population at large, when they
can read in the paper comments that were made by the chairman
in his opening remarks this morning when he referred to the need
to maintain our commitment to the veterans, and this is no time-to

'switch signals.
I think this type of a commitment is a wassurance that is a

source of comfort to our entire military vooll-fftion
No. 3, I'd like to talk just briefly abodt the Air Force situation

General Iosue covered it, my Navy colleague just talked about it,
and that is, the situation is different between and amongst the
military services.

In the Air Force, we have historically been able to meet our
recruiting objectives. We have had a problem with retention So,
whatever education incentive program or package we come up
with, we, the Air Force, are vtry much concerned about the reten-
tion aspect, and it must consider those important considerations

Just a word with respect to its application, to the Reserve forces.
Senator Warner cohered it in considerable detail this morning and
I certainly agree with his views.

I would simply like to say that the Reserve forces are an integral
part of our total readiness posture. To maintanvour Reserve forces
with adequate strength, both in terms of numbers, quality of
people, education and so on, is as important in a Reserve force unit
as it is in the actke, therefore, that pqrtion of the bill or proposal
that we have talked about and that is contained in H.R. 1400
pertaining to the Reserves is very- important and I, for one, want to
endorse that aspect as strongly as I possibly can.

I would finally like to say that I btiieve something else we have
to talk a' little bit more about is that there is no question that we
need some educational incentives within the military system, hut I
think we refer to it too many times as serving the purpose of bnly
providing a recruiting and retention purpose, and I think it ex-
tends far beyond that because the benefits that we get from the
increased educational levels are also benefits that accrue to our
total society, not only while they are in the service but once they
depart and take 'up their vocational responsibilities as productive
members of the private sector.

And with these opening remarks, I'd just simply like to say,
again, I want to emphasize that we peed some educational incen-
tives. I think we need the time, however, to really assess and hear
all of the views with respect to this important matter, so we can
put together a very meaningful and workable package, a workable
program.

Finally, I would like to commekd the committee for the aetion, it
is going to take to go out and visit military installations and hear
the views, particularly from the people who will be the benefici -'
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aries or recipienti of this type of a program, and no just base tour
decisions on Washington level testimony.

I would say, based on my own experience and my travel, I make
it a point every time I,visit an installation, to have a little skull
session, particularly with enlisted me bers. And I can say without
reservation, Mr Chairman and meters oC the committee, that
second only to pay comparability, edu ationanenefits or intiatives
is the most sought after incentive that our people are looking for.

I think it will go a long way toward recruiting and also reten-
tion, which is the most significant thing we are seeking, from an
Air Force point of view. Thank you very much.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you very much for your testimony. It,is very
helpful, very targeted and very to the point.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Meis follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOE F MEIS, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE'AIR
FORCE FOR MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS AND INSTALLATIONS

Mt Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, education and training oppor-
tunities have tilidtionally been a major attraction for young people.to serve in the
military The Vietnam era GI Bill was a strong incentive for military service and
the decision to replace the Vietnam era GI Bill, for persons entering the service
after 1976, with the much less desirable contributory Veterans Education Assistance
Program (VEPAP), significantly reduced the appeal of military ,service for many
high quality personnel with college or vocational aspirations.

As we enter the decade of the 1980s, the military services are faced with a mat
difficult recruiting environment The vipulation of 17-21 year-old high school grad-
uates is foiecast to decline by some 20 percent by the year 1990. Additionally,

'surveys indicate that the propensity of young le to consider military service has
dropped substaially The myriad of easily o inablt funding sources for higher
education whit lf do not require military sere e certainly has contributed to this
shift in attitude. .

In addition to the antkpated tough recruiting, and of even grea
concern to the Air Force, is the .need to be able to retain adequate numbers

reer personnel There is evidenZe that the recently enacted
er new compensation iqitiatives are bearing fruitpa icu-

additional incentives yet to come. Retention is turning
urethat any new education incentives does not work

. old GI Bill was A strong recruiting attraction, large
the military left to use their eductaion benefits upon

enlistment. This was offset to a degree by in-service
ave helped to retain quality people Since termination

rce has had over 300,000 in-service college enrollments
, 63 percent were serving, beyond their initial enlistment.

ese enrollments were using the in-service provision of the

highly skilled mi
raise along with the
larlS, with the promise
around So we heed to e
against retention While t
numbers of people who ente
completion of their initial
education programs which
of the GI Bill, the Air F
reported annually Of th
Thirty five percent of t
GI Bill.

In my judgment, it id clear that similar educational .opportunities serve a national
value by helping many young people achieve vocational and educational goals, who
might not haveldene so otherwise had they not chosen to serve their country.

A properly designed new education incentives program would improve sthe serv-
ices' ability to compete, in a deteriorating recruiting environment, for high quality 4

young people and at the same time meet our critical retention need. A balanced
program is essentialone which offers adequate incentives "up front" to attract,

h quality young people and which has strategically placed retention incentives'
esigned to promote continued service from substantial numbers of highly trained

and ex enced personnel
Than you for the oppo pity to address the distinguished ,committee on this

very im..rtanVissue

. EDGAR. Before w
recognize the fact that
School in Delaware Go
room,

move to our next speaker, I would like to
Ipout 50 students from Springfield High
nty, Pa., crave joined us in the hearing

8D
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'It happens to be a eery unique high school because back in the
old days whep I was little, I graduated from that high school. I.
would like to recognize their presence today and thank them for
stopping by in Washington. I hope, if they are able, in their brief
hours here, to understand how human and how complicated a
system of government we have, and how much it depends on their
involvement in the process. We welcome`you to the hearing

Our next witness will be Bob Smith. Bob is Director of Personnel
and Training for the Office of the Secretary, Department of Trans-
portation, Bob, we, welcome your testimony and hope that you will
summarize 'our comments and then we can move to questions.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. SMITH, DIRKTOR OF PERSONNEL

Ar TRAINING, U.S. DEPARTNIVT OF TRANSPORTATION
Mr Small Yes, sir, I will when I heard that Mr. Meis was the

last speaker, I was ready to leave the room.
'I would like to take exception to the chairman's remarks earlier.

Secretary Lewis is not "strange," he is a very nice man.
I do appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee

and express the views of the Department of Transportation on H.R.
1400.

To summarize my remarks 'very quickly, the Department does
support an effective educational assistance program We recognize
there is a need to attract and retain highly skilled and competent
individuals into the military service, and we need to do this in an
effective fashion The operative word in my comments, hdwever,
was effective.

We do support the posture of the Department of Defense in
terms of testing out whether thiS will do what Sys purported to do
We are not supportive of anything that would waste the taxpayers'
money unnecessarily. If the tests support these goals, we then
would strongly support it.

As ypti heard, I believe, on Tuesday, the Coqst Guard was not
included as part of this bill. We do strongly, urge, in whatever
legislation is enacted by the Congress, that the Coast Guard be
included. They are an armed force 'established by the Congress.
They are just as much in need of skilled manpower and retaining
skilled people as the Army, Navy, Air-Force, and Marines.

Those are basically my comments, Mr. Chairman, and I will be
glad to answer any questions on behalf of ate Department.

Mr EDGAR Thank you for your testimony. I will ask unanimous
conkot that the Coast Guard be considered in all future discus-
sifts orthe bill I don't think you will be left Out as the bill moves
through the process of consideration.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT S SMITH, DIRECIOR OF PERSONNEL, U S
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

4 appreciate the opportunity to alwear before the committee and express the
views of the Department of Transportation on H R 1400 the Veterans Educational
Assistance Act of 1981 .

First of all the department believes that an effective assistance program is of
great importance to our national secure tilL Every day the tasks required of our
se iceme ome technologically more co This is no less true of the Coast
Gua d tha o the other branches of the armed forces To perform these tasks well
requ es the so f individual who has skills and interests in academic areas, and
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\ whatever program the Congress may ultimately enact, the rated States Coast
Guard be included as an equal participant .

Mr Chairman, I conclude my prepared testimony; Once again I appreciate the
opportunity to appear and I will be happy to answer any.questions.

TMr. EDGAR. All fou ou ave been helpful in sharing your
comments and being fr k 'and onest. I hope that, in the course of
our questions you can be as ociised and as articulate speaking
from your personal perspective, and give us the opportunity to
amplify'some of your comments.

I am struck with the difference of testimony between those of
you who have come to testify this morning, tosome degree, and the
testimony we received on Tuesday. It is in those areas that I would
like to pursue some lines of qiiesticniing, ancLyield to my colleague ..
in a few moments, to pursue those questions as well. ,

Let me begin with Mr. Stone. Could-you, for the record, tell us
what your background is, what your former career was'befy,,ke you
became the Acting Assistant Secret4r3f of Defense? ,

Mr. STONE. I'll be happy to, Mr. Chairman. May,I start with the
fact that my mother is a graduate, of Chester High School.

Mr. EDGAR. I IT not ask any of the oranky questions. [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr STONE. I was educated at Massachusetts Ipstitute of Technol-
ogy in chemical engineering, worked in the aerospace industry for
about 10 years. I hove been with the Department_of Defense fAr 1g
years, all in Office Of the Secretary of Defense. The last 7
yeaft, I hive teen with the Office of the Assistant secretary for
Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics.

I have been responsible for a -broad range of manpower and
personnel matters. . ,

(

Mr. EDGAR. Why do you suspect, given that rich experience with,
the Defense Department and your background and understanding;
that your testimony differs so directly from General Meyers', Gen-
eral 'Yates and several of the admirals and officers who were here
representing all of the services the other day?

%

O ,
A
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who is motivated toward higher education ,In coming years these people will enlist
in the armed forces in adequate numbers only if their services will provide them
with a means of achieving their educational goals herwise, they will pass up
military service to pursue their education through th many other means that arg
available in our society today The Coast Guard like th uther services cannot afford
to lose these bright, ambitious men and women.

Such an educational assistance program, however, m t be effective. That is to
say, the educational assistance that it provides should n be an end in itself. It
should ,contribute significantly to the recruitment and rete on of capable person-
nel And this coptribution should exist in a favorable balance with the cost of the
program To assure that these conditions are met we support the position expressed
by the Secretary of Defense, Mr Weinberger, in his testimony on March 4, before
the Senate Armed Services Committee.

In that testimony Mr Weinberger pouitk:c1 out that the Department of Defense is
'presently conducting congressionally mandated tests, and I quote, to find out which
programs will work best to recruit and retain the people we need." end quote. He
then promised to report on the tests and, on the basis of the results, to recommend
a permanent program to the Congress by next year We believe that this is a sound
and prudent approach.

In closing, Mr Chairman, I would like to note that H.R 1400 excludes from its
coverage the United States Coast Guard The Coast Guard was established by the
Congress as an Armed Force Its members carry the same obligations as the mem-
bers of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. They must guard the coasts
of our countfy in tune-of peace qnd defend them in time war And, as I have
already noted, .the Coast Guard's need for personnel to perfor complex technical
task's is no less than that of the other services. For these r asons I urge that,
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Mr STOE. Well, that's a tough question. I believe that the all-
out suppo . of the GI bill is based on some hopes that may turn out
to be realized. They are based on the hope that.it will be a power-,
ful draw to the Armed Forces, particularly the Army, of a group of

cpe le that the Army doesn't appeal to very much today
I hope that they are right We will know by fate this year,

whether they are right or not. I believe that to enact a bill now
would risk spending a lot of moneyI heard the figure of $600

illion a year, I have seen much big r estimates --but there ts,a
risk ur spending a lot of money by eriac ing the bill before the facts
are in, and the facts will be in ver s

Mr. EDGAR Let me quote for t tleman some testimony that
did occur-on Tuesday. General Ios in talking about the test
prog5am, said and I quote.

I dn say, without equivocating, that I don't t ink the test wall du anything for us
I think the tests are too narrow, in fact, I have cognizance over recruiting, and I
don't understand it Wt have not athertised the test The recruiters are confused by
it We have very few people participating in it They don't have the information
available in the field and, at best, it is going to take four years or more to determine
whether the retention portion of that test will work So, I think if you are waiting
fur the test, I don't think you ought tu

i.,
forget it Maybe that money can be spent in

a different manner.

Then in questioning by my colleague, Mr Daschle, General Bron-
ars of the Marine Corps, testifying, I think, fairly accurately, said,
and I quote: ,.

And we did participate. as do the other services, in the test program which was
initiated for some of the services in December For the Marine Corps, we started the
panticipation in January The test is to continue through this fiscal year, and would
terminate, as I understand ft, on October 1st There are three different sections of
the low that established and mandated the test program one is Section 901, which
provides for a test in certain geographic areas of our country As far as the Marine
Corps is concerned, and I can correct these for the record if my recollections are
incorrect, but I believe 11 out of 47 recruiting stations participate in section 901,
which basically provides for an ppportunity or an option for the Individual that is
considering service on active duty for, tuition grants

He further Sates: .

As far as the Marine Corps is concerned, 14 put of 47 recruiting stationartici-
.

pate in section 903

He goes on to talk about the fact that there is a,second phase of
the test that is to -commence on April 1, which'is aimed not at
recruiting, which is phase 1, but at retention.

Now, .we are going to start a test on April 1, finish it in Septem-
ber, and have more data than wethave today to ask the question of
impact on this particular question.

Before you respo,nd to that, it occurs to e that the VEAP
program has not worked, and that in your estimony, several of
your testimonies, you indicated that there ar three or four differ-
ent tests or experiments out there npw being c nducted.

Most of the testimony we have received today.indicate that
either the tests are not thorough enough or the ear16, indications of
the tests are that they have failed, or that the tests will not give us
any additional data at the end of the test period.

In light of the Air Force testimony, the Marine Cor0 testimony
and the other testimony that our Chairman, Sonny Montgomery,
made indicated relationship WI the fact thdt the Armed Services
Committee and the Congress of the United State would be willing
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to back off from those test programs, -w high ak very expensive, in
order to put in'place a' coherent, consistent GI education bill for
the long term.

Are you satisfied that the tests -we are doing are adequate to
answer all of the questions that are presently be e us? Are you
satisfied that putting in, place a GI bill at this t in history
would not help in recruitjnent, retention and rehabilita.' of per-
sons who serve in the All-Volunteer Army?

Mr STONE. Let me talk about the test in two parts, Mr. Chair-
man. First, it is not quite fair to characterize he test, itself, as
expensive The test is cheap, but the benefits than we are off4ring
.under the,tegt are expensive.

We are offering benefits upwards of $15,000 a year. fur estimate
is that during the year people will have signed up for benefits
wokth about $100 million. The administration of the test is a very

-ssm I expense.
Now, how satisfiecLam I wi_th_the test? Let me talk about the two

pieces of the test. One is the test of the recruiting incentive. I am
very satisfied with that. We have recently started to advertise that
heavily By the end of the year, we will, have solid data.

countryuntry is divided into four parts The first part, which is
P.)

about half the ,country, is a control part, our other three offerings
are.split roughly eyenly among the other three4arts of the coun-
try.

At the end ot the year, we will be able to tell you that in the
control area, enlistments were upwell, just let, me make up an
illustration Enlistments in the control area of high-scoring high
school graduates were up r. percent. Enlistments in control test cell

----A were up 10 percent. That kind of result will tell us whether the
thing we are offering in cell ,A is drawing high-scoring high school
graduates. I am very satisfied with that.

We will be in very goodshape as far as knowing the effect of the
GI bill on recruiting. We will know whether'it expands our market
or just distributes more benefits to the people who are already-/ enlisting.

As far as retention, it would be comfortable for an analyst to say
we want to measure people's behavior every 20 years, so let's run a
test (9r 20 years. We know we can't do that.

We know that a GI bill will hurt retention. There is no question
about that. First of all, it is unimaginable tIfat an incentive that
would draw people in s4 that they gould get a college education
would not draw any people out. We kilow it will hurt retention. We
don't know how much.

We have some data on what:Iapperted.to retention when the last
GI bill expired_ What we will test is whether the retention gen-

-tives that we'are offering have any benefit on retention.
There is a chance that we won't have a solid answer to that. ,,I

would say that we will have a solid answer to the recruiting thing,
and we will have better insights info the reteiltion issue.

Mr EDGAR. Don't we have some evidencelonithe recruitment, in.
light of the charts that were sh ed the otlakr day, in 1975, 1976,
1977 and 1978 time frame when' the dip vent down after the
veterans' GI bill was term ated? r

78-232 0 - Rtt- 9"
.11
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Mr. STONE 'Mr Chairman, I think -those, charts were plainly
misleading. The- -

Mr EDGAR You are 'suggesting that the Defense Department
would "come, with' all oT their higha-§- we called them the other
daymuckety-mucks, and mislead us?

Mr ST0f4E. No, no. I think that a lot of people are trying to
analyze what has happened in the past. The charts that I'm think-
ing of are the charts that show GI bill benefits falling off and
recruiting-falling off:

We can correlate our recruiting probleps very closely with un-
employment, with youth unemploymerit. When youth unemploy-
ment' gets bad, recruiting gets good. That is the principal lesson of
the past few years. ° d,,

was going down in the middle 1970's, and our
recruiting was getting harder Unemployment has been high' in the
last'couple of years, and recruiting has been good.

I don't .think we have any solid basis to say that recruiting
troubles stem from the end of thg,GI bill.

Mr EDGAR Just for., toe recoR, I thihk it has to be clear that as
a recruitment incentive, whether it is pay, or whether ,it is educe-_,
tion benefits, or whether it is any other Benefit, you need a larger
number of recruits than you;need persons retained within the
service, to do 'qualified skills' in specific areas, is that not true?.

Mr. STONE. Yes; that is true. -
Mr. EDGAR. I yield to the gentlegian from Michigan--
Mr STONE Mr. Chairman, may I .make one comment'? I don't

mean to imply that anyone has consciously mjsled or intended to
mislead the committee. I would be critical only of the interpreta- .
tiqn of data which is opeh to interpretatiw.

Mr. EDGAR. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. SAWYER. I thank you very much, members of the panel. it

has been educational tome toligten to these varying points ofop, - .view.
You may 'havebeen 'here wilen..iasked whether instead of a

specific program in which Som6 'Aight lie very interested, some
might not be interested at all, which" might,,bn the one hand, act as
a deterrent to reenlistnfent or coRtinuation of career, might we not
be more effective by taking .what the program would° cost and
adding it to the pay and other direct jriduements to both attract
people and keep them in, and let them deGlde what they want'.to do
with the additional money as opposed to setting a specific type
program that they either take, advantage of bi- get nothing?

r. STONE. Mr. Sawyer, I on 't think anyo,..4 can prove that
position right or wrong. I th. k the e is an ,awful lot of good sense
to it and, in fact, I've seen so e a .alysis of fiiis isue by the
Congressional Budget Office, and w uld encourage you to Consult
with them but, in their analysis, theway they estimate tte:effect
on recruiting is to convert the benefits to a taqh equivalent.

Young people who want an educationwhat they really want is
the money with which they may get an education. I think we ,
would get a lot of benefit by Making some equivalent cash offering,
it might be more efficient usi of money.

Mr. SAWYER. I guess all of us here in the'Congress have spent a
considerable amount of time kicking around this All-Volunteer

9
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med Forces, and what the alternatives are, and what it's prob-
ems seem to be. U
Certainly, we have all rea widely on. analyses of what it has

done to_thexaliber of manpo er and retention and all that sort of
bit.

I wonder if what we do really need is a structural reanalysis
of the Armed Forces b d on making them an attractive long
range, career, which we efioing to have to do if we are going to
stay All-Volunteer. ,

It seems N me police departments and other operations are all
.oversubscribed, really, with people who want to join and, while I
realize the military isn't analogous to that, it seems to me that if
'they werewe are almost playing at loggerheads with each other.

We are saying, "Hey, look, here is an.. attractive career and we
will accrue you some educational benefits so you can get out of it
and do something else as soon as yoa've accrued jt." , ,0

It seems to me if we were to give some real serious nalysis to
opening easily the ranks from noncommissioned to co in. sioned,
to career opportunities, to in-house education, that w 1 enhance a
military career as opposed to learning something you can get but
and make some money at civilian level, I just think the whole
thingwe have proceeded to go on the basis, structuraity, of a
draft based, or compulsory-based service, and have not really struc-
turally analyzed it to make it a totally attractive career.

While I recognize there are bad parts to a military careerother
careers you don't have to stay .7 months at sea, separated from
your family and so onthere are adverse things about a lot of
other careers, too, that they seem to very successfully still attract

. all kinds of people.
Instead of this kind of thing, I have some feeling that the whole

thing needs to be kind of restructured from a career point of view,
I as opposed to operating, as we always have, on kind of a draft.

pattern operation. Do you have any comments on that?
Captain BOORDA. Let me comment just ,for the Navy and Marine

Corps for a minute. We need lots of different kind's of people. There
sn't one guy, or one woman, out there that^we are looking for.

I want to correct something while Chairman Montgomery is here
because I wilr be in big trouble if-I don't, and it does pertain to
your question.

We docare abo the Reserves in the Navy a whole lot, General,
we really do, t it points up something. Tibia- Army might be
ableand ish Bill Clark was hereto use more 2-year people
who rolle through the Army and- went out into the Reserves, and
the Navy could usethe Navy needs people who get technically
trained, and sometimes that, takes a long time, and then we've got
to. get som ff for all that itraining, and some experience.

Y u ,w, you o t somebqdy working on your car that
n v .aw the car,bef e i'rould like him to work under the.
tu e of, a more sen r guy for a while. So, there are some
I

. 1
ratives of the jobs that need th be done', that drive us to

° ,. rtain kinds of career patterns, and also drive us to seek certain
....er kinds of people, and they, are different, for each of the services.

We are lookitig,,,in,treavy,,tbwaTd waXs to make careers more
"attractive an pgrh,hps different, to 4natc4 our requirements, the; ' CI i ,. 3, /....3
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same things. yod are talking about They include compensation, .
includenclude tnaking the 'Navy and Marine Corps a .more prideful

kind of plaZe where a per§gh wants to I4e the*, so' we attract and (-'3retain a person that fahtTto live the kind of. life you ame talking
about. , . 1.1,

We also need some people to come in and leave, othekvise, there <

won't be I R R or a Selective Reserve. The point pf everything I am
'sayin Mr Sawyer, is that we are looking a't exactly the kinds.of
things v.ou are talking about in Dv program, a GLbill7, a pay raise,
educatio al benefits for a career person' that, they can pass to their
dependen , selective reenlistment bonuses, extra aviation, career
inceptive, a I of those are targeted . toward certain kinds of people
we need to d certain kinds of things. e.

The kinds of things we need them to do-are givens The iinds of .:
people we need r'e sort of Ovens It is these'benefit Pack'ages and
other things that are not the givens that we have to struggle with -- ...If
to make sure that-attacking one thing doesn't cause another,prob-,'
letn. . , . . v

.
I think, sir, yod are right on th,e money.- I think that is.sxaetly,y -,''',,

what we are talking about, th'e kind pf analysis needs to be lone :In <
each of these, to keep diem all in litalance. ,- ..;

4, ... , '
I, by the ray, support moving enlisted people to officerwan 'k , andd t'

I think both Senator Warner and,l, and lots of Other people; think
that's 'a fine idea. We are doing more, of- that in our eervice.

Mr EDGAR. The time of tht gentleman hag, expired.
Mt SAWYER. My time tuns a little faster than ,the Chaii;.
Mr 'MP:IS I WOjiid like, later, to also give a response ..to that, from.' an Ai? Force point of view.

,

..
, ,

Mr.Fa:PAR Well, fet's yield, at this point, to be consistent with
the question. I will yield to the gentleman. " .

Mr. MAIS. I will make it as brief as' possible. Certainly,
,>.
4

views needoto be examined and they' will be examined, but I would.
like to m4ke a point, and that.is, r want tcl make sure that we don't
putliw total focus oil' the pay aspect of,. it, by distributing aeross
the hoard." :,

^ ,
What we are seeking in this

,
area, and ,the Congre'ss 'went a long

way toward achIeVing that lust year, ,and tat was the pay compa-,
raDility aspect of it.

;,- *.. .1 . L;
As I view it, if I were a comf-hander in the fieldot a Manager of, 1,

the program, wipt we ate. seekingwee IS. No. I, 40 attract .better ,..f.
quality peopie,'or if we don't-enlist Them as elualitypeople, that, we
can promote'uality by givihg them these ,educatignal apportani-

, eirties and incqntives.s .,

4 .i't) r4tottalpopulation, ,--;iot" td make personal lhd -.
Until sacrifices, to-go schodl ox teler if may be, -brit those ). ',..

dedicated individuals; e ones. that haVe;thg courage to subject
'''' ';;.. 4themselves' to sp..0Q'aUz trai5ing, t t'w.e-lieedliin '44.4(ore sophis-

: ' 1., ,tvatdcktiFld ktraiNe re liv. 'in . ,: -.:, 14 - t °" ';

b 4,*etTeerAO,firitfe gducationa hene oeincentive gaci*e;thould-. ,-be V,eparale 4 Inct from just tF total par paokage..1 think"
, ,, .e..44110 is extreme imtiortant. I .

"-man of the full commithpe, Sonny Montgomery.
. ,
. Q r.,. , ... id, . a

, sp s

Mr EDGAR. T anCyou for that contribution. I yield to the chair-`
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Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly agre0
with the statement made by the 'Assistant Secretary from the Air
Force, and would like tb welcome the other gentlemen here` to
testify to the Veterans' Affairs Committee.

We have seen each other before, but it has been over at the
House Armed Services Committee.

Mr. Chairman, actually this GI educatiop bill was not an "idea
that I created or that Senator Armstrong dreamed up, in effect. It
really came from talking. to the different commanders and ,ser-
geantt in the American military forces, on the Pei-sonnel Subcom-
mittee where we work, in the House Armed Services Committee,
trying t6 find ways to improve the Personnel in the military

It became clear to the in tie latter part of last year; and the first
part of this year, that some type of strong educational bill was
what the commanders and the sergeants and the petty officers
were telling us as we moved around the c$untry and around the
world.

So, actually, this idea really comes from the guy out in the field,
as 'far as I'm concerned and,' quite frankly, in my opening stale-

, ment when you started these hearings, I prefer going back to a
draft, and especially to a limited draft, to fill up the Individual
Ready Reserve where we really have some very very serious prob-
lems, but I'm realistic enough to know that we arEfnot going to be
able to get a draft. I don't think this Congress would pass it under
the peacetime situation we find ourselves in now, and the Presi-
dent has made it very clear that he(tvill not Support a draft, so we
have to try to make the All-Volunteer system work.

And I think this is"one pf the last efforts' that we find ourselves
in, is some type of GI educatioh bill. That is what the enlisted
people have told .me that they think would kedp them in the
service.

Now, Mr Secretary Stone, havekyou actually read the bill that
Mr. Edgar and I -have introduced? Have you actually, in detail,
looked at this bill?

AMr. STONE. Yes, I have read an assessment of the individgal
provisions, Mr. Montgomery. I haven't read the bill, itself, as it is
phnted by the Congress, but we have a paper with the individual
provisions laid out.

Mr EDGAR We will make a copy available to you.
Mr. STOrIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Well, Mr. Chairman and Mr Sawyer, I was

really a part of the educational test programs that we started on
the House side, and we are getting strong testimonyI don't think.
anybody could have been any'strcmger than General Iosue of the
Air Forcethat they are not even implementing these tests, and I
was part df these tests that we wanted you to try to take a look at

And ,the chief recruiter for the Army said, "It is total confusion
You have actually given us four educational programs, and the
recruiter himself doesn't understand them and doesn't know which
one to push." -

So, I think ,we've got alreat opportunity here, to move along
with this education bill and lack off from these other areas I've
been involved with the Armed Services Committee, and when they

9"
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start telling you, Bob, that we're going to run .a test on it, that's
going to delay the whole program. for at least 3 to 4 years.

That is what the Defense Department did to us in the House
Armed Services Committee on incentives for the National Guard
and Reserve. We had CO bypass the Defense Department.

We passed incentives for the Guard and Reserve over the objec-
tions of the 'Defense Department. Now the, Defense Department
totally supports the incentives. We don't want to bypass you, but
we think we've got a good bill here and we think it has some merit
to it, andI had the privilege of having breakfast with the Presi-
dent of the United States the other morning.

I didn't bring it up, but somebody was a4ing about the military,
and he told us around the table, "I like th'N.GI education idea. I
think it's got some merit to it, and it should be considered."

And I mentioned to him, "Well, you'd better talk to the folks
over at the'Defense Department," but I think you ought to back off
on saying that we're going to do these tests because your people in
the field are not doing them, and we've been in Congress long
enough to know that testing just takes a long time.

We know the GI education bill works. It sure worked in World
War II, and in Korea, and in Vietnam. I certainly hope we can
have your cooperation because r hope the chairman will move this
bill along and we can have it on the floor as soon as possible.

Mr EDGAR. Before I ask some questions, does anyone want to
respond to Mr. Montgomery's comments?

Mr. STONE. I think I'd like to. [Laughter.]
Mr. EDGAR. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. STONE. What Mr. Montgomery says about the Reserve incen-

tives is just absolutely right. The Department of Defense opposed
them, and he 'pursued them and forced them on us, and we like
them and we think they are good.

The educational incentives test, which was directed last year by
the Congress, we feel we are trying to install. It is just started. We
have checked with the recruiting offices, and the recruiting portion
of it is in effect now.

We have hadI don't have "gfl the data in, but we -have had
several thousand takers among young recruits. The, retention por-
tion has not started, will not start until next month.

We recognize, as General Thurman has said, it is a burden on
the recruiters, it makes them work harder. And there is some
confusion when the thing starts, but by the end of September, we
will have solid information on how `powerful a draw these benefits
are. And, of course, we will do whatever the Congress requires us
to do.

Mr. EDGAR. There has been a lot of talk this morning about
waiting until aftei the tests are completed. I wonder if each of you
would answer the following question very simply.

Are you willing to gamble and wait 2 or' 3 years in a changing
political climate to put in place a new GI bill, or are you willing to
make the kinds of adjustments that may be necessary, given the
data or given the recruitment and retention incentives that you
ha e, in a bill this year. Mr. Stone, do you want to begin?

E That is an uncomfortable choice, Mr. Chairman. I
think, in a sense, it is not a fair one. I think that if the results

.
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froth our tests show that educational incentives, the kinds of things
we are testing, are powerful helps to the Armed Forces, I can't
imagine that they wouldn't be 'enacted by the Congress next year
It is the name Congress that ' are talking to today. I just don't
understand why or how we c Id be faced with that choice) sir.

Mr. EDGAR. Do others want e respon5I to that?
.Captain BOORDA. I di5n't presume to comment on the political

situation, as to whether, you can get a bill this year, or
never, or 3 y6ars from now, qi That is your business

I've got to tell you that in the Department of the Navyand I
think if the two military peTunnel chiefs were here, they would
say the same thing because tte've talked about it within the last
couple of dayswe don't need a GI bill' this year

We don't need the GI bill this year because we are making our
recruiting goals in qualtity° and quantity. 0,kir concern is for-

Mr. EDGAR. Would the gentleman yield on that point? The Wash-
ington Post, this morning, makes the following statement.

The Navy today, fur example, needs 22,000 more petty officers and chiefs to man
by the book the -1;6 ships in its fleet, and this does. not count the battleships loud
and Neu lerse,....th<he adnungqation wants to take out of mothballs

Is that statement in todiy's Washington Post incorrect?
Captain BOORDA. In numbers, it is incorrect, in the thrust, it is

absolutely right We are going to needand we are only estimating
now because what does the 600-ship Navy look like as far as the
shipbuilding plan. We aile working hard to develop that shipbuild-
ing plan but, by 1988 of so, we are going tp need about 47,000 to

x48,000 more people in the force. -

Now, when I said that we don't need it today, we don't need a GI
bill this year. We are ,doing fine this year. Do we need one next
year? I agree with Bob,Stone, and I believe most people would, that
our recruiting success is tied to the economy, what's going to
'happen in the economy. .

Are we going to need a GI bill in the- future? Yes, sir I can't.
comment on thp political realities of when you pas's it

Mr. EDGAR. Mr Meis?
Mr. MEI5. I would like to *respond by saying, standing alone, the

sooner we get an educatiorpal incentive package or program, the
sooner we will be sending tile signal to our people in the field that
will be influencing their future.

Now,,/however, within t4e Department of Defense, OSD, unfortu-
nately, this does not stand alone It has to be considered along with
other priorities and programs that are being considered within the
total Department.

I think, as far as the test is concerned, I, for tie, have some
concern with respectt to how meaningful the data ill be that we
will generate by October 1, but the feel remains, it will be some
meaningful information.

If we take that informalion and apply good judgment, rationale
and experience to the' data-that we collect, I feel we could put

*tOgether, a much,more meaningful, a better structured and work-
able program, perhaps, if we had a little more time, and introduced
it as a legislative package as apart of our 1a83 program and to be
considered by the next sesion of the legislature. I believeethat is
generally the thrust of the QSD view.

i- 1 .
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Mr EDGAR. Mr. Smith?
Mr SMITH. Mr. Chairman, of course, the Coast Guard pales by

comparison to the other Armed Forces, but only- -
Mr EDGAR. It takes a prominent position in this committee.
Mr SMITH With only 35,000 to 40,000 military people, I don't

think they are having, as. I understand it, serious recruitment
problems right now. The retention problems, however; are growing.,

If the Educational Assistance Act exacerbated the retention prob-.
lems then, of course, we don't need it, obviously. If it assists us in
retaining highly qualified, technical people, then, of course, we
would support it.

Mr EDGAR. Thank you I have additional questions, but I would
like to yield at this time to my colleague from Michigan, Mr.
Sawyer.,

Mr SAWYER. Thank 'you, Mr Chailnan. I spent 4 years in the
Navy myself, on acti4-e duty, so I had a little picture of military life
underwell, it was not as pleasant, as peacetime conditions,
sure While it may seem, at first blush, to be a ridiculous compari-
son, I think' I understand you need enough bodies but you don't
need to retain them all, in fact, it'would be colinterproductive if
you didn't have a turnover of certain ones and retaining the skilled
ones that you needed on a career basis.

Strangely enough, that's how Wall Street law firms operate.
Thdy are a little peculiar compared to law firms from my part of
the country, but they regularly go out and recruit about five times
the number that'they ever intend to make permanent partners or
retain on, hire them kind of on a 3-year basis, but the chance of
becoming a partner, if you are one of the very few invited, is
seiciently attractive that they never have any trouble filling up
their five times as much in their recruiting.

It would seem to me that we might give some thought to really
making the career opportunity for those who are, in effect, asked
to stay on and make a career, so very attractive that it, in itself, is
an attractant to get people in under livable, but not necessarily
exciting conditions, for 2 or 3 years, with just the opportunity to be
invited to stay on and make a career, and ,a career being so
attractive that they can do it.
, Now, I just think structurally we have got to look at this ,if we

are going to have an All-Volunteer Force, where you want a big
number at the bottom, but with selectivity being able to keep,those
that are.

I wonder if there has been any thought to making,.not necealar-
ily overbuilding inducements to get people in initially for the 3
years, but to make the attraction so great on the career people that-
it, in itself, is an attractant to get the people in, to take a chance at
getting into the career. Is there any thought given to that?

Mr STONE. We.recognize the need to make career service more.
attractive The last Congress went a long way toward doing that,
and the new administration is proposing a number of things that
should make career service more attractive;

In fact, the career force is bigger now, as a percentage of the
total military strength, we have more careerists than we ever did
befoire. It is over the next. 5 years or so that the Defense Depart-
ment, really all the services, are going to face a real challenge in

. 4
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recruiting the number of peoplend the kind of people that they
need.

It is hard to imagine a system which would call for us to recruit
even greater numbers and make entry into the career force more
selective.

The other thing I would say along those lines is that the military
jobs are getting more complicated, on the average. The, equipment
that the military members have to use and maintain is getting
harder to use and maintain, and there is a real thrust toward
getting more service, more years of service out of the average
person, rather than less

Mr SAWYER, I am sympathetic to what has been alluded hereto.
that it is too bad; that we have to kind of go along the track of one
thing for all of the s&vices

I visualize, at least, that the demands of the Army, for example,
are very, very different than the demands of the Navy, which is
mostly all technical people, or the Air Force, which would be
similar

I wonder there would be any possibility or thought along the
line of kind of tailoring a separate program. a different program
for each, to try and aim it at where their peculiar needs are. We
;end to just treat it as one service as far as things like we are
considering now.,er maybe reserve policies, or other things.

It seems to me that we could do some trying to tailor make to
accommodate the needs of each of the services, recognizing that
they are quite different in personnel -1,Mr STONE. Mr Sawyer. we have a military compensation system
that is complicated and tailored beyond imagination. We do tailor
our ,pay system, in good 'measure, to the needs of each service.

For example, today and for the past couple of years, the Army
puts a lot of compensation into enlistment bonuses to get high (
school graduates to enlist for 4 years.

TI-) Navy puts a much greater share than the other services into
reenlistment bonuses to get career people to reenlist.

We have recently gone to big increases in sea pay, -which are
strictly Navy Under .the educational assistance program, the Army
offering is considerably more' attractive than the offering of the
other services because we offer what we call a kicker in the

,Armythat is, sornebody- coming into all the services can sign up
for the basic Veterans' educational assistance program where he
can put $50, or S75, or $100 a month into a fund which the
Government matches 2 -for -1 Army enlistees can get an additional
$2,000 to $6,000 for that.

So. we do a fair amount of tailoring, and it might Well be useful
for us to do more.

Mr SAWYER. Thank you. I yield back, Mr. Chairman
V Mr ERGAR Before I begin my questons, I'd like to thank my
cplleague, Mr Sawyer, for spending as much time with us this-
morning on this very important issue, and there are questions that
have been raised by Mr. Smith and Mr. Gramm and other mem-
bers of our committee, that I think are helpful in developing and
devising a response on the educational side, and I appreciate your
taking the time to focus those questions.

10 ;
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Let me go back to Stone for a minute. The Army Chief of
Staff, General Meyer, stated in his testimony before the committee
on Tuesday and I quote, The biggest single deterrent to the cur-
rent readiness of the Army is turbulence."

General Meyer tied that turbulence and the low retention rates
within the service directly to Jock numbers of high school graduates
entering the Armed Forces. He stated that only 5f percent of the
nonhigh school graduates entering the Army remain in the Army

Would you agree with the Generars,statennent and his premise'
Mr STONE Yes, I would, Mr Chairman.
Mr. EDGAR. Can you give us, for the record or publicly today, the

cost involved to the Federal Government in training and in paying
a soldier who does not complete his initial tour of duty? What is
the average cost to tie Government?

Mr. STONE. Well, the average cost of training varies by service I
think a decent order of magnitude number would be about $5,000
to train someone in one of the less demanding skills, in one of the
job that is more likely to be (Wed by a high school dropout

And if we lose 50,000 of these people before the end of their
term, that is $250 million worth of training. Those are very
rough

Mr. EDGAR. Could you supply for the record, a detailed average
analysis, by service, of the cost to the Government of those who fail
to complete their tour of duty?

Mr. 'STONE. Yes, we can.
[The-information follows]
The approximate average cost to the guyernment, by seryiLe, of an individual who

fail4to` complete an initial tour of duty is Jj

Sent.

ArPr3g., c' italuate

H
Non N,gh

Nigh ,oucl
KhoOi

Army
S11 300. S7 350

Navy
10 100 6 600

Marine Cocos
9 500 6 200

Alf Force
8 100 5,300

The above costs include recruiting, training, processing and support

Mr. EDGAR. Do you also have .available the current attrition
rates, by service?

Mr. S get that in about 30 seconds for you, Mr
Chairman.

Mr, EDGAR. OK.
,Mr. STONE. It might taka 40 seconds. [Laughter.]
Mr. EDGAR. Why don't we submit that for the record, and I'm

sure you will have it available before the end of this hearing or in
the next little bit. Let me ask some other questions.
, I would like to get specific in terms of the testing program we
talked about and the confusion that we feel, or at least we have
heard, between what the military officers were saying and what
yoti are saying. ,,

In how many'recruiting centers across the United States is the
test pzogram' in operation?
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Mr. STONE. The test program is in operation in 48 percent of the
United States. I don't know if I have the number by recruiting
centers or not. I don't have the n.umber, by recruiting centers.

Mr. EDGAR. Will you submit that for the record?
Mr. STONE. Surely.
[The information follows:) .
For purposes of the educational incentRes test, recruiting centers may be consid-

ered to be Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations tAFEES) Thirty-four of
the 67 AFEES nationwide are participating in the test Within each AFEES area,
a-civtlf the four military servics operates many recruiting offices Recruitets in each

of these offices offer educational incentives to prospective recruits

Mr EDGAR. Does the Department of Defense advertise the avail-
ability of these increased educational benefits?

Mr. STONE. Yes, we do We have a $3.2 million advertising pro-
gram, just devoted to advertising the educational incentives test.

Mr EDGAR How do you advertise the educational incentives test
when there are certain areas of the country that are not parit of
the test? -

Mr STONE. Well, our advertisinglet me give you a couple of
ideas here We have radio advertising in 148 markets. For example,
someone within the range of a Dallas radio station would be sub-
ject to advertising for our test offering in that area.

The test areas are fairly big. Let me give 'you just a couple of
brief ideas. One test area involves the States of New Mexico, Okla-
horna, the Texas Panhandle and all of south Texas. .

Another test area consists of the entire States of North and
South Carolina. A, third is'North Dakota, South Dakota and a large
pcirtion of Iowa. So, the tests cover large, contiguous areas, and
they were selected this way to allow us to use radio and newspaper
advertising.

Where the confusion caused, by the boundarythere is always
going to be somebody livirit 911 one side of the boundary that
listens to a rad station orgtfia other side, but that confusion is

-minimized. cr.' r'
Mr. EDGAR. Suppose I was in a non-test area, and I got into my

car and drove to Dallas, which is 'in a test area, and etplisted.
Would I get the benefits?

Mr. STONE. Yes, you would.
Mr EDGAR. But if I stayed at home and went to my local recruit-

er, I would not get the benefits?
Mr. STONE. That is correct.
Mr. EDGAR. How scientific is the test 'program? ..-

Mr. STONE. It, is as scientific as we know how to mak 'it, Mr.

in designing a test that would. give us dataI'm hesitant to use the
Chairman We've had substantial assistance from the Ra d Corp.

word scientific, but it is the right notionthat will give us data
that we can believe, that will show us cause and effect, so that if
ne of our test areas, if we see that enlistments are higher there

th ,within the control area, we will know why they are higher. It
will'be because of the educational offering. ,

Mr, SAWYER. Will the chairman yield to me for just a minute?
Mr. EDGAR. -"yield to the gentleman.

, Mr. SAWYER. Don't you run into all kinds of problems when
people get in the service and some of them find out they,got.ci big
deal because they enlisted in Dallas and the other guy enlisted in
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Philadelphia, assuming that isn't in the test area. rinds out he got
really short-shrift compared to the guy that came in at the same
time'from Dallas') I can't understand how you can administer that

Mr STONE. Well, thet-twill be people talking to each othe'r, and
we will see the situation that you describe, Mr Sawye , where two
people who are in the same Militgy unit will compare notes, and
one will have gotten a benefit anthone not

Mr SAWYER. Well, one of the big problems that is created in a
prison system, for example -I happen to sit on Judiciary and I'm
eery familiar with thisis the disparity of sentences across the
country. for relative equivalence in the seriousness of the crime
and a past record

That is aPparentl,i one of the real serious problems that they run
into in trying to maintain order, in the prisons It would seem to
me 'you would have, in a different sense. exactly the same problem
on compensation It just puzzlet me how you can badministe4 it

Mr EDGAR One can speculate that you might have*4 mutiny
sometime in the future, between those who did not get the benefits
versus those who did get benefits.

The chairman.of the full committee, who had something to do
with putting the test in place, has admitted before us' and publicly
that he thinks the test is a failure in terms of its cost. in terms of
its intention 'lie said that thiptest is sending these wrong signals
at this time, and that he is prepared to back off from the test and
move 'on to a development of a piece of legislation, whether it is

this one or another one, that tries to meet the rqcruitment, reten-
tion and the readjustment needs for an All-Volunteer Force

Now, as a result of the test, I think we will discover that recruit-
ment does go up in areas that education benefits are provided The
actual percentage that it goes up we may not have at this point,
but I think we have enough history in.the past to determine that
Ihni- Is the case

There may be provisions in our legislation that should be altered
or changed as it relates to retention, and incentives relating to
retention Those provisions. while put in place iat this point could,
at some future time, be altered or changed 10 respond to that
retention question

And I think also you have some data in your/experience with the
All-Volunteer Army, of what you think might help with reten-
tionclearly, education can't be the total package Some of it may
have to be pay incentives for particular skills in the service

Unfortunately, we are in cubbyholes here in the House of Repre-
sentatives. We have lots and lots of subcommittees that are in
boxes Our box here is in education, training and employment

I wonder if each of you could just take a moment to respond
specifically to one aspect of the bill we haven't talked about That

aspect is transferability Acording to ER I400 between the 18th to
the 12th year, service personnel will be, able t,o transfer GI educa-
tion benefits to 'either wife or children.

Do you have.any hunches or hints as to the effectiveness of this
benefit`' Do you concur, for example, with some of the testimony
the other day that spoke to that question accordimoto many of the
military officers who were here that transferability as a retention
benefit would be a very good asset?
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Mr' STONE My hunch, Mr Chairman, is that the transferbility
won't help us ery much foi the young service membervl thin it
won't help us eery mush for the married portion of our enlisted
force that has no children or young children That is my hunch.

Mr EDGAR In testimony before the Senate Committee on Veter-
ans' Affairs on June 19, 19SO, a representative of the Department
of Defense stated that, and I quote, "We sUppurt such transferabil-
ity for those members We think that there could be quite a benefi-
cial retention effect from transferability

Now, this i., fiery different *tom the lukewarm comments that I
in hearing un transferability ,,here this murning Is this a change
in the Department of Defense's position on the question of transfer-
ability'

STom. I dun t think so, Mr Chairman. Perhaps I ought nbt
tu give a hunch If we have a program. and I think we need a
pr,ogr.irn uf educational incentives to aid recruiting, we have to find
a way to minimize the damage on retention, and I think transfera-
bility offers some promise

:\ lot of people think well it It may help us We are going to
try it this spring, and we nia, find that it is useful Perhaps I am
just a pessimist, but I think that people who are recruited by
promise of a Lollege educatiun will want to get the college ed
tion, but if' we can use transferability----

. Mr En(.AR Isn't the question of transferability, though, not so
much for the recruit' Isn't it for keeping the middle level manag-
ers, who you have trained successfully and skilled successfully in
particular areas, and saying to them, f you stay, your young child
ur your wife can,hae an opportu to accrue the benefits that
you have accrued over time"

Mr STONE Thereis no question that it will be an attraction for
the senior members of the force.

Mr EDGAR Thank yuu Are these-others on the panel who would
like tu respond befure I yield tu my colleague from Massachusetts')

Captain BOORDA I might \just say that in reading this bill and
reading the other bills that 41,1e been written, we really are strug-
glifig with this question of balancehow do you bring people in,.
and then not draw them out

The answers tu that struggle are pretty hard to fipd, and trans-
ferability looks like one uf the answers, and the real uestiorl'about
transferability for me is nut will it work, but how much will it
1,urk, and huw much dues it cult, and then the tradeoffs between
those two things.

I, personally, need tu du more work on that J think we need to
do more work to understand that.

Mr EDGAR That's a good comment
Mr STONE I agree with Captain Boorda He said it much better

than I did
Mr ME:is I'd simply like tu state the joint service study that has

looked intu the tutal educational package, incentives package and
su un, did consider this as being one of the major features of even
H It 1400, at least, again, from an Air Force point of view. From a
retention point uf view, perhaps our percentage of married people
is a little bit different We think it would be a major factor in
retaining people,from the middle career on out.
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Once you get them to that vel and flier.' they sign up for.the 10-
year period or beyond, they've got in a half a career. I think there

, are some definite pluses to that feature of the bitl That is a
personal opinion.

Mr. EDGAR, Thank you. Mr. Smith?
Mr. S141T1-3. Mr. Chairman, I also think that is a very good and

, unique portion of the bill. My experience, of course, is in civilian
personnehmanagement, so you have to consider what I am going to
say in that context

I tried to draw a parallel between that portion of the proposed
legislation and survivor's benefits for civilian employees Survivor's
benefits are a major attraction in ke4ing an effective civilian
work force in the executive branch because they are able to have
benefits provided for their dependents an case they' should-die

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you. I yield to my colleague from Massachu-
setts, Mrs. Heckler This i the first time you've had an opportuni-
ty to be part of our hearings, and we just want to welcome you as
the rankin.g, Republican on the Education, Training and Employ-
ment Subcommittee. We've had some good testimony on Tuesday
and some good testimony\ today, and we are moving right along; it
is nice to see you this morning.

Mrs. HECKLER. Thank you N, ery much. I wish that we had found a
way to avoid the conflict between my Science Research and Tech-
nology markup and the meetings of this committee, however, it is
impossible to avoid conflicts.

Nonetheless, the subject of our hearings and the bill before us is
of major concern to me and, I think, of major significance

As one who supported the All - Volunteer. Army concept, I am
dismayed at the current state of recruitment, and I am willing to
look at what alternatives and incentives would be available hthink
the alternatives are not desirable politically, therefore, the-incen-
tives have to be given inikximum consideration.

4 My major question, is on this question of transferability The
references that I think most of ybu have made were to the person
in midcareer who might use this. Obviously, the younger person is
not interested, doesn't have children, many of them are unmarried
The transferability of educational benefits in these instances is not
a great incentive, obviously.

One of the concerns that I have is with the obvious loss of the
noncommissioned officers in the service, who have played such an
effective and incredibly important role,

We constantly hear about the fact that they were the backbone
of each branch of the service, holding the whole operation together.
As they leave in increasing numbers, their rep&cement becomes
very; very difficult.

When you mentioned midcareer, I am wondering, are you talking
about the-NCO wbo could have been that very, very vital person')
Did the testimony or did the report of the joint services analysis
particularly refer to that grqup of men, particularly, who are leav-
ing the services in droves, and leaving an irreplaceable vacuum?

Are these the people that we are expecting to reach through the
transferability? I'd liketo have anyone who wishes to respond to
that..

2
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Mr STONE. I don't know what was in the joint services report.
We lose people. Let me aslomy Nagy caleague to comment on that.

Captain BOORDA I don't know if we have the main problem, we
certainly have a problem. .What we are talking about, you reall
can't talk about transferability and not talk about compensation. I
guess I have said the word "balance" about 1,0 times this morning.

The balqnce between, as Mr. Sawyer began to talk about, the
rewards of staying in the service and the cost of leaving the sery-.
ice, there has to be some balance there. We have to find a way to
do that

One of the ways to do that is compensation. If you don't get that
right, all the rest of this doesn't matter, and so we've worked hard
to get that right, and we are still working hard to get that right.

Now, what we are trying to do is, one, be equitable to people
with transferability, say, "Hey, maybe there's something for you if
you stay; you don't have to give this away."

I talked earlier about the 1989 termination of the 1977 GI bill.
That is hurting us. That would indicate that this could be a prob-
lem also.

Mr. EDGAR Will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs HECKLER For that particular type of person, the termina-

tion of the GLbill is not a factor in his.,"
Captain Boorda. Yes, it is.
Mrs HECKLER This increasingly is coming to light.
Captain BOORDA. Yes, it is, we have 6- to 8-year, 10-year people,'

telling us now, "I don't want to lose this benefit that the Govern-
ment gave me." My point is, transferability will not cause that to
happen again If we have transferability in a bill, a person won't
,lave to just give it away by staying m the service, so it is bound to
drag some people along and it is the kind of people you are talking
about.

Mrs HECKLER The person we are talking about has been in the
service longer than 8 to 10 years. A person who can tell by just
experience, listening to the whirr of the engines, what's wrong
with the engine, and can tinker and avoid a major repair job
which is now costing the Government a fortunethat kind of
person is very central.

Captain BOORDA. I think, I understand what you are talking
about We beganand I will use a specific examplewe began to
lose a lot of 11-, 12-, 13-, 14-year people after Three Mile Island, in
fhe nuclear world, and it is a real good example because .they are
people who have something else they can do which pays very well,
and, we weren't .paying very well, and we weren't letting them
come home at night. We were making them work 16 hours a day
and then go sleep, in a small submarine well, you could work an 8-
hour shift in a miclear powerplantso they chose to leave -us.

There are other parallels, but that is the most dramatic one. Will
transferability help in that problem? I think reasonable compensa-
tion, some of the kinds of initiatives we did last year will help
more, but transferability will stop.a person from having to make a
choice, do I use or lose these benefits, so it's got to be a factor, how
much of a factor, I can't tell you.

10(
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Mr MEIS Let ntt, also /just for a few moments, from
the Air Fo'rce point or becau3e I think I know' just exactly
what part of title population you are alluding t/

As you know. the proposal. as presently structured and as also
contained in FIJI ,i-too, provides for a tiered application of the
educational incentives For .42xample, if you stay 3 years, it is one
'type, if you stay. 6 years, there a-re added inttntives

Now, the people that we are looking at that' we feel' are. the
backbone of an Air Force organizativ, those mechanics that have
to be on the line, that have to keep tilt, weapons...system operational
so that we can get the direr-lift on the turget and su op ire those
people fall ng rn the to 11-year category Those arch the people
that we we e beginning to lose

Now. wv feel once we get them by the 6-year period and we ve
got this tier out here, so tylitspeak, that they can realize or achieve
a transferable type of an educational benefit to a spouse 'or a
dependent if: -they should stay on duty and make it a full military
career, we believe once we get them Close to that 10-year period,
for the most part, we think 1IN, ill have a significant effect on the
career objectives of our indiyid,uak and,w ill insure a greater cZa-
bility insofar as sustaining the operat Iona! cap.ibility and the sortie
generation capability of Our tactical units in particular

N1rs -11E( KI.F.It like to ask ,11r Stone a qukstion,"i general
question', about this whole issue of .rutention 01A iously are

. looking at the creation of certain legislative carrots through tilt GI
niA form of the GI bill

But, again, going back to that partic.plar group of people whose
loss has been most disastrous, the nonc6mmissioned officers in that'
group who have been in the set-N.10e for 12 to years, some of
them I have been particularly concerned about this because we

. don't seem to be meeting the management and leadership and
experience needs that their loss imposes

One of the reasons that was-giYen to me, fOr the loci, of retention
of that type of person would not be met b., a ney, GI bill, and that
is /he-lack of standards in the new military, the Lick of discipline,
tOL lack of a stricter code That could be followed down the Jar
when.the new recruits are not going to live' upoo the same stand
ards that this person has devoted his career to, and he no longer
finds the environment challenging

It's not just a 'question of money and it is not just.a question of
education or other incentives There is this whole overall, pervasive
morale problem within the military in which the midcareer'pesrson
finds that he's perhaps governing o: commanding, under wrcurn:
stances in which he has almost no authority or not sufficient
authority, not sufficient respect, and a very serious morale prob-
lem

Now, how do you feel that that basCc, overall pervasive probtem
rs goirig to be met by the sen ices and by the Department of
Defense9

Mr. STONE. I've heard that complaint,,Mrs:- Heckler A part of
the problem his stemmed, in my judgment, from insufficient fund-
ing for operations and training and ,spare parts, so that many
people in the military weren't .doing what they thought they were'
supposed to be in the military for
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I think there has been a great move in the right direction just
recently on that. And there are some other initiatives, particularly
in the Navy but perhaps not exclusively, to restore pride and
restore military atmosphere throughout the system..

So, the Department of Defense is conscious. of that problem; and
peo le in the Armed Forces are working seriously to alleviate it.

M . HECKLER. I'd like to hear from our Navy representative on
that. .

Captain BOORDA. Well, let me tell you, we will mat have anymore
correctional custody centers We will have brigs in the Navy again.

We have the C. & 0 usipg the chain of command to transmit
down what' he wants in th area of pride and professional rather
than going out to every individual sailor himself, so that-the sailor
on the ship is hearing it from his division officer or his chief petty.
officer.

I think we are &Tidying in the 'Tight direction, and I think-that
that, as much as these other things, are important to 'meeting.Oriir
retention goals for our midcareer, petty officers.

I've been the captain of a destroyer. I know exactly what you ar4e
talking about ,We are doing better, and we are going to ,do lots
better.

Kr. EDGAR. Thank you Captain, twice today you have mentioned
the problem of the 1589 deadline of the present GI bill, and that it.
could be an incentive to push people out of the service. If we are
successful, withor without your help, in passing a bill called H:R.
1400 or something similar to ito that has the recruitment and reten-
tion incentives that we are trying to shape, we will provide after 3
years, if this legislation is passed, $230 a month of benefits. Three
years later after 6 years of service, the bill would provide an
additional $300 a *month, or a total of $350 a month after their 6th
year-of service This, in a sense, if passed and signed into law by
the President o7 the United States, would eliminate your 1989
pressure because those presently serving within the military would
have that greater flexibility and ability to wait to take their ,educa-
tion benefits.

might also draw your attention to Senator Armstrong's bill
that has a provision in for a leave of absence where you can take
the benefit and then come back within -the military. I know that
thay hayt. some blood-curdling problems to those who haven't
thought it through, but it seems to me that there are things called
sabbaticals ib life. - .

People do stop for a moment and go do other things, and perhaps
pick up some skills and then come back within the system. It
might make some sense to, if not noitv, toast in the net few
weeks to look at that provision as a pOtential to allowing some of
the really capable people to go out and fulfill a commitment for a
year or two and then come back within the system, sharing their
increased inforenationand wealth of resource within the service.

I think that some of the comients that were made earlier were
very helpful,. This is not a draft krmy, Air Force, or Navy, it is an
All-Volunteer Force. For those who are critical of it, my personal
feeling, and this is personal, is that ske are really at the point of
fine tuning-the All-Volunteer Force. '

'3 -. 32 - - 4
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It is no wonder that the Alf-Volunteer Force didn't workright,
away and that there are some minor problems to it but, as we
mine into a techtuOgical society with more and more technical
equipment, I think you need to have skilled people who can repair,
replaceend maintain very sophisticated equipment.

I believe what you are'seeing in the 1981, 1982, and 1983 time
frame, with pay incentives and education incentives, a reshaping of
that All-Volunteer Porce, to allow it to work, and not to judge it in
relationship to dv,ery selective'pervice system.

You have all been good witnesses, and I -appreciate your--\
Mr SAWYER Mr Chairman, co ld I be recognized for a minute

I've been byipassed on the last ro nd.
.Mr EDGAtt I thought you d asked your last question, and I

apologize and y,ield to the ge leman from Michigan, Mr Sawyer.
M. SAYVER One thing t it hasn't been touched on. here and "

which I am a little puzzled oyi myself', is the so-called preservice
agreement prolosion that is in th draft of this bill that permits, in
effect, the providing of the educa onal nefits in advance of put-
ting in the service, on a month-for- basis.

Do any of you have any view of that') My initial misgiving would
be that I wouldn't understand why anyone who might want to go
in the ScInice for this purpose, wouldn't take the education in
advance, obuously: thereby making his time in service more com-
pensatory and maybe at a higher level. Do you hae, any view of
that provision?

Mr S-rkr. One coneern haNe 'with .,the provision, Mr. Sawyer,
Is that it competes with the ROTC program. We do have people
joining ROTC, in significant part because of:the financial incentive,
because of the stipend that the ROTC cadets get.

This would outbid ROTC by a wide margin, and I have some
misgivings about that

Mr SAWYER. Is iti fair just to--
1/4 Mr EDGAR If the gentleman would yield, I think it would be
accurate to say that it is a discretionary provision within the
legislation, and I'd appreciate your detailed response as to whether
or not you think it ought to even be part of the legislation You can
do that for the record.

Mr STONE We will be happy to prepare that for you.
[The following was subsequently submitted for the record.]
The Departnient- of Defense 'does not think that preservice education benefits

shuald be part of the legislation Stith benefits,would nut be immedultely helpful in
manning the force during the next few years, and they would be very difficult to
administer We would have to be certain that individuals receiving such benefits
tuntinually met the physical. mental, and mural standards for service If a student
reteiv,,ng benefits dropped out of college after a few months ur even a year, the
enlisted obligation he had incurred would not be lung enough to be helpful in
solving our manpower problems If Congress authorized us to try to collect reim-
bursement, the tost-of administering such a program might exceed the funds tie
were able to collect If a student changed his major field of study while in sthoul,
there might occur a mismatch between the skill for which he was recruited and the
expertise he has developed Retention beyond the first term of individuals receiving
preservice benefits would be difficult because they would dot be likely to need or
desire additional educational benefi4

Moreover, the program as describdd in the legislation would coniKte directly with
our very successful R TC rograms which tuntinue to produce °filters of very high
quality The propose nd for preservice educational benefits is three times the
subsistence alloWance now paid to ROTC cadets

41
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Mr SAWYER Just one more so that I gee .if I have gotten what I
think seems,fo be a Lutisensus here, among this panel in any event,
that (a) if we have a bill, the Coast Guard ought to be included on
the same basis as the other Armed Forces, and, secondly, that at
least the members of this panel seem to feel before we enact
anything, we should wait to see what the results of this teSrperiod,
is that you say will be fairly available sometime after October of
this year Is that a fair understanding, on my part, of what the
consensus seems to be here?

Captain BOORDA At e risk of being evasive, because I am ot
trying to be I think we s ite, at the appropriate time, t
very best billwe can so that we don't exacerbate some proble
while solving' others, and that it is the Departnent of the Navy's
position that we don't need, the bill this year to plement, but we
tlo dOire a GI bill

Mr. SAWVER But that you would prefer to wait until you see
what the results of these tests are?

Captain BOORDA You're making it much harder to be evasive,
Mr Sawyer. I agree with, my military colleagues that were here
the other dty that it wi-11,be very difficult to discern as much as
we'd.like to from these test's.

Mr. SAWYER. Is there any other point_of view on that?
Mr STONE. I liked it the way yOui said it, Mr. Sit4wyer
Mr SAWYER. Thank you. I yield back.
Mr EDGAR. Mr Sawyer, I have a different perception than you

do. If I have listened carefully to the comments made, Mr. Stone
holds the position that you have outlined. The Navy and the Air
Force subscribe to that to some degree, but given-a choice betweety
having a bill or no bill, they would prefer to have a GI bill. The
Coast Guard, I think, WoUld probably §ubscribe to that.

I may have misheard I think Mr. Stone has accurately repre-
sented the administration's position, at least the position of the
Department of Defense in.waiting until after the test, but I have
heard from, wtrticularly Mr. Boorda and Mr. Meis, that there is
some question as to whether or not the tests will give us all of the
data that we need to proceed and thatmaybe I'm putting words
in your mouthsbut there is some difference there, is that correct?

SAwAER,Would the gentleman yield? I had the same under-
standing, tba_t_if_ihey were faced with a Choice of either this bill or
no bill, neither, now or never, that they would prefer the bill now,
but that the general consensus, as I got it,is that not passing a bill,
this bill this year, assuming that the door is still open when they
do gel, I get the feeling they would prefer to wait.

Mr. EDGAR. We could wait for a Republican Congress on the
House side. I would like to yield-

Mrs. HECKLER. We might not have to wait too long.
Mr. SAWYER. That won't be very long. [Laughter.]
Mr. EDGAR. I'm ready to switch. I'd like to yield to staff to ask a

question. Mack Fleming is the Chief Counsel for the committee.
Mr FLEMING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just for the record,

since so much emphasis has been placed on this test in order to
wait to do something here, the record shows that the test that
you're talking about is only a 1-year test program.

Mr.,STONE. That's correct, Mr. Fleming.

111
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Mr FLEMING Which means that if it is like the Veterans' Ad-
ministration or ,unie others in tl military, it would probably take
6 months from the date of enactment to get the regulations issued.

I guess the testimony has shown that, at least from the Marine
Corps standpoint, that they didn't begin participating in this until
January Su, in essence, you are talk g about only a few months,
and I think that is borne out by e fact that the Marine,Deputy
Commandant testified that they only had 111 people involved in
the 901 test program, and I dun know how many peoples what is
the current strength of the Mari Corps?

Captain BOORDA One-hundr6d eighty-eight thousand.
Mr FLEI1ING Its 188,000, so now they have 111 involved in

section 901 of the test, and 3 or 4, according to his testimony, in
section 903

What is the current Navy strength')
Captain BOORDA The Navy is about 530,000.
MT* FLEMING Fis,e-hundred thirty thousandiand, as of the date of

the testimony, they had 195 participating in the test. So, the ques-
tion would be, looking at it from the standpoint of effectiveness,
how can you place such weight on data you get from a test when
you are t; months away from the termination of it, with only these
few people involved9 -

Mr STONE, Mr Fleming, the test started in December, and I
agree there have been some startup problems It is in place now.
We has,e just started to advertise it widely, and we expect to get a
lot more-takers in the G iriunths remaining in the year, and to have
some good data, some solid dtta on its benefit to recruiting.

The retention test is not yet in the fieild It is inherently a much
more difficult thing to test, and we will be arguing among our-
sekes in the Department of Defense over what those retention data
mean I don't think, we will have any argurberits about the recruit-
ing data.

Mr EDGAR Are there any other questions from Coniresspeople?
Before you leave the panel chairs, let me offer to you an unusual,
opportunity that does not often get offered in the separation be-
tween Congress and the executive branch

We plan to hold two field hearings, one in a NaNy installation in
Norfolk on April 6, one in an-Army installatiob at Fort Benning on
April 23 And I would like for you or your representatives to feel
free to not only attend those-hearings, but -help us in drafting and
asking questions of the'people who are there, and find out in terms
of those who might be retained or recruited by such legislation,
what their dews are, arid make sure t at we ask the right ques-
tions of them

And I think that whether or not we pass the legislation or
whether or not we wait until.after the tes that those two hearings
will be a helpful opportunity for you to gather some data as to
whether ur not your point of view is accurate and to fine-tune your
point of view on all'the questions that we raised today.

So if yOu would like to participate, tat us knowif there is some-
one from your service that would like to sit in do those hearings
and listen to the testimony and, in fact, ask questions themselves.
I'd be willing to recognize them for that ptirpose. I also think it
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would be valuale for you to listen, at that point, to some of their
comments.

Thank you, again-, for your testimony and, unless you have one
or two additional things to say-

Mr. STorh. Thank you for the offer, Mr Chairman. We will look
forward to working with you on that.

Mr. EDGAR. Very good. Thank you Thank you for coming
Mr. EDGAR. Our final witness comes from the Veterans' Adminis-

tration, Mr "James Kane, Assistant General Counsel to the Veter-
ans' Administration.

Let me first apologize\ for the length of time that it has taken
this morning, but, we did have some. important questions to ask,
and we appreciate your coming today. We will try to move this on
in an expeditious manner

Your statement will be considered as part of the record, and you
may either read your statement or summarize and then we will
move to questions._

Welcome this morning and, Mr. Kane, if you will introduce those
who are with you on the panel and tell us what their role and
respoRsibility is.

STATEMENT OF JAMES P. KANE, ASSISTANT GENERAL
COUNSEL VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Mr KANEtAlf Chairman, on my left, I have June Schaeffer,
Assistant Director for Policy and Program Administration, Educa-
tion Service, and Mr Lou Dollarhide, Acting Director of Education
Service. On my right is, Mr Robert Dysland, Deputy Assistant
General Counsel. .

Mr. Chairinan, I will summarize my statement and request that
the full statement be Rut into the record.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity of appear,ing
before you today and giving our views on H.R. 1400. This proposal
would create a nitiltitiered education program under which individ-
uals serving in the Armed Forces, after September 30, 1981, would
be eligible for education assistance based upon the length and type
of ervice rendered.

The program would provide a basic assistance allowance of $250
per month for a maximum of 36 months, for. performance 'of 3
yearsof active duty or 2 years of active duty plus 4 years,p(reserve
service. Of course, there are higher benefits` available for longer
lengths of service.

'Individuals eligible under H.R. 1400 would be required to have a
high school diploma or an equivalency certificate, and they would
be required to have an honorable discharge.

Entitlement Would be based upon 1 month of benefits for each
month of active duty, or 1 month of benefits for each 3 months of
reserve duty.

Mr Chairman, we have studied H.R. 1400 very carefully. We
have: found a number of technical and substantive problems. We
have set these out in detail in writing, and we will be submitting
them to your committee very shortly.1

Mr. EDGAR. Could the gentleman give us any indication as to
when shortly is?

' See p I'30
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Mr. KANE. We would hope within the week. There are one or two
Items in there that are being refined, other than that, it is ready to
come forward.

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you.
4

Mr. KANE. Mr. Chairman, the Veterans' Administration opposes
the enactment of H.R 1400 at this time on the ground that we
think it is premature. As you know, there are currently three
programs on the statute books covering GI education.

The first, of course, is the current GI bill which you are well
familiar with. The second program, the so-called VEAP pro ram, is
a contributory program which was enacted in 1976.

This program has recently undergone extensive modification and
11., now really in its initial test stage in its new form. We think this
program should 1\ie a good hard look and the test results ought to
be studied.

The third program is a 1-year test enacted in the Department of
Defense Authofization Act of 1981, which is now, as other wit-
nesses have told you, just getting underway as far as a test goes.

We think until we have the test results fromVEAP and from the
DOD program, it is premature to have a new1GI bill at this time.

Mr Chairman, that summarizes my statement. I will be pleased
to answer any tluestions.

Mr. EDGAR Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kpne follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES 1) KANE, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL,
VF:TERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. we appreLiate the opportunity
of appearing before you today to provide you with the views of the Veterans
Administcatiun on legislation proposing to Lreate a new education program for
service members and veterans

The measure before you IH R 14001 would Lreate a multitiered education program
under which those iiidividuals serving in the Armed Forces after September 30,
1981, would be eligible fur educational assistance based upon the amount and type
of surva_es rendered Mum_ edaLatiunal assistance of $250 per month for a maximum
of .16 months would be payable to those individuals who have served continuously
un active duty for .1 years. have a high school diploma or equivalency certificate,
and have received ap hunocable discharge, or are placed on the retired list, or
)_untinue on active dopiry Benefits i..ould also be granted under other conditions such
as a discharge for a service-tunneLted. disability Basic entitlement cpuld also be
earned if the individual serves on active duty continuously for 2 years alter Septem
ber 30, 1981, followed by 4 years of reserve duty

Supplemental benefits in the amount of $300 per month, In addition to the basic
$2:,0 per month itital of $550 monthly). would be available to those who serve 6
years on activecluty after September 30, 1981, or who serve 4 years on active duty
after that date plus 6 years in the reserves. Entitlement would be earned on the
basis of 1 month of benefits for each month of duty performed and 1 month of
benefits for each 3 months of reserve duty perfor

Other features of the measure provide for afiditsOnal supplemental educational
assistance for individuals who have certain skills and specialties in which there are
shortages of personnel in the Armed Forces, eligibrIrty for individuals in critical
skill categories who have served between .8 and 12 years on active duty to transfer
entitlement to their dependents, a new preserviLe educational program under will, h
individuals may sign up for military service and be allowed to pursue their educa
tam before entering un ai..tivj duty. and other benefits which have; been discussed by
previous witnesses. I wuuldThke to point out that we have thoroughly reviewed the
provisions of HR. 1400 and have a substantial number of technical problems with
the measure as presently drafted These have been set forth in detail in the
attachment to the report we submitted to, the Committee recently.

Mr, Chairman. the Veterans Administration opposes the enactment of any new
GI Bill program at this time We would point out that there are currently three
education programs ,on the statute books under which many servicemembers and

.1. 1 '1
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veterans and in some Lases dependents) can receive educational assistance These
three programs are the current GI Bill program, the Post-Vietnam Veterans' Educa
tional Assistance Proiram (VEAP), and the program recently enacted in the Depart
ment of Defense Authorization Act, 1981 The latter two are currently in the test
stage and the final results are not available.

Service thembers and veterans are also eligible for other forms of educational
assistance through the Federal Government The Armed Forces, for example, pro-
vide vanults educational programs for those un active duty Veterans are eligible for
vocational rehabilitation assistance from the VA if they are disabled and need
retraining and veterans are eligible to participate along with the general populace
in a number of educational programs administered by the Department,of Education
These benefits are generally in the form of grants and loans

The VEAP program was enacted in 1976 for the purpose, among others, of aiding
the all-volunteer military program of the United States by attractAng-qaalified men
and women to serve in, the Armed Forces Individuals entering military service on
or after January 1, 1977, are eligible under this program. This is a contributory plan
under which individuals may make monthly ,Fontributions from their military pay
to help finance their on education These allotments range from as little as $25
per month to $100 per month up to a maximum of $2,700 In addition, under

, recently enacted .Public Law 96-466, these individuals may also make lump sum
contributions providing, of course, that total contributions do not exceed the $2,700
maximum. c

Eligible individubls may begin using their benefits after completing their first
obligated period of active duty or 6 years of active duty, whichever period is less, ol'
after their discharge ur release from service The Veterans Administration matches
the individual's contribution 'on a $2 or $1 basis Thus, on the contributory basis
alone, individuals may receive up to $8,100 in educational assistance ($2,700 from
their own contributions matched by $5,400 in VA funds)

In addition to the individual's contributions, the Department of Defense may add
to the individual's education account what has come to be known as the Dot)
'kicker." This kicker, which can be in varying amounts up to $12,000, when added

to the individual's monthly contributions plus the VA matching funds, can provide.
an individual with 41 much as $20,100 in educational benefits. The DoD kickers are
paid primarily to individuals with specialties and skills in which there is a shortage
of personnel for reenlisting in the military

Moreover, in the enactmentlast fall of the Department of Defense Authorization
Act, 1981 (Public Law 96-342), the Congress prolided that under certain circum-
stances the Department of Defense may pay the monthly VEAP contributions on
behalf of an individual and, under certain circumstances, an individual eligible for
VEAP benefits may transfer such entitlement to a dependent or dependents Thus,
there are many benefits available under this program

In establishing this contributory program, the Congress specifically provided that
it was t4 be a test program. It did so by requiring the President, if he determines
that th program should be continued, to make such a recommendation to the
Congress on or before June 1, 1981 The Congress also provided that in the event the
President makes such a recommendation, which would permit enrollments in the
program beyond December 31, '1981, the House and the Senate could disapprove
such a recommendation.

Although the time for...,the President to make his decision has not yet, of course,
been reached, it should be emphasized that in the conference report on the Depart
ment of Defense Authorization Act, 1981, filed last year, the conferees (House
Report No. 96-1222, p. 100) recommended that '`the current VEAP Program funded
by the Veterans Administration be extended to June 30, 1982, in order to provide
sufficient time for the Department of Defense to test and evaluate the pilot pro-
grams contained in the conference report This recommendation has great merit
since the second test program, enacted in the authorization law cited above, is
undergoing testing and evaluation Further, the President's revised budget, submit
ted to the Congress last week, reflects a similar recommendation for a 1-year
extension. We anticipate sending a legislative proposal to the Congress in the near
future to carry out this recommendation.

I believe it would be appropnate at this point to provide you with the most recent
statistics on participation in the VEAP program. Through January of tbls ye...:-,
321,159 individuals have elected to patticipate in the program and have haTdeduc
tions made from their military pay. elf this total, 183,429 are currently having
deductions made, 55,580 have terminated their

(i
contnbu i ns !but are, of course

eligible n most cases) to participate in the education.ben ts program), and there
are 82,150 individuals who have, for various reasons, had eir allbtment terminat
ed and have received refunds of their contributions Thus, of the total number of
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contributors to tliu program, about 2., percent hase elected to withdraw (min it As
c'a the tad of Jamiat .,;60 nido,aluals had entered training under tire VEAL'
program

I'he second education.program, to which I hase already alluded, is the pilot
_program enacted in the Department of Defense Authorization Act, 11,1 Under this
program, certain indisiduals who enlist or reenlist in the Armed Forces on ur after
October 1 IUKli, and before 'October I 1:/s1, are eligible for educational assistance
prosiding they meet all ut the eligibilits _riteria Thum eligibleuuuld be entitled to
receive their tuition and fees for their academic pursuits in an amount up to $1.200
for an academic sear i9 months. They would also be entitled to a monthly subsist-
ence allowance or":51M for lull time pursuit The extent of the benefit would be
based on the tune the indisidual seises on actise duty, with maximiNm entitlement
.et at I academic sears l'he Department of Defense has been actisely engaged in
testing this program to determine its potential effectiveness

third program, the t 1 13i11, pros ides educational assistance lot those indisid-
uals who entered m,ili,tary sertice after January 31, 192;:), and before January 1.

19 7'7, as well as those indisiduals who were plated in aDelayed Entry Program
prior to Januars 1, 1:t77 were assigned to a reserve unit and entered on actise duty
prior to January 1. 197

This program, unlike the \ EAI' program, was intended tu pros ide
readjustment assistance to-returning seterans and does not require he indisal to
make contributions toward his ur her uxsn education Single indis 'duals are eligible
for edm'ational asse:tatice up to 31:',.391) on the basis of pursuing a program of
education lull time at an institution of higher lea ?ning i33-I2 per month. for a

maximum of I-, month,, Where the mdisidual has dependents. the niaximurn
benefit is es en greater

In addition to the monthly educational assistance allowance, those indisiduals
who need atiklitional finarfeing to pursue their education are if they meet the
necessary financial tests eligible lor VA education loans up to per academic
year Indisiduals mas also be eligible to participate in tl VA's work-study program
under which they can earn up to Asa ill for performing 2,-at hours of work for the
VA during a semester or comparlble period OrtId

thus, a can readily bit seen that considerable amounts of money are currently
asailable to many indisiduals who wish to pursue their education. not only through
the Department of Defense and the Veterans Administration, but asI mentioned
earlier, through other Federal sources auch as the Department of Kdu.cation

We belie,e it should be emphasised that the question of what steps should be
taken to proside greater incentises for increasing and maintaining the size o our
Armed Forces is quite complicated It imolc es such ,oncerns'as whethe to extend
and expand the current contributory education program, how our ArmedF'orces are
to be -at-Stored, whethet to extend and expand the newest test education program,
the tie -ui with other remuneration of our Armed Fyne:, and budgetary consider
axons, among others

It is our recommendation that the congress defer action at this time on any new
education program until the results of the studies of the VEAP program and the
new Dui/ program have been completed This will allyw a thorough examination of
the specific apt:faces of any potential new program and how it will fit into budg
etary considerations in the future

In recent testimony before the Senate Armed Sersices Corpinittee, Secretary of.
Defense Weinberger put it this way The purpose of the test is to find out which
programs will work best to recruit and retain the people we need We will report on
the test and on the basis of the results, recommend a permanent program in time
fur next year s authorization hearings To du so before those test results are known
world be premature and frustrate the study mandated by the Congress What we do
not want and need is legislation that hinders rather than helps the total All-
Volunteer Force"

The keterans Adminisration supports the postition that enactment of a new
educational assistance program at this time would be premature

Mr (. hairman, that completes my prepared statement We will be pleased to
answer any questions you may have

fit

Mr EDGAR. The views that you have just stated, are they the
views of the Veterans' Administrati/ or the Office of Management
an Budget?

Mr. KgiCE Thy Veterans' Administration is a part of the execu-
tive br ch of Government, Mr. Chairman.

1 1 1'4. Li
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Mr. EDGAR. The views that you have stated, are they your per-
sonal views or the vievOs of the Administration?'

Mr. KANE.I represent the Administration.
Mr EDGA*.' I notice that in the 1980 annual report of the Admin-

istration on,the VEAP program, the VA states that, "Early
tions lead' to less than optimistic view as to the.program s viabil-
ity." .,

In your'view, considering the purpose of the program, has the
program been a success or a failure to date, as you know it?

Mr. KANE. We're speaking of VEAP?
Mr. EDGAR. VEAP. f
Mr. KANE. think .it is fair to say in the initial stages,

when the results were first coming in from VEAP, everyone was
disappointed in those results. Congress recognized there vt ere prob-
lems, and they have modified VEAP.

One of the problems we had was that we heard stories of service
members wh'o were living on food stamps. They couldn't afford to
make that $50 a month contribution.

Congress recognized that problem and broadened the range of
monthly contributions from as low as $25, to a high of $100. Con-
gress has also allowed the Department' of Defense, under certain
circumstances, to pay that monthly contribution.

They have allowed transfer of e'ligibility to dependents for per-
sons who possess critical specialties, and they have allowed veter-
ans to make a lump sum contribution to VEAP.

Now, these changes have just come about in the last 6 to 8 1"

months, so I think we ,have a new program which really hasn't
been tested. -

I agree that initially it was not satisfactory but, with the new
program, I think we have to look at it.

Mr EDGAR. We also received testimony that funds haven't been
provided to adequately conduct the test prpgrams authorizedby the
Defense Authorization Act of 1981.

That.being the case, don't you think it would be unwise to await
test results which' may be greatly delAyed, and allow the critical
situation with regard to recruitnnt and retention in the military
to further deteriorate?

Mr. KANE. I believe it was Mr: Stone who mentioned a few
moments ako that;admittedly, they were slow getting started on
their test program, but they now are moving forward and getting it
going, and he seemed to be optimistic that they would have a valid
test. I think he admitted there were some initial problems.

Mr. EDGAR. Well, Mr. Stone admitted that. The Air Force gives a ffr
far different point of view if you listen to General losue and if you
listen to our witness this, morning. I lso think that if you listened
carefully to what was sid on Th-e-sday a d again, this mooing,
there is "very different' set of facts in relationship to whether or
not the test is working. .

The chief counsel had asked in the_final question, how you can
judge a test that hhs so few participants in it.

Do you think that the test is going to be adeqyte in determining
the kinds ofobjectives that it was set out to do?

Mr. KANE. Well, I don't have all the details of the test as it is
being conducted. I did note 'that the Rand Corp. is helping to design

11
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the test, and I think we knoW 'from experPence, from opinion polls,
which this cotiptry seems to live on, that you need only a small
sampling.

Mr. EDGAR In hearings before the subcommittee last Tuesday,
top ranking representatives of all branches of the military service,
including Gen. Edward Meyer, Chief of Statf of the Army, testified
that in their opinion, there now exists a critical nom, to enact a
new GI bill for the All-Volunteer Force in order to recruit and
retain high quality soldiers.

In your testimony, you state that netv educational programs at
this time would be premature. Don't you think that those top
ranking representatives of our military are in a better position to
accurately evaluate their needs than the Veterans' Administra-
tion?

Mr. KANE. Well, certainly, I would defer to their actual experi-
ence, but I note that we are getting conflicting signals here.Tap-
tain Boorda, who was here just a moment Ago representing the
Navy, says that they are meeting their goals. So, there seems to be
a disparity in what their experiences are.

Mr EDGAR. A disparity that is also in the Washington, Post this
morning, compared totalking about 22,000 needs for the -100-and-
some-odd ships. There is a lot of dispafity,

The civilians testifying versus those in unifOrm testifying gave
two different points of view, and I guess they represent, as you do,
different observations and different chains of command

If your chain of command is a chain of command from the White
House, I can understand why you have to all speak in unison, or at
least try to.

If your chain of command comes from: your personal experience,
you have to speak somewhatifferently.

I was struck with the fact that on Tuesday when the military
officers were here to testify, those who were most responsible for
recruitment, retention, manpower levels, and trainini levels within
the service, their personal experience, to a person, Without, any,
equivocation, was, We need a GI education incentive, along with

-pay incentives, along with changes in some of the military sthic-
ture, in order to recruit quality people, in,'order to retain quality
people, in. order to have a readjustment benefit that has: some
positive aspects".

Mr. KANE. If I 'may say something,Mr. Chairman, I think Cap-t,
tarn Bborda cleared up what appeared. to be a conflict in hisr"..
testimony and the Washington Post. He agreed with the Washing-
ton Post that they are going to need x-number orpeople, but he
made the point that they are getting them, and they' anticipate
having enough people at the time they need them --when the ships
are built. -

Now, the people speaking for the military, perhaps, are speaking
from past experience, and they have definitely hdd this problem

Mr. EDGAR. Well, the people speaking from-personal experience,
to a person, were for a GI bill. The people speaking in terms of
policy had different points of view, Mr. Stone clearly represeriting
the administration, and the Air Force person clearly trying to
associate his remarks with General losue, and the perSon from the
Navy, at the end, clarifying his statements. CI
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.It makes it very difficult in terms of trying to know whether or
not to proceed on a new GI bill because my suspicion is th4t, e
we go out into the field and ask the very peciple who would enefit,
from this kind of a program, that we will al.poget-fgu.,ri strong
testimony in support of an education incentive. \

Mr. KANE. Well, we chose our language very carefully. Obvious-
ly, the VA supports the idea of an education, program. Our only
point is, at this tim6, we think it is premature.

Mr. EDGAR. I yield to my colleague from Massachusetts, Mrs.
Heckler.

Mrs. HECKLER. Mr. Kane, I'm interested in the history of the
transferability proposal.-You said that the Department of Defense,
in one of their modifications, allowed for the eligibility to be trans
ferred to dependents, and that is one of the current experiences
under the VEAP program.

Can you report any data on how this has worked? Has there
been any change? How is the transferability actualjy operated?

Mr. KANE. I don't believe there has been time for it to go into
operation, so we really have no experience with it. From my per-
sonal viewpoint, I think it has great merit, cevtainly, it otfght to be
looked at.

Mrs. HECKLER. Why do you feel it has great merit?
Mr. KANE. Well, I can see where a senior NCO who has invested

'8, 10, 12 ye4rs of his life in the service, is not going to want to get
out, yt,at the same time, like the rest of us, he wants his children
td have more than he has.

So, having that benefit if he stays in, it seems to me that would
encourage him to stay in. That is my personal opinion. It is a
unique idea. It is a new idea, but I think it has merit.

Mrs. HECKLER. When was it incorpOrated into the VEAP pro-
gram?

Mr. KANE. Last September.
Mrs HECKLER. Last September. Have you any idea as to the

origin of the proposal within the Department of Defense?
Mr. KANE. No, I don't.
Mrs. HECKLER. No further questions.
Mr. EDGAR. Toltank you. My colleague from Michigan?
Mr SAWYER. Thank'you, Mr. Chairman, but I hayeoo questions

at this time. ,
Mr. EDGAR. Let's think for a moment about a scenario that could

occur, and that is, over the objections of the Veterans'AAdministra-
I tion and over objections of the civilian heads of the military, the

Congress:in its wisdom or lack of wisdom or foresight, decides to
.pass a bill similar to H.R. 1400..

It goeS to the President's desk and he keeps a commitment that
he made last year during the campaign ,and signs the bill into law.

What would be your feeling about its ability to be administered?
Are there problems in the language at this point that would be
difficult for you to administer?

Mr. KANE. Yes, sir, and they are detailed in the written submis-
sion chat is coming tip to you. For instance, having had experience
running three previous GI bills, we would like to maintain the
same defhlitions of what a surviving spouse, what is a dependent
child, that tyke of thing.
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The language in your bill departs from that, so we have asifed,
that you use language we are used to working with That is an
example.

Mr. EDGAR. SO, even though you are coming up `v, ith a statement
rn opposition, you have done some homework as to what alterna-
tive language might be helpful in-correcting IER 1400 to make it
doable if Congress, in its wisdom, were to pass it9

Mr KANE We have about 20 pages of suggestions that are
coming up to you. suggested changes that would make it better and
easier for us to administer WAN,

Mr. EbtiAR. Let me ask a question on just a Slightly different
subject, and you may feel you are not prepared to answer, }pot some
members of this Lummittee were startled to learn of the elimina-
tion of the readjustment counseling program and the 91 centers,
and the elimination in this year's budget of the $63 million in
education and employment funds:

Can you indicate whether or not that was a suggestion made by
the Veterans' Administration, or was that a suggestion im'posed on
you by the Office of Management and Budget?

Mr KANE I don't work in that area, so really' I can't answer that
question That is not one of the areas under my jurisdiction .

Mr Ent.. Att I didn't think 'you could answer that question, but
its been curious to some of us.

It is really interesting to me that in developing this legislation
un recruitment and retention, that we are getting such conflicting
information and stories, and I'd like to publicly thank you for
putting those 29 pages together. I would urge you to get them to us
as quickly as possible because wo are under a fairly tight time
frame

We du want to go out into the field, and we may want to test out
some of your Suggested alternatives on some people and, some
witnesses. We have 2 days of testimony next week, and it would be
helpful if, prior to those 2 days of testimony, the pages that have,
been proofred could be sent up even if the whole package could
not be sent--np, su that we have some time to ask the appropriate
questions

Mr KANE. Yes, sir.
Mr EDGAR Are there any questions that staff would like to _ask

,at this point of the VA?
No response

Mr. EDGAR. Thank you for your testimony, and I hope4ou enjoy

Mr. KANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr EDGAR The committee stands adjourned.
[ Whereupun at 11.50 "a.m the committee adjourned `subject to call

of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX

PREPARE!) STATEMENT Or HUN MARt.ARET M HELKLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONCRF.SS FROM THE. STATE Or. MASSACHUSETTS

I would like to welcome vur first witness, the distinguished Chairman of the
Veterans Committee, the Hon G V Sonny) Montgomery He certainly will get an
attentive hearing. °

We also will hear this morning from the highest ranking persjnnel officers of all
the armed 'An-vices These generals will advise us un the course we will pursue in
doing our share in providing for the national tlefense

Unfortunately, while I have read each statement, I can not be with you today I
have a markup session in the Science and Technology Com tee, and as ranking
member there, must also, meet that commitment and obligation

As the chairman of this subcommittee, Mr Edgar, has pointed o t in his opening
remarks, this session of this subtunimittee opens a thorough series of hearings into
a new educational assistance program for the military add veterans

After the completion of hearings Ili Washington, the subcommittee will t& ,to
the field In Washington, we shall hear from Pentagon officials, representatives of
the higher education community. veterans and veterans' organizations

In the field, we shall hear from the front line troops we will visit facilities and
speak first-hand on the scene of our military operations

But this opening hearing today brings us to a crossroads We will need to decide
what road to take

Down one road is obr traditivr.al G I hill Since its inception following World Wa;
IIby a .at American and veteran, Olin E Tiger Wague, former chairman o f this
Cyr tteet e p bill has served`to facilitate the readjustment ot miiLcns of
veterans to successful civilian life.

The G I bill, however, also had an important secondary impact It contributed to
the substantial expansion of higher education in the United States It contributed
significantly to a more educated, intelligent and aware citizenry

As will be noted by witnesses today, many great Americans who made great
contributions to the arts and sciences, business and industryand in research
obtained their education on.the G,I bill

So, the G I billas we have known ithas been first, a readjustment tool, and,
second, a recruiting tool

If we travel down the new road we would do su because of changes that have
occured in the ability of our military to, meet their recruiting needs, and to retain
the personnel they need

For example, today's military has a need for highly skilled technicians Tu fill this
need, it needs to remain competitive with the booming private market in high
technology We have increased military pay and benefit levels in recent years But
is this enough?

To travel down the new road would expand the-G I bill to not only provide post
service readjustment assistance, but to entourage experienced military personnel to
stay on. (Eligibility would be expanded to spouse and dependents)

So these core questions and issues will be the subject of our examination during
the coming months, We all want a strung and viable military The question Is how
to 4chlei;e this while continuing to serve the best interests and needs of the veteran

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HUN CHARLES F.1 BENNETT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CON4ESS FROM THE STATE Or FLORIDA

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify today I am grateful that yolo
areliolding these hearings

I have joined with Senator Armstrong in sponsoring a G I education bill that1
feel to be greatly need* I am convinced that enactment of a new G I bill is the
single most important, and the least expensive, step that we in C-ungress can take
this year to strengthen our'national defense

Thanks ...0 the recession, the Armed Forces are not experiencing this year the'
recruiting shortfalls that plagued teem in the two previous years and the recent
pay raise has been very helpful but to obtain and retain the quantity and quality of
enlistments additional legislation is needed

Inadequate aptitude among entrants Into the Armed Forces plaCes a severe finan
cial burden on our Armed Forces After correcting an error in its testing proce
dures, the Army discovered that it had more than twice as many recruits_in_tbe
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lowest ackeptabli mental category than it previOUSI, had assumed These soldiers
take a longer time and require greater resuurci,s to train, and they retain the
training for a far shurtcr period Furthermore, nun high schoul graduates are twice
as-likely as high school graduates to attrit to be administratively discharged from
the Armed Forces prior to the expiration of their term of obligation Attrition rates
in thc4 Army are approilthing 411 percent Eac4 soldier who aunts costs the govrern
ment about $10,000

INurs, the declining aptitude level ut recruits- is calling into serious question the
ability of soldiers to -perform their military missions U S soldiers came in last
amunkr all NATO nations in last year s REFORGER exercise Failure rates un the
Arniy s recently, inaugurated Skill Qualification Tests (SQTsi are disturbingly high
Of artillery crewmen tested in the 1979 fiscal year, tY6 percent failed The failure
rate tor tracked vehicle mechanics was t.+9 percent, for niclar weapons mainte'
nonce specialists, 90 percent, and fur tan!y turret and artillery repairmen, 9S percent-

Many Nlenibrs believe that the only way to improve recruit aptitude substantial
ly is to return to the aralt That may 1w su But the evidence suggests the proximate
cause in the decline of recruit aptitude was not the termination of the draft, ut
terminationi of ehinbility for G I biii education benefits

The propurUun of Army recruits in, the top two mental categories was about the
same in 1976, the 'year elipbility for the G I bill ended tan percent), as it had been
ui 197..l, the year the draft ended (324 percent) But since eiten, volunteers in the
highest mental category have plunged by two-thirds, and yoluntee'rs in the second
highest category have dropped by more than half
'"The Army had warned Congress what would happen In September of .1971, the

Artn.y conducted a survey of 11,3-16 recruits at Armed Forces Entrance Examining
Stations AFFFS thruughout the United States Of those interviewed, 21 percent
said flatly they would not have enlisted if there had been no G I bill An additional
it prceRt said they weren't sure whether they would have enlisted ur not if they
had not been made eligible for education benefits

After factoring out the indifferents, the Army concluded terminating the G I bill
could depress the puul of potential recruits by as much, as .16 7 percent all right off
the top

The drawing powcr of the G I bill was amply demonstrated in The three months
prior to t termination On October ills 1976, the Armed Forces announced the C I
bill would not apply to those, enlisting after December 31 Nearly 100,1100 people
joined the uniformed servIces during that period, approximately double the normal
first term enlistment for the fourth quarter of the year

It seems clear, Mr Chairman, that the must effective step we can (Ae to improve
recruit quality is to reinstate al bill education benefits

Reinstating the G I bill may also be the most cost-effective step
T.he great advantage of the G I bill as a partial solution to tnahtairy manpower

problems is that it will cost nothing for the next two fiscal years, very little in the
third and fourth fiscal years, and would not reach its full costs until the sixth ur
seventh ristal year after enactment This would give us breathing room to put our
financial house iriorder

Meanwhile, the Armed Forces, in addition-co obtaining the quality tequired to
properly man our increasingly complex defenses,. would be realizing substantial
savings Higher aptitude young men and women enticed into the Armed Forces by a
new G I bill would be easier to train, present few disciplinary problems, and would
be far lesr likely to attrit prior to the completion of their obligated service

It is important that a G I bill also have in it the ability of the serviceman to
transfer his right to his wife ur a child because otherwise retention may be discour
aged even though uriginal enlistment is encouraged Retention is extremely impur
Lint, as we all know, as it saves do-liars spetit in training

I want to thank you again for giving me the opportunity to testify, and I would
like nuw like to turn the flour uver to Senatur Armstrong, whu drafted this bill su
that he can explain its provisions

I TERMINATION OF GI BILL IMPACTS HEAVILY ON RECRUITMENT

RECRUITING CHANGES i AIR Mice,

General losot, The data we track supports the contention that the terminated GI
bill educatiun benefits were a strOtig -attraction for quality youth to enlist For
example, during December 1971,, the last month enlistees were eligible for GI bill
benefits, the Air Fume enlisted I.:,825 people into the Delayed Enlistment Program
IDEP) This compares to an fiscal year 1976 average of about 5,000 per month The

-
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< quality indicators for this DEP group were high-412 percent HSDG and 5,2 peicent
in the top two mental categories By fiscal year 19M, our HSDG rate had dropped to
83 percent aid the combined mental category I and II rate was 40 percent

Another indicator is the number of male HSDG accessions The following chart
shows the number of male HSDGs that enlisted in the Air Force between fiscal year
1974 and fiscal year,1979. The downward slope of the line between fiscal year 1974

and 1977 is due to. the gradual decline in the propensity to enlist At the same time,
the number of 18 to 24 ypar old HSDG men was increasing The GI bill was
'terminated effective...January 1, 1977 On that date, as mentioned earlier, the DEP
was filled with high quality youth wanting the GI bill , During the remainder of
fiscal year 1977, those DEP personnel kept the accession flow up The GI bill driven
DEP was exhausted by fiscal year 1978. In fiscal year 1978, 7 percent fewer HSDGs
were accessed than we would have expected if we projected the fiscal year 1974
through 1977 experience Tfie difference in fiscal y r 1979 was 9 percent In sum,
while many factors influence accessions, the term ation of GI bill education bene-
fits would appear to,have been a big factor in red cing our ability to attract quality
youth

RECRUITING CHANGES INAVYI

Admiral ZECH Navy's percentage of high school graduates duping the period fiscal
year 1976-fiscal year 1979 Was vet& much a £unction of recruiting policy A recruit-
ing policy decision emphasizing quality at the expense of numbers, if necessary, was
made Navy made its recruiting goal in fiscal year 1976, but did not make goal in
fiscal year 1971, fiscal year .1978 or fiscal year 1979 Navy's percent of high school
graduates remained relatively constant over theperiod

High school graduates
Fiscal year 1976-84.1 percent
Fiscal year 1977-79 6 percent.
Fiscal year 1978-83 3 percent
Fiscal year 1979-84 percent
Fiscal year 1980-836 percent
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QUESTIONS TO MEMBERS OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES REGARDING
M4RCII 17, 1981, HEARING ON H.R 1400

MARINE CORPS VIEW GI BILL

Question 1 Mr EDGAR In etter dated June 17, 1980 to Senator Armstrong,
Brigadier General H S Aitken stated, The Marine Corps views the enactment of
(J I Bill education benefits as a positive step which would significantly enhance the
attractiveness of military service

Does the Marine Corps still adhere to this position, and does it still represent the
views of the Corps9

Answer General BRONARS The Marine Corps still believes that the enactment of
a G I bill would enhance significantly the attractiveness of military service, particu-
larly for quality young men and women who are determined to gain an education
and realize their full potential A good percentage of these serious minded young
people will remain in service and help satisfy our requirements for quality leaders
in the combat arms and technically competent supervisors in other occupational
fields

GI BELL

Question 2 Mr _EDGAR In a letter dated June 18, 1980 to Senator Armstrong, the
Chief of Staff of the Air Force, General Lew Allen, Jr stated, "The Air Force fully
supports the concept of providing educationalintitlements for individuals who serve
their Country faithfully.

Is this still the position of the Air Force with regard to H R 1400, and similar
measures which proposed to do Just this'

Answer General osue Yes, this is still the Air Force position We believe that a
noncontributory educational assistance program is justified as an entitlement in
return for military service Beyond the factor of recognitigh For service to country
and most importantlysuch an entitlement, properly strtittured to both attract and
retain personnel of high quality, could make the difference in our ability to sustain
the all-volunteer concept We need an incentive ,along the lines of H R 1400 if
military service is to be made a viable alternative for young people from all walks
of life

PRE-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL ASeISTANCE PROGRAM

Question Mr EDGAR Are you familiar with the Pre-Service Educational Assist-
ance Progr'am proposed in H R 14009

Do you believe that a Pre-Service Educational Assistance Program in return for
an obligated period of service in the Armed Forces will resolve some of the recruit-
ment problems experienced by your service?

What are your personal comments on the probabilities of such a program9
Answer General YEaks Although the Army does not visualize a significant usage

factor because our printery skill shortages are in combat arms, certain other short-
age skills such as those with linguist requirements may be candidates for this type
of a program and therefore, provide assistance in our recruiting effort The plan as
written however, would compete with the Reserve Officers Training Program
(ROTC+ which is already under pressure from competing civilian career programs on
the college campus' Pre-service educational assistance should therefore be offered to
non-scholarship students before they are contracted into the advanced ROTC, pro-
gram This approach would strengthen the ROTC It should be further stipulated
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that students receiv in his aid who did not achieve a degree or who were not
eligible for contract TC would be liable for enlisted service under the formula set
forth in this bill This approach would allow the service to maximize existing
programs, would act as an automatic monitoring syittem fur those receiving benefits
and would ensure that individuals coming into the service via this route had some
military training

Present Department of Defense policy. is that it is appropriate to await the results
of the test mandatedbN,Songress to assure that whatever educational incentives are
created, the package will fit demonstrated needs

Admiral ZECH Yes, I am familiar with the Pre-Service Educational Assistance
Program proposed in H R 1400

While this program might, in fact, enable us to draw in quality. recrui with
preparation in certain areas or study, I believe the implementation of s ch
program should be reviewed very closely My personal opinion is that the probabil-
ity of this program having a positive Impact, on recruitment must be weighed
against the possibility of individuals nut meeting their total commitment to serve on
active duty In addition, I am concerned about the length of time assistance would
be provided I would prefer that the program provide benefits only for the period
required to complete a two-year undergraduate program Otherwise this chapter
could have an adverse impact upon our Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(NROTC1 The $300 per month for 36 months is more money than many of the
NROTC scholarship students receive with a full scholarship at a state institution
The College Program students within NROTC would be seriously affected since
students in this program only receive $100 per month for thelast two years of
college An 1S month limitation would be important for these reasons

General loste We are familiar with the Pre-Service Educational Assistance Pro-
.gratn proposed in H R 1400 We do not view such a provision as necessary at this
time A pre-service program would be difficult to manage and could result in an
extensive record keeping, tracking, and enforcement apparatus within the Services
or the DOD Further, the program would be at direct. competition with the ROTC
program_ Finally, we believe a "GI Bill" educational benefit should remain an
entitlement to be exercised at the option of only those who have already served, or
are currently serving, honorably in the Armed Services

General BRONARS I cannot support the pre-service educational assistance provi-
sion Benefits would accrue to individuals prematurely, and once an academic
program was completed a variety of reasons could be found for not fulfilling a
military obligation Efforts to force an individual to serve or`to recoup monies
expended on his 'her education would be difficult at best The inherent problems
with this pre-service educational provision are substantial and justify its elimination
from the bill

RECRUITING OF HSDC

Question 4 Mr EDGAR How many high school graduates are you recruiting
today' How. mai* do you need" Assuming H R 1400 is enacted into law, would it
greatly improve your capability to meet your needs of a minimum number of high
school graduates each year"

Answer General YERKS For fiscal year 1981, we are currently planning to enlist
some 93,000 Non Prior Service High School Diplomit graduates. For the Active
Army to obtain our Programmed End Strengths with the type of force we desire,
about 100,000 High School Graduates are needtd. An educational incentive package
coupled with other recruiting. resources would improve our capability to meet High
School Diploma Graduate needs However, the Department of Defense's position on
any new educational bill such as H R. 1400 or H.R 1811 has been previously stated
by OSD officials, i e to delay recoihmending a permanent program until the results
of the current educStional tests are known.

Admiral ZECH As of the end of February 1981, approximately 74 percent of all
non prior service males were high school diploma graduates Our target for this
year is that at feast 72 percent of our 83,008 non-prior service male goal be high
school diploma graduates This target is necessary to meet the Navy's technical
training tequirements with minimal attrition losses Although we are currently
meeting our high school diploma graduate requirements, I am sure the enactment
of an educational assistance bill will help our recruiting efforts in the future as the
eligible male kpulation declines

General losucSo far in fiscal year 1981, 84 5 percent of new Air Force accessions,
have been high se ool diploma graduates We would like to return to the 90 percent
high school gradu to accession levels we achieved in the early 1970s befdre ternima-
tion of the old y Bill Our analysis indicates that enactment of a new GI Bill

1 `)
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structured along the lines of H R 1400 would expand the high school graduate
recruiting market to allow us to achieve the 90 percent level.

General BRONARS In fiscal year 1980, 77 8 percent of our new accessions were
bona fide high school graduates In order to fill the ranks of the Corps with quality
personnel capable of being trained to operate and maintain increasingly sophisticat-
ed weapons and equipment that will be fielded during the 1980's, the Marine Corps
has established the recruiting goal of 73 percent of the total of our new accessions.
We expect to meet or exceed this goal again in fiscal year 1981 As competition for
high school graduates intensifies, adoption of educational assistance legislation simi-
lar to H R 1400 would greatly Amprove our ability to meet our needs for high school
graduates Equally important, educational assistance will attract high school gradu-
ates who are qualified to go to college In this regard, an ever increasing percentage
of our new accessions will be required from the higher mental groups in order
operate and maintain the mere sophisticated weapons systems and uther equipment
coming into the inventory dunng the 1980's

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION

Question 5 Mr EDGAR Would you please inform the Subcommittee or list for the
Subcommittee the initiatives, proposals an bonuses proposed ur put into effect by
the Department of Defense and the Army since 1970 to recruit and retain quality
personnel I say 1970 because that is_when the Gates Commission proposed the all-
volunteer force which led to the termination of the draft. In your personal opinion,
would an educational incentive, as proposed in H R. 1400, be sufficient to attract a
higher number of high school graduates?

Apswer General YERKS In addition to reenlistment and enlistment bonuses, a
number of other significant initiatives have been undertaken for the Active Army.

For recruiting, we have expanded the number of recruiters, assigned Captains as
r_arsa commanders, developed the recruiter aide programs, and focused our advertis-

ing' programs on High School Diploma Graduates The enlistment bonus program
began in 1972 Here, we have recently increased the maximum payment of the
enlistment bonus to $5,000 in some critical skills Also, until 1976, the services had
the GI Bill The GI Bill was replaced with the Veterans' Education Assistance
Program

In the reenlistment area, bonuses were used befdre 1970 Over time, this program
has been expanded, restructured and designed to focus on the Army's specific
reenlistment needs Efforts to restore and mantain a competitive wage for service
members is also a help to reenlistment, though additional assistance in this area is
needed As in recruiting, we have increased the number of NW's involved in
reelistment.

The Department of Defense's position on any new educational bill such as FUR.
1400 or H R 1811 has been previously stated by OSD officials, i.e. to delay recom-
mending a permanent program until the results of the current educational tests are
known However, the Army does need an educational assistance program to help
attract higher scoring High School Diploma Graduates.

DOD AUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1980 ,

Question 6 Mr EDGAR The Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1980,
Public Law 96-342, authorized new educational assistance test programs One of
these authorizes the Secretary of Defense for a period of one year to repay 15
percent or $500, whichever is greater, for persons who enlist or reenlist in the
Selected Reserves in specified military specialities..,

Enlisted members of the active duty forces serving in specified military specialties
may qualify for loan repayments at the rate of 331/2 percent of the loan amount or
$1,500, whichever is greater Under these programs, enlistees in the active and
reserve forces will receive one year of loan repayment eligibility for each year of
service. °

H R 1400 would make this year test program a three year progrtimAt is believed
that a longer period of time will be a much sounder basis to better evaluate the
program Did the Department of Defense oppose this provisiOn of Public Law 96-342
when it was approved by the 96th Congress. Would you please furnish the Subcom-
mittee with implementing regulations or instructions that have been issued by DOD
on this test program.

In your personal opinion, do you believe that the education loan repayment test
program authonzed by the Department of Defense Authorization Act at 1980 (Public
Law 96-342) will attract or retain additional persons who have been to college for
the Armed Forces in arsignificant numbers? '

19
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Answer General 1 kinks the education loan repayment program was not opposed
by DOD My personal opinion is that the loah repayment prugrain will have the
greatest positive effect un the recruiting efforts for the Selected Reserve because
individuals may also incur loans, after enlistment in order to continue in school
Although we have not had the program in effect lung enough to measure its full
potential, fhe college youth we attract or retain will assist in upgrading the total
force The DODiimplementing documents are being forwarded as requested

Admiral ZEcti The Navy did trot oppose this provision when It was approved by
the 96th Congress although we stated that, in our judgment, the impact would be
minimal Implementing regulations issued by DOD would need to be provided by the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics( (OSD
(MRA&L)) 4

The loan repayment test program iniplemented by the Navy under Phaseiti of the
test program has nut been in existence lung enough for us to determine whether
there is any significant participation At the same time, we have no history for
program participation of this kind to draw upon We just don't know how many
nun-prior Service people with educational loans will come into the military On this
basis, I believe it is too early to make a prediction

EnOcArlorr ASSISTANCE TEST PROGRAMS

Question 7 Mr EDGAR The Department of Defense Authorization-Act of 1980,
Public Law 96-34.2, authorized new educational assistance test programs One of
these authorizes the Secretary of Defense for a period of one year to repay 15
percent ur $500, whichever is greater, for persons who enlist vr reenlist in the
Selected Reserves in specified military specialties

Enlisted members of the active duty forces serving in specified milktary specialties
may qualify for loan repayments at the rate of 331,3 percent of the loan amount or
$1,500, whichever is greater. Under these programs, enlistees in the active and
reserve forces will receive one year of loan repayment eligibility for each year of
service

1-1 R 1400 would make this one-year test program a three-year program It is
believed that a longer period of time will be a much sounder basis to better evaluate
the program Did the Department of Defense oppose this provision of Public Law
96-342 when it was approved by the 96th Congress' Would you please furnish the
Subcommittee with implementing regulations afstructiuns that have been'issued
by DOD on this test program

In your personal opinion, du you believe that the education loan repaymeht test
program authorized by the Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1980 (Public
Law 96-3421 will attract ur retain additional persons who have been to college for
the Armed Forces in any significant numbers?

Answer General lostE, The Department of Defense supported the loan forgive
ness provisions of Public Law 96-342 Copies of all DOD implementing instructions
are attached as requested The Air Force believes that the program will provide a
modest assist in the recruiting arena It would be substantially improved if officers,
at the 01 and 02 ranks were included This would enable us to focus on shortages
that exist in the scientia. and technical areas. In its present form, however, the test
of the incentive is too limited in scope to provide significant results

General BRONARS It is my opinion 'that the loan repaymMit-portion of the test
program is unlikely to attract significant numbers of enlistees who have beeh to
college The test program has not proven loan repayment to be a strung enlistment
incentive We have no test data or insight as to whether loan forgiveness would
have an effect on retention I defer to the Deprartment of Defense regarding the
other questions

TRANSFERABILITY PROVISION

Question 8 Mr EDGAR In hearings before the Senate Committee on Veteran's
Affairs last June, a DOD representative stated that making a distinction on the
basis of critical versus noncritical military skills would be an administrative
burden that we are only too happy to take on in view of the gains that we receive

Do you agree with that statement relative to the transferability provision
whiotilajimited to critical skill personnel? -

I know a major concerti when this bill was being drafted was to create a program
which would be an incentive for enlistment while not acting as a disincentive for
retention. In your opinion, would H R. 1400; if enacted, achieve this goal?

Answer General yERKS. The Department of Defense position on any iww educa
tion bill hgs been to delay recommending a permanent program until the results of
the current educational tests arc known The attractiveness of transferability as a

.
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etention incentive Is being tested In toy ,upinion, the cress of any education
assistance benefit as, a recluiting incentive will depend gr atly ors the availability of
Departmeht of Education finamial assistance programs offering loans and grahts
without service commitment In any bill, the Army strongly endorses transferability
as a necessary retentiun initiative and believes retention problems would be- better
addressed by removing the limitation of anv transferability provigion to critical

-

Admiral ZEtti Your proposed legislation gives the option of tranferability only to
tleuse.in critical ratings We would prefer yansferabdity to be available to all who
serve honorably after ten years of completed service Such people, at the eleven year
point! are the core of the career force and transfer lily would be a realistic
reward and an advantage for those whothave su many years of dedicated service fri
this context it would be important to build in an index relate to the amount of
educational assistance, su that by th5time the transfer options are drawn upon, the
real dollar value of the benefits has not been lust This would clearly be a positive
retention incentive to counter our second term manning shortfall Providing such
an advantage only,to critical skills could hurt our ability to retain all other career
1st). Also, it would bedextremely difficult to administer since critical skills categories
are subject to frequent change

In the short term, H R 1400 could considerably enhance enlistments through the"
six year point and the transferability feature, I believe, if properly structured,
would have an immediate imptittt un our ability to restrain the exodus'of midlevel
careerists from the Navy

On this subject, a signific,int current disincentive for retention is the 1989 termi-
nation date for Vietnam Ela,G I Bill benefits This provision is having an increas-
ingly negative affect ietentionone that will reach its peak in the mid 1980's as
service members leave active duty to use ,their full benefits prior to the 1989
termination date In fact, 41 percent of third term personnel recently leaving the
Navy rank to keep-from losing my G I Bill benefits' as one of the most important
factors in their separation decision The expiration date is not only costly to the
service in terms of the lust knowledge and experience possessed by those who
separate eatly,but it unduly penalizes those who choose to serve their country in a
military career and will. th&efore, bedeprived of their earned entitlements

General lustE We consider the transferability feature, along with the second tier
of benefits essential for the new educational assistance program to provide the_.
required retention incentive, but du not agtee with the limitation of transferabilityk
to critical skill personnel We recommend the transferability provision be applied to
all members of the active, career force beyond ten years of service Limiting eligibil-
ity to critical skill personnel would be a 'significant inequity that could impair
morale and have a damaging effect on retention overall

I H R 141)0 were enacted with a tkarrsferability provisionefor all careerists as
ou tried above, it would, be an incentive for retention as well as for enlistment

eneral BRON ARS I strongly support% provision for transfering benefit to de-
pen ents, but I du not subscribe to a plan that would provide this option only to
personnel assigned to so-called "critical skills As currently written, H R 1400
would, in,effeei, discriminate against enlisted personnel who are willing to serve in
what must be regarded as the most dangeroa and flindamentally most important
occupational fields, eg infantry, armor, arld/eryand combat engineers Universal
application of transferability of benefits would provide equity to all service members'

c and help solve one of out; most difficult problemsthe loss of quality in the most
important segments of our career enlisted population This modification would
alleviate the mid-career retention- problem not only in the technical skills, but
would also encourage. a careaciiWri4ment on the part of quality perlonnel as-
signed to occupational fields where life and death judgment and decisions musChe
made by our career enlisted personnel If we want good'decisions'to be made, we
should not trea4tAhuse who have to make those decisi'ons as second class citizens,
thus ensuring nor leadership in the Most critical and important of all military
specialties, the combat ,arms In response to the second part of your question, I

believe H.R 1400, with its provisions for basic and supplemental entitlements for
continued service and.a universally applied feature of transferability, will achieve
the dual-goals of an incentive fur enlistment and retention, of midcareer noncommis
stoned officers .0".

4
c ATTRITION BASED ON QUALITY OF. PERSONNEL

Question .9 Mr EDGAR Most experts agree that high school g$aduates are far
more4likely to complete their enlistments than high school drop outs, Do you agree
with the estim4e of the General Accounting Office that each attrition case within
the military costs the Federal Government $12,0009 If the quality of personnel

1.3
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within the Armed. Fumes was sit,nificantly improved, including larger numbers of
high school graduates, what cost savings would you predict from ,these improve-
ments9

Answer General YERKS The Army estimates that male high school graduatesare
half as likelS to-leave the Army before completing their enlistment as iron -high
school graduates and agrees that there would be cost savings from reduced attrition
if the quality of personnel within the Armed Forces were significantly improved and
larger numbers of male high school graduates were recruited

Estimates of such savings vary significantly,tlepending un the assumptions select-
ed The General Accounting Office estimates that each attrition case within the
military costs the Federal Government $1.,000, incluchai, DOD costs, unemployment
costs and potential costs for veteran's benefits The DOD costs included in this
estimate are based un averages which include fixed expenses As indicated in the
GAO report, DOD officials believe marginal costing is more appropriate The Army
agrees since many of the fixed costs for recruiting and training could not be
eliminated attrition were reduced The veteran's benefits in the GAO estimate,
may also be, overstated because they include GI Bill expenses will decline
since the GI'Bill was terminated in 1976

The Army estimates that there will be no art savings despite, lower.attrition
because of higher recruiting costs to enlist 11T,000 additional male high school
diploma graduates

Admiral ZECH I would accept this figure as a reasonable averagq y;ukt Individual
attrition costs cart' with the'amount of investment made in ezieN Individual for

ir recruiting and training, and his her total time in service prior to attnting Assum-
" ing that the quality of accessions improves with the-enactment of this bill, our

attrition rate-5 should certainly decrease Using the GAO dollar estimate as an
example, even a slight reduction in attrition would result in considerable cost
savings to the Government .. .

General lost. E The GAO estimate of $12,000 per attrition cast only accounts for
the cost of post service. reterans'5benefits associated with those who leave the service
prior to completion of their initiahinlistment This estimate includes an education
cost component based on the old Bill, which, is no longer applicable. Those who
attrit now are covered by VEAVgAthich has a much lqwer benefit level There are

, other factors, such as recruiting and training, that must also be considered when
discussing the total cost to the government resulting from attrition We estimate
that a 10 percent increase in the number of high schuqj graduate accessions would,
over time, reduce f t tetip attrition by 2-3 percent with corresponding savings in
recruiting and tra ing .ist, We also find that high school graduates, have. much

5 I !owe displiou t,ran luingraduates and we would anticipate additional savings
in tlys area ith a riches .high school graduate mix Combining the recruiting,

° training, and discipline fa4ers, we estimate a total saving to the Air Force of
,i approximately $7; -100 million per year from a 10 pqrcent increase in high school

graduate accessions Savings to the VA implied in the'GA0 report would be additive
5.to this Air Force savings estimate

General BRONARS While I have not seen the GAO estimate to which you refer,
$12,000 is a reasonable figure since it is within 15 percent of our estimate.of the cost
of each attrition Assuming that the Marine Corps substantially increase rsunnel
quality by recruiting 100 percent IISG's instead of 75 rcent, a potentia vings ofpe
$16 million to $19 million exist,. These savings would evaporate qui y, however,
when other aspects such cos increased recruiting costs, higher pay and allowances,
and, possibly higher attrition among HSG's are considered For exam*, because
high 64, hool graduates are more difficult to recruit thaA non high school graduates,
we would need to increase the size of our recruiting force 41u-easing tile size of this
force by only 15 percent cold eliminate the potential savings

4,,

EDUCATFONAL TEST PROGRAM

Question 10 Mr EDGAR Dc you have any estimates on the overall r, sts of the
current education test program' Do you'have a timetable on when an .valuation of
the results can be made Whu will make that, evaluation" How much will that Lost?

Answer General YERKS DoD is currently estimating the fiscal year 1981 educa-
tion test to cost approximately $100 million Information regarding the test is being
gathered by DoD and they will make the aktluation in time to include an education-
al package recommendation in the fiscal year 1983 DoD Authorization BIM The cost
of the evaluation is included in the $100 million estimate.

Admiral ZECH We don's have any estimates yet on.,the overall cost of the test
"program but we are working on estimates for fiscal years 1981, 1982, and 1983.
These will be available by the middle of July
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The Office of the Secretary of Defense will condu-ct an evaluation of the test
results The cost of avvumplishing this evaluation is not known by us

General lust v. The original estimate for the test program was $75M in fiscal year
1981 OSD anticipates that because of the inflation adjustment feature of Section
901, outlays may eventually total $100M According to the present timetable, pre-
liminary, results should be available in September 1981 with a final report due in
time fur the fiscal year 1983 Authorization Bill The results will be developed
OSD with assistance provided by the services and the RAND Corporation The cdst
for the evaluation has been estimated at $350;000.

General BRONARS The Marine Corps' estimate of administrative costs to date for
the test program are as follows
Letters to high school principals $5,500
Flyers handouts , . 6,000
Travel, education and tramrng costs 20,090
Instruction material 1,000

Total (estimate) . . . 32,500

It is my understanding that Du]) has prodded t-31A fur conducting a test program
advertising campaign In addition, it is estimated that the Marine Corps has invest-
ed approximately 3 man years in the planning, implementation, and conduct of this
test program It is estimated that if the projected accessions and reenlistments
attracted and retained by this test program were to utilize iliaximum benefits, thg
Marine Corps' eligible personnel would utilize $12 5M of the test program monies.
The test program will be completed on 1 Oct 1981 and it will take about one (1)
month for the Marine Corps to analyze data and submit a report to the Department
of Defense The Marine Corps analysis is expected to cost $15,000 and required 5
manyears of effurt I have no idea on how lung it will take the Rand Corporation to
make an analysis and submit a report to the Department of Defense

APESOPRIATE LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR RESERVISTS .

General YERKS It is my conviction that all Army Reserve (Selected Reserve)
members be eligible to use benefits after one year from enlistment date Entitle-
ments Jhuuld accrue from enlistement date at the rate of one month entitlement for
each month served on inititial active duty for training (basic and,advanced individu-
al training) and one month entitlement for each two months served in an inactive
duty for training Troop Program Unit membership) status Of -course, this criteria
would apply to those individuals enlisting after the effective implementation date of
the program.

Admiral ZELL! The Navy's position 1,,n regard to educational entitlements for the
Selected Reserve is that, if the Servicemgmber has served less than 2 years on
active duty, the member must complete s Years satisfactory-service in the Selected
Reserve to be eligible for such benefits

General lostx We recommend amending t current provisions of Sections 1412
and 1421 of H R 1400 requiring active duty rvice to qualify for the Basic and
Supplemental entitlements in order to make the ill more equitable for our Reserve
personnel Because of the current requiremen of these sections, no individual
currently in the Reserve would ever be eligible or the educational benefits unless
they returned to active duty subsequent to September 30, 1981 Accordingly, we
recommend that the required service for the Basic Entitlement be, amended to
authorize this entitlement tt, those Reservists who have satisfactorily served a total
of eight consecutive years in the Selected Reserve In addition, th /required serviceaddition,
for th/o Supplemental Entitlement should be amended to author, this entitlement
to those Reservists who have satisfactorily served in the Selec Reserve for a total
of twelve consecutive years We feel Reservists without act, duty service subse-
quent to September 30, 1981, should serve a somewhat longer time to qualify for the
Basic Entitlement to insure that our Reserve retention objectives are met. We do
not feel, however, that lengthening the total period of service beyond the total now
required for a combination of active and reserve duty to qualify for the Sutplemen
tai Benefit is necessary Twelve years satisfactory service, even though it may
strictly be in a Reserve stfitus,.represent a considerable voluntary investment which
should be recognized and appropriately rewarded.

Geneial BRONARS The whole subject of educational benefits for reservists requires
a very thorough examination to make sure that we are getting everything we want
in the wa4, of incentives and long term benefits for individuals. Although we support
a program far reservists, we also, have, to be aware of the effects of such a program I

in our active force recruiting, rriquirementg For now, I think the best course of
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action would be tu take d look at the result4 of the J veral incentive programs that
are available fur reservists, analyze their effectiveness, and spe what sort of an
edu,atiunaj program looks like an efficient and effective way ufr encuuraging partici-
pation in the reserves. In any event, we believe that a commitment of six years
should be requ4red in order for a member of the reserves to bebome eligible

Admiral STEWART The Coast. Guard believes that the proposed two year mini-
mum active duty requirement will provide a reasunable compensation ta, reserves

ATTRITION PERCENTAGE OrACTVE DUTY NPS MALE ENLISTEES '

Total

14'1 19?:

kr...31

1973

ACtudl'

year

1974 197o 1978 1977 1'478

Estmatea

fiscal year

19x9 1980 1981 t 1982

Army 26 28 31 39 37 37 34 31 32 34 31 31

Navy 28 32 31 38 35 31 29 26 27 27 27 27

USMC 31 24 32 37 38 35 29 30 29 28 28 28

USAF 21 26 30 31 29 26 26 27 27 21 '27 27

DOD r 26 28 32 37 35 34 31 29 29 30 28 28
HSOG

Army 15 19 20 25 25 27 25 25 23 23 73 23

Navy 23 26 25 28 27 25 23 21 22 22 22 22

USMC 21 16 23 25 25 21 24 24 23 23 23 23

USAF 17 12 26 27 26 24 --N4 24 23 23 23 23

DOD 18 21 23 26 26 26 24 24 23 23 23 23

NHSDG

Army 37 41 45 p 50 50 47 44 44 44 44 44

Navy 45 54 54 58 '56 49 46 44 41 42 42 42

USMC 40 32 40 47 49 46 41 46 45 44 44 14

USAF 43 50 54 54 50 45 47 45 44 44 44 44

DOD 40 42 47 51 51 49 46 ,44 44 44 44 43

' Percent 01 'Me wno enrwteel n `Israt year shown and Yaw, the Serwe Defore completing 3 years of service
par 1911 7% attnton rates are from actual Data compiled by the Defense Manpower Data Center (WAD(

frscal tear 1978-8? rates are Deceecuyis from Me fiscal year 1982-86 POM
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VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, DC April J. 1981

Hon 0 V (SONNY) MONTGOMERY,'
Chairman, Committee on Veterans: Affairs,
House of Representatives, Washington. DC

DEAR MR CHAIRMAN In our report to your committ.ve of March 1R, 1981, on H R
1400, 97th Congress, the proposed new GI Bill education program,' we advised you
th,pt we would transmit separately our technical analysis of this measure

'We are pleased to enclose a copy of our detailed analysis We urge that the
Crrimittet give these comments careful study s'huuld it decide tu consider this bill

Sincerely,

w
RUFUS WILSON,

Acting Administrator
Enclosure

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF AND COMMENTS ON 1-1,R 1400, 97TH CONGRESS

SUBCHAPTER IPURPOSES; DEFINITIONS

Section 1401
This section sets forth the three basic purposes of the measure (1) to provide an

improved educatiunal assistance program for readjustment of members of the
Armed Forces dfter separation from service, (2) to promote and assist the All-
Volunteer Force spr.ogram and the Total Force Concept of the United States Armed
Forces through an improved program of educational assistance, and t3) to aid in the
retention of personnel in the Armed Forces who have skills in critical specialities in
which there are serious shortages of personnel.

We defer to the judgment of the Department of Defense on the utility of this
proposal toward meeting defense manpower 'requirements .
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Section 1402 Pr
9

This section contains definitions which apply to the new chapter 30 proposed to be
added to title 38,- United States Code ..

Initially we note that, since the new chapter would become a part of title 38,
those definitions already contained in that title will, unless specified otherwise.

, have application to the new program
We would furth r po uut that the definition of "Armed Forces" contained in 38

U S C §101(10) i cludM the Coast Guard On the other hand, the definition set
forth in paragraph (5( of section 1402 encompasses only the Army, Navy, Air Force,

-'and Marine Corps. Thus, the Coast Guard would not be included in the new
program

SUliCHAPTER IIBASIC EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

Section 1411 ryry

This section sets forth the criteria required forRin individual to qualify for basic
educational assistance benefits under the new progra These requirements are
that the individual must be a graduate of a secondary se ool or have a high school
equiyalency certificate, as determined by the Administrat 1 After meeting such a
requirement, the inckidual must serve at least 3 years of c tenuous active duty in
the Armed Forces or serve in the Armed Forces after September 30, 1981, and be
discharged or released from active duty for a service-connected disability, for hard
ship, or (after not less than 30 months of active duty) for the convenience of the
Government After Ainpleting such service, the individual must either be dis
charged with an hunol-able discharge, be plated on the retired list, continue on
active duty without a break in service, or be released from active duty for further
service in a reserve component after honorable service on active duty

There are several provisions contained in'this section which should be examined
First, the language requiring the individual to be a graduate of a secondary school
or have a high school equivalency certificate, as determined by the Administrator,
raises questions One question is whether the high schgol oeequivalency certificate
requirement must have been attained before the individual goe4 into military sery

4 ice, or whether it can be attained therekfter.
Current provisiOns in chapter 34 of title 38 (the GI Bill) use the terminology "has'

not received a secondary school diploma or an equivalency certificate)" [see 38
U SC §1691(a)J rather than the language set forth in the bill The existing title 38

language is clearer than the bill's language.
We object to the AdmAstratcr being required to determine whether the high

school equivalency certificate is appropriate Under the current GI Bill progam, we
accept the equivalency certificate which the veteran submits along with an applica-
tiop to pursue a program of education We would point out that the requirements
for an equivalency certificate vary from Stateto State We do not believe It appro-
priate that the Administrator be required to set up what might be an arbitrary
standard which must be met before an individual is determined to have an appro-
priate certificate

This same section requires that service in the Armed Forces must be "continu-
_cos We believe this could cause problems as to what is considered to be "continu-
ous'

The section also contains a requirement that the individual must have received
an honorable discharge from tive duty. This term appears to o filet with lan-
guage utilized in section 1451(c f proposed chapter 30, which deals ith discharges
or releases under conditions of er than dishonorable TO requireme t of an honor-
able discharge also differs from the language contained in the cur nt GI Bill and
the chapter 32 contributory education program, both of which r ire only a dis-
charge or release under "conditions other than dishonorable "

Section 1412
This section sets alternative criteria for entitlement to basic e ucational assist-

ance benefits based upon 2 years of active duty service followe by 4 years of
reserve duty

The same problems with respect to the high school graduation r equivalency
certificate attainment), the definition of "continuous duty," and wi the type of
discharge cited above apply here as well. In addition to the continuous uty require-
ment, there i further provision that the individual must continue on active duty
or in the r rves "without a break in service." This may cause some problems for
the resery duty area since, upon release from active dug, individuals sometimes
encounter problems finding a slot in an appropriate reservt unit in which to serve
Further, the language of the bill respecting reserve, duty requires the individual to
satisfactorily participate in such training A determination of such satisfactory
participation must be made and certified before benefits may be granted

3.-
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Sit tton 141 1
This settion linias tht overall eclutational assistance an individual may receive

fe under one ur more lt A edusatiun programs linsluding the nest chapter 30i to 48
\ maximumand also limits the aximum benefit under the ngvs program to :Ica months
of entitlenient It provides entitlement un the basis of 1 month uf benefits for each
month of active duty service and 1 month of benefits fur each 3 months of reserve
duty If the individual serves the required 2 years of active duty, he or she would
entitled to 24 months of assistance Since an additional 4 years of reserse duty are
required, this would mean that the 1 fur 3 ratio would allow the individual tu
achieve his ur her maximum months uf entitlement after 2 years of.tistive duty
plus 3 years ulreserse duty like believe it is inappropriate to authorize entitlement
tu full education benefits until an individual coniplete,s the requisite userall active
duty reserse duty requirement

Set Non 1416

This smtion sets furth the authority tot an individual to enroll in a program of
education while continuing tu perfurni active ur reserse duty There are two basic
problems with tht language in this set tam First, enrollment would be permitted if
an individual has completed at least 2 years of service on active duty or in the
Selected Reserve Tilts language could be interpreted as permitting service in the
reserve prior to any active duty service

Second the ust of the, phrase may enroll in a program of education is technical
Iv deficient beciluse it dues not authorize an individual to receive educational
assistance allowance benefits

st Rt HATTER IIISUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

Set Non I i11 ,
.

This SLti IUD sets the criteria fur an individual to earn entitlement tu supplemen-
tal educational .issistaiisc which would. as we interpret the language, be in addition
to the basic amount which would be payable In addition tu meeting the require-
ments fur basic assistance, the individual 'would be required to sere 3 ur more
lon.seLfiit years of active duty in addition tu the 3 continuous years required fur
basis assistance,. and 4 ur inure son,secutivt years uf duty in the Selected Reserve
Loserittnd abuse the 1 continuous years required under section 111212d Thus, an
tuck idual could qualify fur the supplemental benefit by seeing ti years uf active
duty ur by sers mg 4 years uf active duty and 8 years of reserse duty, ur a total uf 12

cayears under the latter criteria Under buth categories, there is a requirement that
the sersise be without a break in service" This Litter prosisiun is unclear, as we

ve noted earlier s

Set non 142.1 .
This section proposes tu prouside authority for additional educational assistonce fur

those menibers who art. determined to have a skill ur specialty designated by the
Secretary of Defense as une in which there is a critical shortage of personnel It also.
requires such individuals tu be entitled tu basic educational assistance This benefit
would be in addition tu any supplemental assistance available under section 1121
and the benefit would be paid a monthly rate the Secretary of Defense considers
appropriate or necessary

This sectiun.causes seseralconcerns First, there are no limits set un the amount
uf this additional assistance Second, there du nut appear to be any specified time
frames during which the skill or speciality is in critical supply

Section 1414
This section calls un the Administrator to increase the monthly basic and Month

ly suppluniental allowances tu be awarded under this segment uf the new program
Again, there are nu limits set in making these awards except for those rates
determined by the Secretary uf Defense. This could result in wide variances between
the various saw \ Ices , /N.

SUBCHAPTER IVTRANS5ER OF ENTITLEMENT TO DEPENDENTS

Sectton 14.11
T

O
his section would permit At members uf the Armed Forces who have sexed 8

or more-4 but less than 12, consecutive years on active duty, who have a skill of
specialty in which there is a critical shortage of personnel, and who are. entitled to
basic educailonal benefits, to transfer tu one ur more of their dependents all Or any
part uf their entitlement to ec ucational assistance under this new program
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This, again, presents a number of problems The bill would permit a select group
of individuals who are within the s 1.1 year "window" period, who are considered to
have the requisite skill ur specialty, and who have at least one dependent during
that critical time frame. to transfer entitlement This could cause serious equity
problems, since it would discriminate against individuals who may acquire a de-
pendent after the window period. even though he or she is in the skill or specialty
area at that time .

-Section 14,12
This section calls on the Administrator to prescribe regulations for the adminis-

tration of the transfer of entitlement of educational assistance and also requires the
Administrator to place such limits on . nging and revoking of transfers as the
Secretary of Defense considers necessary for efficient administration Authorizing
the Secretary of Defense to set the grounds on amending or revoking transfers as
the Secretary deems necessary for efficient administration where the Administrator
Is given She authority to administer the program would. in our view, create unneces
nary administrative problems
Section 14J3

This section sets forth the requirements on the status of dependents to whom
entitlement IS transfered There are a number of problems inherent in this section

First, one provision states that the dependent is entitled to educational assistance
in the same manner and under the same terms and conditions as the member,
except that the assistance may only be provided while the member continues on
active duty ur completes 2.0 years of active service This fails to take into considera-
tion utilization of the entitlement transfer in the event of the death of the service-
member, although reference is made to the division of the benefit in the case of a
deceased member

Second, this sts,tiun also provides that a child to whom entitlement is transferered
may not use it until, age 18 or until the child graduates from a secondary school,
whichever occurs first It would 'appear at, in the event the child has riot attained
a secondary school diploma or an e ivalency certificate by the time ag6018 is
attained, the VA could inappropriately called upon to provide secondary school
assistance to such a child In addition,'the provision does not set any outside age
limitation for utilization of this benefit

Third. this section alSu provides that, where a servicemember transfers entitle-
ment to two ur more dependents, the assistance payable shall be divided in such
manner as the member specifies or, if the member is deceased or is otherwise
unable ur unailling to specify, the division sh I be made as determined by regula-
tions issued by the Administrator 1.

The term unwilling' is inappropriate since it is of clear from a legal standpoint
what this term means Moreover, the Administrator should not be called upon to
substitute the Administrator's Judgment for that of the individual where the inch
vidual is competent to make such a determination There could be some instances
',Mere an individual Is incompetent and therefore cannot make a decision However,
this differs from situations where the individual is compentent, but is simply "un-
willing" to make the decision
Section 14J4 -

The term dependent" Is defined as "child of an individual" and "spouse of an
individual" in this proposed section

As we noted earlier in this report, since the new chapter 30 is proposed to be
incorporated as a part of title 38, the dgfnition of "child" as set forth in section
hili-li of that title would apply to this new chapter. Section 101(4) defines a "child"
as. an individual who is under the age of 18 years who, before attaining the age of 18

Q years. became permanently imcapable of self-support, or who, after attaining the
age of In years and until completion of education or training (but not after attain-
ing the age.of ..11; years), is pursuing a course of instruction at an approved educa-
tional institution. This definition also sets other requirements on the status of the
child, i e , legitimate, legally adopted, stepchild, etc i

The definition of a "child" is also contained in chapter.35 of title 38, which is the
Surteivors' and Dependents' educational Assistance program.

, The definition of "spouse" contained in 38 U.S.0 § 101(31) would encompass an
individual not living with the servicemember .

SUBCHAPTER V PRESERV ICE EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM SECTIONS 1441-1447

This subchapter would create a new program under which individuals mAy enter
into written agreements with the Secretary of Defense whereby educational assist
ante may be provided such individuals prior to formally entering military service in
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return bur their agreement to perform a specified period of obligated service on
active duty ur In the Selected Reserve subsequent to receiving these benefits

We do not believe that this proposed new program would encourage reenlistments
beyond an individual's basic tour of duty, These individuals would be granted
educational assistance to achieve their educational goals prior to service in the
Armed Forces More likely, after having -fulfilled their military obligation subse-
quent to being pros ided educational assistance, these individuals would be inclined
to leave military service to pursue the vocation they initially undertook or for
which they trained prior to entering service Further, this program could be the
subject of potential fraud and abuse by individuals seeking to minimize or avoid
subsequent military obligations

Moreover, such a program should be administered by the Department of Defense,
not by the Veterans,Administration

FICHAPTER VITIME LIMITATION FOR USE OF ENTITLEMENT, GENERAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

This subchapter sets forth a number of the administrative provisions to be uti-
lized in administering the new chapter 30

Section 1452
This section would bar the granting of educational assistance to an individual

pursuing a program of education under chapter 30 where the individual is being
pros ided subsistence, in whole ur in part and in money or in kind, by an entity o
the United States ur of a State or local government, or who is pursuing a prog
of.educati un less than a half-time basis, except that the individual under such
circumst noes may be paid the cost of the individual's tuition and fees

Thi s an area which causes us considerable concern First, many administrative
problems could arise in determining whether an individual, who is not in service, is
receis ing some sort of subsisterap This could be from many types of sources such as
a scholarship, a grant, ur other of assistance Where not determined until after
some assistance has been cilro.eA the VA would then be required to create an
overpayment payable.byt individual, thus adding to the overpayment total al-
ready,on our books

Second, the section does not impose any limit on the amount of the tuition and
fees which could be paid Thus, for example, if a veteran is going to a high-cost
institution and concurrently is being paid subsistence through a Federal, State, or
local unit, the VA would be required to pay the veteran the cost of the tuition and
fees In some instances the tuition and fees are substantial 4$

Section 1453
This section bars receipt of new chapter 30 benfits concurrently with benefits

being, paid under chapters 34 or 35 of title 38GI Bill and dependents' education
programs The section is deficient because it does not contain an overall limit on
benefits payable under more than one program, such as that provided in section
1795 of title 38

Section 1455
This section provicCes for allocation of program costs between the Veterans Ad-

ministration and the Department of Defense The Veterans Administration would
be responsible for paying the basic educational costs from VA appropriations with
all other benefit costs caning from Department of Defense appropriations

Section 1457
This section requires separate reports by the Secretary of befens, and the Admin

istratur on the operation of the new chapter 30 program The first reports would be
submitted not later than April 1, 1983.

Section 6,3bi of H R 1400 would amend section 1602(a) of title 38 to bar individ
uals from any eligibility in the contributory education program after December 31,
1981 Technically, the amendment should properly be made to section 1602(IXA) of
title 38, rather than section 1602(a). .

Section 3)13)(2) of the bill provides for, disenrollmenrof individuals entitled to
educational assistance under the chapee? 32 contributory program at the time 'they'
Vain eligibility under the new chapter 30 program
fiction 4 of the bill would amend the contributoryfeducation program to bar new

enrollments after December 31, 1981 INSERT NO. 1 and 2---
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THE 3 GI BILLS-COMPARISON OF PARTICIPATION RATES

Wail War II
June 1944 end

ol program

Kean conflict
*terrter

1952 of

COP=

Post-Konan catict

Pexetime post-
Vann I km

1966
September 1980

Vietnam era =
June 1966

September 1980

/fietnarn era
anyVeterans

1966

September 1-980

Veteran poaniabon 15,440,000 5,509,000 3,050,000 9,625,000 9,625,000
Total trained ... 7,800,000 2,391,000 1,399,446 2 6,283,637 5,562,314

50 5 43 4 45 9 65.3 57 8
School trainees 5,710,000 (2-0'73,000 1,314,000 5,738,191 5,016,868

Percent 37 0 \ 37 6 431 59 6 521
Ccdege, . (2.230,000) (1,213,000) (736,739) (3,842,038) (3,522,629)
Percent .. (144) (220) (242) (399) (366)
Other schools . (3,480,000) (860,000) (578,081) (1,896,153) (1,494,239)
Percent (225) (156) (190) (197) (155)

Onjob banns 1,400,000 223,000 64,717 510,414 510,414' Percent ,

Farm trainees
91

690,000
40

95,000
21

19,909
53

35,032
53

35,032
. Percent . 4.5 17 7 4 4

1 Sava after tart 31. 1955 but ea servo after Aug 4, 1964
2 Sores between Aag S. 1964 and Dec. 3!, 1976

laludes 721.323 who last used Noun as service persconel
Includes only those sang barn as veterans

Total veterans trained under GI Bill
[Rounded to nearest thousand!' ".

Vietnam era GI bill as of April 1981:
Army 2,649,000
Navy 1,257,000
Marine 552,000
Coast Guard 57,000
Air Force 1,109,000
Others 46,000

Veterans in training as of April 1981:
Army 202,000
Navy 130,000
Marine 51,000
Coast Guard 9,000
Air Force 125,000
Others 6,000
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